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Preface 

The focus of the research was on practical aspects pertaining to nonsinusoidal conditions in electrical 

power systems. Two aspects were specifically investigated, frstly practical power definitions and 

secondly, fundamental principles and techniques in localising a source of distortion in an interconnected 

power system. The research undertaken and the compilation of this document were carried out over a 

period in which a rapid advance in various aspects relating to nonsinusoidal conditions in electrical power 

system was experienced. The document reflects some of these developments. A noteworthy source of 

inspiration to the author, during the time of writing of this document, were the three-yearly held 

International Workshops on Power Defmitions and Measurements under Nonsinusoidal Conditions 

organised by Prof. Alessandro Ferrero of the Politecnico di Milano in Milan. Research results for this 

thesis were presented at two of these workshops and it was possible to brush shoulders with the top 

workers in this field and to keep abreast with the work done by others. 
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Summary 

Nonsinusoidal conditions are characteristic of modem electrical power systems. Technological advances 

such as that of the rapidly developing solid-state technology has accelerated the nonlinear loading of 

power systems. The thesis firstly reformulates and demonstrates multi-frequency power system analysis 

techniques. 

Of special importance is the definition of energy under nonsinusoidal conditions. Popular nonsinusoidal 

power theories are evaluated and the approach of Czarnecki is shown to have an important deficiency in 

practical power system applications. The Czarnecki three-phase power components are shown to be 

questionable as to their physical significance. It is proposed that energy formulation should be carried out 

in a transformed domain and it is demonstrated that the well-known Park current and voltage vectors 

enable valid descriptions for energy phenomena in three wire three-phase power systems. A new 

transform that transforms four wire three-phase quantities to three-dimensional space vectors of voltage 

and current is shown to deserve further investigation towards implementation in compensation techniques 

and tariff systems. 

Knowledge on the relative contribution to the overall distortion of a specific source of distortion in a 

power system requires the localisation thereof and a measurement technique. It is shown through time- 

domain modelling that it is not possible to localise distortion sources through single-point measurements 

in power systems in the presence of multiple harmonic distortion sources. This principle renders all 

attempts to quantify power system distortion through single-point measurements invalid. The implication 

is that penalisation of distorting customers by measuring their emission, will not be possible if all nodes 

over the power system is not measured synchronously. Therefore, final proof to this principle is given 

through the results obtained by measurements taken in a real-life power system. 

The novel combination of a new power quality index and a distributed measurement system that does not 

require accurate synchronisation in time is proposed as a practical approach in quantifying distortion 

contribution of specific distortion sources and should be investigated further. It can aid towards managing 

uonsinusoidal conditions in a power system through the implementation thereof in a self-regulating tariff 

structure. 



Opsomming 

Moderne elektriese kragstelsels word gekenmerk deur nie-sinusvormige kondisies. Hierdie kondisies 

word veroorsaak deur die nie-line6re belading van die kragstelsel wat weer die gevolg is van modeme 

ontwikkeling in vaste toestand silikontegnologie. Spde  die nie-sinusvormige kondisies te bestudeer, 

herformuleer en demonstreer hierdie proefskrif eerstens multi-frekwensie analitiese tegnieke wat gebruik 

word in kragstelsels. 

Spesiale aandag moet gegee word aan die definisie van energie wanneer golfvorme nie-sinusvormig is. 

Bekende drywingsteoriee word daarom gei?valueer. 'n Belangrike terkortkoming in die drywingsteorie 

van Czarnecki, wanneer dit toegepas word in praktiese kragstelsels, word hierdeur uitgewys. Die driefase 

drywingskomponente wat in die Czarnecki se drywingsteorie gedefinieer word, se fisiese betekenis word 

bevraagteken. 'n Altematiewe benadering tot die definisie van driefase energie in 'n getransformeerde 

domein word dan ondersoek. Die Park spanning- en stroomvektore word toegepas in die beskryf van 

energie in drie draad driefase kragstelsels en gedemonstreer 'n geldige benadering te wees. Die 

addisioneel energie verskynsels wat in vier draad driefase kragstelsels voorkom, kan met 'n nuwe 

transform ondersoek word deurdat dit fase groothede volledig na driedimensionele ruimte-vektore 

transformeer. Hierdie benadering word as verdienstelik voorgehou tot verdere ondersoek in die toepassing 

van kompensasie tegnieke en tariefstelsels. 

Kennis oor die relatiewe bydrae wat 'n spesifieke bron van distorsie in 'n kragstelsels lewer tot die totale 

distorsie, vereis weer kennis oor die geografiese ligging van die bron asook 'n meettegniek om dan die 

bydrae te meet. Tydvlak modellering word gedoen om aan te toon dat dit nie moontlik is om met 

enkelpuntrnetings bronne van distorsie in 'n elektriese kragnetwerk te lokaliseer as hierdie bronne oral 

deur die netwerk versprei is nie. Omdat dit nie moontlik sal wees om kliente wat distorsie veroorsaak te 

penaliseer sonder om a1 die nodes van die kragstelsel gelyktydig te meet nie, word bierdie beginsel dan 

finad bevestig deur metings te verwerk wat geneem is in 'n werklike kragstelsel. 

Die kreatiewe kombinasie van 'n nuwe kragkwaliteitindeks en 'n verspreide meetstelsel wat nie akkurate 

tyd-gesinkronisasie nodig het nie, word voorgestel as praktiese benadering tot die kwantifisering van die 

distorsiebydrae van 'n enkele distorsiebron in 'n kragnetwerk en behoort verder nagevors te word. Dit kan 

'n belangrike hulpmiddel wees in die bestuur van nie-sinusvormige kondisies in 'n kragstelsel deur dit te 

implementeer in 'n selfregulerende tariefstelsel. 



1 LIST OF SYMBOLS 

General remarks: Italic font styles are used to indicate variables, regular font styles indicate constants. 

Bold font styles are used to indicate complex numbers, phasor, vector and matrix 

quantities. Lower case font styles are associated to time-dependent quantities, 

whilst capital letters are used to indicate RMS quantities 

A: Fundamental frequency (subscript "1") 

fn: A harmonic frequency,ji=h=hfi 

WI: Fundamental angular frequency, q=2rrJ 

oh: Harmonic angular frequency, uh=hul 

h: Harmonic number 

1.1 SINGLE-PHASE SYMBOLS 

Single-phase time-dependent voltage 

Signifies "single-phase" 

RMS value of a single-phase time-dependent voltage v(t),, 

Single-phase time-dependent voltage as a function of harmonic number h 

Harmonic number, 

Symbol N, typically used to indicate the highest harmonic order considered 

Single -phase voltage harmonic phasor of harmonic order h 

Complex conjugate of KJ+ 

RMS value of Vh,,+ 

RMS value of ~ ~ ( t ) ~ +  

Phase angle of voltage harmonic phasor Vh,,+ 

Time-independent DC voltage value (average value) 

Time-dependent single-phase fundamental frequency component of v(r),+ 



Single-phase fundamental frequency voltage phasor 

RMS value of VI ,~+  

Single-phase time-dependent current 

RMS value of a single phase current i(t)l+ 

RMS value of a single-phase time-dependent current i(t),+, also written as 11+ 

Single -phase current harmonic phasor of harmonic order h. 

Complex conjugate of I,,,, 

RMS value of b,,+ 

Phase angle of current harmonic phasor 1 h . 1 ~  

Time-independent average current value 

Time-dependent single-phase fundamental frequency component of v(t)14 

Single-phase fundamental frequency current phasor. 

RMS value of 11, 

Tie-dependent single-phase perfectly sinusoidal current wavefonn written as a function of 

harmonic number 

RMS value of ih(t)l+ 

RMS value of iH(t)lc, the distortion component of i(t)14 

Phase-angle difference between voltage harmonic phasor angle ah and current harmonic 

phasor angle B h  

Single-phase complex power at harmonic number h 

Single-phase apparent power at harmonic number h 

Single phase complex power in fundamental frequency 

Single phase apparent power in fundamental frequency 

Joint (Total) Single Phase Apparent Power 

Single-phase active power at a harmonic number h 

Single-phase active power at the fundamental frequency 
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Single phase Joint (Total) active power 

Single-phase Joint (Total) harmonic active power, excluding the fundamental frequency 

Single-phase reactive power in fundamental frequency 

A single-phase frequency dependent complex impedance, h the harmonic number 

Single-phase resistance at harmonic number h 

Single-phase the reactance at harmonic number h 

A single-phase frequency dependent complex admittance, h the harmonic number 

Single-phase conductance at harmonic number h 

Single-phase the susceptance at harmonic number h 

The equivalent conductance of a single-phase load element definable in terms of the total 

active power absorbed 

If the single-phase load equivalent conductance is dependent on harmonic number h, the 

subscript h are used to indicate an equivalent single-phase load conductance at that harmonic 

number 

The DC load conductance value 

The equivalent susceptance of a single-phase load element definable in terms of the total 

imaginary power absorbed at a harmonic frequency 

1.2 THREE-PHASE SYMBOLS 

34: Signifies 'Wee-phase" 

v&): Phase a time-dependent voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

vdt)~: Phase a time-dependent fundamental frequency voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

GI: Phase angle of v&)~ 

vdt)h: Phase a time-dependent voltage at a harmonic frequency hw, (referenced to earth plane) 

G , h :  Phase angle of ~ ~ ( t ) ~  

Ivdt)b RMS value of v,,(t) 

vo,h: Voltage harmonic phasor in phase a at a harmonic number h 

vah: RMS value of Vd 

V,: Average value of vdt) 



RMS value 

Phase b time-dependent voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase b time-dependent fundamental frequency voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase angle of vb(t)l 

Phase b time-dependent voltage at a harmonic frequency hwl (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase angle of vb(f)h 

RMS value of vb(t) 

Voltage harmonic phasor in phase b at a harmonic number h 

RMS value of Vb,h 

RMS value 

Phase c time-dependent voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase c time-dependent fundamental frequency voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase angle of v&), 

Phase c time-dependent voltage at a harmonic frequency hw, (referenced to earth plane) 

Phase angle of vc(t)h. 

RMS value of vdt) 

Voltage harmonic phasor in phase ca t  a harmonic number h 

RMS value of V,,* 

RMS value (v,(t)l 

Neutral conductor time-dependent voltage (referenced to earth plane) 

RMS value of v.(t) 

Voltage harmonic phasor of neutral conductor at a harmonic number h 

RMS value of Vn,h 

RMS value 

General vector of timedependent three-phase voltages at a measuring terminal in a three- 

phase power system. Symbol v(t),+ is used interchangeably for either a three wire or a four 

wire three-phase power system and indicated in the text (where required) when v(t),+ is a 

three element vector (then written as v(t),,bc) and when ~ ( t ) ~ +  is a four element vector it is 

written as v(t),,, 



iAr): 

IiAOl: 

1o.h: 

L h :  

I, 

I,: 

&(t): 

lib@)/: 

1b.h: 

k h :  

Generalised RMS value of nonsinusoidal three-phase voltages as used by Czarnecki [ 5 ] ,  

Effective Voltage (IEEE) of three-phase power system [20],  three wire system, , four wire 

system 

Fundamental frequency component of V, 

Non-fundamental component of V, 

Vector of phase a voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Vector of phase b voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Vector of phase c voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Vector of neutral voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Three-phase voltage vector containing the abc three-phase voltage harmonic phasors in one 

vector and listed as a function of the harmonic number h: V (h),c = 

Three-phase voltage vector containing the abc three-phase voltage harmonic phasors and the 

neutral conductor voltage harmonic phasor in one vector and listed as a function of the 

harmonic number h: V(h),_ 

Phase a time-dependent current 

RMS value of iAt) 

Current harmonic phasor in phase a at a harmonic number h 

RMS value of I.,h 

RMS value li&r)l 

AverageIDC value of iAt) 

Phase b time-dependent current 

RMS value of ib(t) 

Current harmonic phasor in phase b at a harmonic number h 

RMS value of Zb,h 



RMS value lib(t)l 

Phase c time-dependent current 

RMS value of idt) 

Current harmonic phasor in phase r at a harmonic number h  

RMS value of Z , h  

RMS value (iJf)I 

Neutral conductor time-dependent current 

RMS value of i,,(t) 

Current harmonic phasor of neutral conductor at a harmonic number h 

RMS value of I,,h 

RMS value li,(t)l 

Vector of time-dependent three-phase currents through a measuring terminal in a three-phase 

power system. Subscript "3$" is used to indicate in general a three-phase power system. 

Symbol i ( ~ ) ~ +  is used interchangeably for either a three wire or a four wire three-phase power 

system and indicated in the text (where required) when i(t),+ is a three element vector (then 

written as i(t).a,) and when i(t)3+ is a four element vector it is written as i(t),b, 

Norm of i(t)3+ 

Generalised RMS value of a nonsinusoidal three-phase current as used by Czarnecki [5] 

listed against symbol I, to indicate the difference in definition 

Effective Current (IEEE) of three-phase power system [20] 

Fundamental frequency component of I, 

Non-fundamental component of I, 

Vector of phase a current harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Vector of phase b current harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Vector of phase c current harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h  

Vector of neutral current harmonic phasors listed as a function of harmonic number h 

Three-phase current vector containing the abc three-phase current harmonic phasors in one 

vector and listed as a function of the harmonic number h: I (h)o ,  = I, ( h )  I::::] 



Three-phase current vector containing the abcn three-phase current harmonic phasors in one 

Complex power at a harmonic number h in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Apparent power at a harmonic number h in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Active power at a harmonic number h in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Reactive power at a harmonic number h in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Complex power in the fundamental frequency component of phase a, similar for phases b 

and c 

Apparent power in the fundamental frequency component of phase a, similar for phases b 

and c 

Active power at the fundamental frequency in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Reactive power at the fundamental frequency in phase a, similar for phases b and c 

Three-phase Total (or Joint) Apparent Power, also termed the Arithmetic Three-phase 

Apparentpower [69] 

The vector apparent power [69] 

System Apparent Power, S,=3 V& also termed the System Equivalent Apparent Power [94] 

Czarnecki apparent power definition 1191 based on "generalised" three-phase voltage and 

current values: S 3 y  V3+ &+ 

Three-phase Harmonic Active Power at a harmonic number h summated over all three 

phases 

Three-phase active power in the fundamental frequency 

Three-phase Total (or Joint) Active Power, including the fundamental frequency 

ThTee-phase Total (or Joint) Harmonic Active Power, excluding the fundamental frequency 

Three-phase fundamental frequency reactive power 

DC load conductance value 

Phase angle of current harmonic component in phase a of order h, similar for phases b and c 

Impedance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 
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Resistance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 

Reactance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 

Admittance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 

Conductance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 

Susceptance in phase element a as function of harmonic number, similar for phases b and c 

Equivalent Conductance of a three-phase load element 

Equivalent Conductance of a three-phase load element at harmonic frequency h q  

Equivalent Susceptance of a three-phase load element 

Equivalent Susceptance of a three-phase load at harmonic frequency h q  

1.3 ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYMBOLS 

Poynting vector 

Electric field 

Magnetic field 

Electric field at the fundamental frequency produced by vl(t)lc 

Electric fields produced by the individual harmonic components vh(t)~, 

Electric field produced by the total non-fundamental frequency component, %(t),+ 

Magnetic field (intensity) at the fundamental frequency as produced by il(t),@ 

Magnetic fields produced by the individual harmonic frequencies ih(t),+ 

Magnetic field produced by the total non-fundamental frequency component, iR(t),* 

1.4 SEQUENCE DOMAIN SYMBOLS 

a(h): Fortesque transform operator as a function of harmonic number h 

A(h): Fortesque transformation matrix as a function of harmonic number h 

V&): Vector of zero-sequence voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of the harmonic 

... 
X l l l  



number h, the subscript "0" indicate the zero-sequence components 

Vector of positive-sequence voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of the harmonic 

number h, the subscript "1" indicate the positive sequence components 

A vector of negative-sequence voltage harmonic phasors listed as a function of the harmonic 

number h, the subscript "2" indicate the negative sequence components 

A vector of sequence voltage harmonics defined as V,(h) = 

RMS value of the negative sequence three-phase voltage phasors Vo = llvo (h)ll 

RMS value of the positive sequence three-phase voltage phasors V, = (Iv, (h)ll 

Positive sequence voltage harmonic phasor at harmonic number h 

RMS value of Vth 

RMS value of the positive sequence fundamental frequency voltage phasor 

RMS value of the harmonic components in the positive sequence three-phase voltage 

phasors excluding the fundamental frequency component 

RMS value of the negative sequence three-phase voltage phasors V, = I Iv ,  (h)\I 

RMS value of the negative sequence fundamental frequency voltage phasor 

Negative sequence voltage harmonic phasor at harmonic number h 

RMS value of V2,, 

RMS value of the harmonic components in the negative sequence three-phase voltage 

phasors excluding the fundamental frequency component 

Vector of complex power in the sequence components a s  function of harmonic number h 

Vector of complex power in the positive sequence components as function of harmonic 

number h, subscript "1" signifies positive sequence component, similar for the zero and 

negative sequence components 

The vector of active power in the sequence components as function of harmonic number h 

Vector of active power in the positive sequence components as function of harmonic number 

h, subscript "1" signifies positive sequence component, similar for the zero and negative 

sequence components 
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Vector of non-active power in the sequence components as function of harmonic number h, 

Vector of non-active power in the positive sequence components as function of harmonic 

number h, subscript "1" signifies positive sequence component, similar for the zero and 

negative sequence components Park domain symbols 

Transformation matrix that transforms phase-domain voltage and current vectors to the Park 

voltage and current vectors thereof 

Park voltage vector 

Direct axis Park voltage vector component 

Quadrature axis Park voltage vector component 

Zero sequence voltage component resulting from Park transformation if three-phase system 

is unbalanced 

Harmonic phasor of at harmonic number h 

RMS value (norm) of the Park voltage vector, V P ~ ~ ~ = ( ( V ( ~ ) ~ ~  (1 
Park current vector 

Direct axis Park current vector component 

Quadrature axis Park current vector component 

Zero sequence current component resulting from Park transformation 

Harmonic phasor of i ( t ) ~  at harmonic number h 

RMS value (norm) ofthe Park current vector, found by ([i(t),, (1 

Equivalent susceptance associated to the Park imaginary power && 

RMS value of the Park current vector derived from the Czamecki/Fryze three-phase active 

current vector i&t)3+ in (122) with similar physical meaning 

RMS value of the Park current vector of the Czamecki three-phase "scattered" current vector 

i$(t)~+ in (132) with similar physical meaning 

RMS value of the Park current vector derived from the Czarnecki three-phase reactive 

current iAt)3, in (125) with similar physical meaning 

RMS value of the Park current vector i,dt)p& which is an additional definition by Ferrero 

and Superti-Furga [26] termed the "scattered reactive" current 



B e . m  Equivalent susceptance associated to the Park imaginary power @.d 

IPW: RMS value of the Park current vector iAt)pd derived from the "generated" current vector of 

Czamecki, i d ! )  (127) with similar physical meaning 

1.5 FGW DOMAIN SYMBOLS 

T?G w: Transformation matrix required to transform four wire phase-domain voltage and current 

vectors to three-dimensional voltage and current space vectors 

v(hq2:  Voltage space vector 

v(t)d: Voltage space vector component of the d-axis 

v ( ~ ) G  Voltage space vector component of the q-axis 

~ ( 0 ~ :  Voltage space vector component of the z-axis 

v(t)o: Voltage space vector component of the 0-axis 

( I )  : Hypercomplex quantity to represent ;(t),? = v ( t ) ,  ;, + v ( ! ) ~  ;, + ~ ( t ) ~  ;, 

- - -  
v , ,  v, ,  v ,  : Hypercomplex units 

RMS value of space-vector voltage component vdt)  

RMS value of space-vector voltage component v&t) 

RMS value of space-vector voltage component vdt) 

RMS value of voltage space-vector, Vdqz=1l v (t)dq211 

Current space vector 

Voltage space current component of the d-axis 

Voltage space current component of the q-axis 

Voltage space current component of the z-axis 

Voltage space current component of the 0-axis, similar to Fortesque zero sequence 

component 

- - 
Hypercomplex quantity to represent i(t)dqz: ;(I)+ = ; ( I ) ,  ;, + i (1)  v,  + i ( ~ ) ~  v ,  

9 

RMS value of space-vector voltage component vdt)  

RMS value of space-vector voltage component vq(t) 

RMS value of space-vector voltage component vdt) 
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&: RMS value of voltage space-vector, i (t)4zll 
- 

a ( f )  
Hypercomplex power defined by o ( t )  =;( t ) ,  . i(t)iqz =a,  ( t )  + a, ( t ) i =  +a,  ( t ) ; ~  +a, ( t)vz 

adt): Scalar component of the hypercomplex power n ( t )  

adt): d-axis component of the hypercomplex power a ( t )  

a&): q-axis component of the hypercomplex power a ( t )  

a i t ) :  z-axis component of the hypercomplex power a ( t )  

I .6 OTHER SYMBOLS 

VTHD: 

ITHD: 

Qr: 

QB: 

DB: 

0,: 

Dg: 

D.: 

C: 

R: 

Total Harmonic Voltage Distortion 

Total Harmonic Current Distortion 

Fryze and Czarnecki definition of reactive power, can be defined for both a single-phase and 

a three-phase load 

Budeanu's reactive power 

Budeanu's "distortion" power 

Czarnecki's "scattered" power 

Czarnecki's "generated" current, can be defined for both a single-phase and a three-phase 

load 

Czarnecki's "unbalance" power 

Capacitor 

Resistor 
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1 THE NATURE, SOURCES, AND EFFECTS OF NON-SINUSOIDAL 

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT WAVEFORMS IN ELECTRICAL 

NETWORKS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The main thrust in the work presented in this thesis lies in the critique of the methodologies proposed for 

the localisation of distortion sources in three-phase electrical power networks2. 

In a power system, distortion sources are distributed at random over the network. It was shown by Swart 

et al. [57] that it is not possible to geographically localise a source of distortion in an interconnected 

power system with distributed loads, through single-point measurements. Normally, power system 

measurements only employ single-point measurements. The measurements that are carried out at different 

metering points are typically not correlated or synchronised with each other and to synchronise them to a 

high enough accuracy for multipoint synchronised measurement calls for unusual measures and 

equipment. The fact that single point measurements cannot be used for distortion point localisation 

contains important practical implications. The validity of the above finding is therefore again investigated 

in this thesis and of the original frequency-domain modelling, on which the original tindings were based, 

is now also extended to time-domain modelling [58]. 

A fundamental underlying principle that is used in the localisation of distortion in power networks is the 

definition of electrical power under conditions of non-sinusoidal currents andlor voltages. Where it is a 

relatively simple matter to define power unambiguously in electrical systems with sinusoidal voltages and 

currents, many alternative definitions are possible in equivalent systems in the presence of distorted 

waveforms. Even though different proposed theories may be mathematically sound, their definitions 

range from those in which the defined subcomponents have physically relatable quantities to those in 

which they merely consist of mathematically defined quantities that have little or no bearing on physically 

relatable components. A systematic study is therefore first required to compare the existing alternative 

power theories with regard to their utility in the localisation of distortion sources motivation for the 

research. 

Energy phenomena associated with non-sinusoidal power systems were brought to the fore by advances 

in silicon semiconductor technology and their use in sophisticated non-linear energy-conversion for 

The initial research goal of the thesis rested on the hypothesis that it is not possible to use harmonic active power analysis in the 

localisation of multiple distoltion sources by single-point measurements when these distortion sources are randomly distributed 

over the electrical power network. 



specialised applications. Power theory formulations that cater for the analysis of these systems are even 

now widely debated because researchers in the field continually develop new insights. Because these 

power theories and accompanying power definitions are at the root of the electrical engineering concepts 

that structures the design and rating of a power system, these theories must be comprehensive, 

mathematically correct and physically relatable. 

The drawing of non-sinusoidal currents by a customer will invariably bring about distortion in the 

voltages delivered by the utility, through voltage drops and resonances in the impedances of the network. 

As soon as a new and advanced energy conversion process is therefore commissioned and functional in 

the power system, monetary aspects need to be taken care of. In the main, a customer must be billed in 

accordance with the quantity of energy ("useful" energy) received from the utility. In addition utilities, 

who are the ultimately responsible parties, have to incur costs to mitigate deleterious side-effects brought 

about by harmonics injected by consumers, or to devise and implement deterrents in the tariff for 

consumers who do so. This scenario is a complex one in practical power systems, where multiple 

customers are supplied from the same point of common coupling (PCC) and in which the relative 

contributions to distortion have to be assigned to the guilty parties. A number of questions arise here with 

regard to multi-frequency power system operation: 

How to apportion the aggregate cost brought about by the distortion injected by consumers 

between the responsible parties: This cost includes that of energy losses by the supply authority, 

mitigation of the distortion by the utility, risk of damage to utility equipment, losses from sale of 

power to other consumers because of the presence of distortion, imbalance etc. 

Quantitative definitions for all the components of real and distortion power are necessary in order 

to calculate and apportion distortion in the network. 

Power factor correction now has an additional component to the conventional displacement factor that 

engineers had to content with in single frequency systems. Passive power factor correction produces 

negative effects in the presence of harmonics and can no longer be implemented in the conventional 

manner. When used, tuned harmonic filters must be incorporated with the required capacitors and 

changes in circuit topology or loading elsewhere can introduce system resonances with disastrous 

consequences. Alternative remedies exist, such as the use of Static VAR systems and dynamic filters 

(active compensators), but are expensive and can only be optimally implemented in hybrid systems in 

which passive (harmonic filters), dynamic (pulse width modulated) and line frequency switched (static 

VAR) systems are used. The best allocation of the duty between these components can only be attained 

through complex control. 

All in all, distortion power theory plays a major role. The definitions for real, imaginary and loading 

power requires to be physically meaningful and relatable and require the least complexity and difficulty in 

measurement. Classical power theoly is comprehensive with regard to single-frequency systems and is 



capable of addressing the whole spectrum of applications. Different sets of definitions have been 

proposed for multi-frequency systems, but are each directed at specific tasks, such as dynamic 

compensator control, power measurement for billing purposes, distortion source measurement and many 

more. The proponents of each of these theories claim unique as well as universal advantages for their 

defmitions, but none of these are truly able to cover the whole spectrum of requirements. The search for a 

single power theory for distortion power in electrical power systems is a continuing one. 

1.2 DOCUMENT LAYOUT 

Chapter 1 sets the perspective and spells out the rationale behind the research that is undertaken generally 

and in the thesis. It presents the structure OF the thesis and puts the rationale of the research undertaken 

and reported on into perspective. 

Chapter 2 begins with a revisional discussion of mathematical techniques for analysing non-sinusoidal 

power system behaviour. Among other, the following approaches are introduced: 

The Classical Fortesque transform and the Park Transform is adapted for multi-frequency 

application. 

0 The Ferrero/Guilliani/Willems approach in which three-phase four-wire quantities can be 

transformed into four-dimensional "quatemal-like" domains that assigns physical insight to these 

quantities. 

Chapter 2 then concludes with an examination of the fundamental mechanisms of energy transport in 

electrical systems through a field theory approach 

Chapter 3 presents the experimental and historical background against which definitions and localisation 

techniques are developed in this thesis. It lays down the basis by means of which the data is obtained and 

explains the time-domain computer simulations and real-life measurements that are used. In the case of 

the latter it emphasises the difficulties and precautions that have to be taken with regard to the use of 

voltage and current transducers, anti-aliasing filters and analogue-digital converters. It discusses spectral 

leakage and the phase errors introduced by the asynchronous sampling of different input channels. 

Chapter 4 focuses on non-sinusoidal power theories. The differences and relative features of time-domain 

and frequency-domain power definitions are discussed. The power theories chosen for comparative 

evaluation in this thesis are motivated, analysed and applied to simulated data. The inadequacy of the 

Budeanu power theory (according to Czarnecki [2]) is verified. This exercise shows how easily 

shortcomings can be overlooked unless a new power theory is evaluated extensively against a practical 

background. 

The Czamecki power theories are also subjected to scrutiny in Chapter 4. Czamecki did not develop a 



complete theory but began by defining distortion power in a single-phase power system first, with 

parameters defined only in that regime. That theory had to be extended to incorporate three-phase 

distortion power theory, for which additional definitions were required. Czamecki's three-phase power 

theory is tested in this chapter against simulation and practically generated data, bringing certain 

inadequacies to the fore, which will be of great importance when these definitions were to be adopted in 

practice. 

The Fryze-Bucholz-Depenbrock (FBD) power definitions and the power definitions based on the Park 

transform by Ferrero and Superti-Furga [26] represents alternative approaches to non-sinusoidal power 

analysis and is presented in order to furnish background to the power theory formulated by Ferrero, 

Giulliani and Willems [29]. (This power theory will be referred to in this thesis as the FGWpower 

theory). 

Chapter 5 employs time-domain modelling and real-life measurements to verify that the hypothesis on the 

localisation of distortion sources in a power system as formulated in section 1 .I is indeed valid. Chapter 5 

additionally evaluates a number of different localisation principles proposed in literature. It is concluded 

with a tentative3 solution [55] of the distortion localisation problem, based on a distributed measurement 

system that uses a new global power quality index. 

1.3 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ELECTRICAL POLLUTION 

Electrical "pollution" is injected into a power system when non-sinusoidal voltages and currents are 

induced by load or supply system non-linear behaviour. Harmonic pollution is an unavoidable 

manifestation that has been accelerated in recent times by the introduction of larger quantities and higher 

power rated power electronic equipment using line frequency- and pulse width modulated switching 

techniques. The increase in the overall power rating of this type of equipment in power networks finds its 

cause in the continued development of solid-state state of the art development that introduces non-linear 

and time-invariant behaviour not present in single-frequency networks. "Electrical pollution" is analogous 

to industrial pollution, which is in turn brought about by the technologically based subsistence of 

humankind. In the latter case the mediums in which the pollution is propagated are air and water and in 

the former it is the power networks. 

Electricity was the major driving force behind the technological revolution of the modern world (which is 

only about 100 years old). Efficient transmission of energy in this form is dependent on the linear 

behaviour of generating, distribution and consumption systems. Optimal system operation could be 

' This technique was not investigated in sufficient detail to finalise possible practical application on general power systems and 

could be an interesting topic of another Ph.D. research topic. 



maintained with conventional equipment. Normally, the worst condition that had to be artificially 

rectified was that of poor fundamental power factor (sometimes referred to as displacement power factor). 

With the introduction of power-electronic drives and converters harmonic distortion began to be brought 

about that were orders higher in magnitude than those that had formerly to be contended with and that 

called for much more sophisticated mitigation techniques than that of pure fundamental frequency 

phenomena. The simple calculations that were required with traditional systems were now no longer 

possible and new insights and new definitions had to be sought. Because electrical power is such an 

important commodity for commercial operations, maintenance of its quality was and is equally important 

to that in any of the other products or of any other raw material or product. 

"Pollution" of the electrical energy source has financial implications that impact on both the supplier and 

the consumer. A "polluted" voltage source will bring about additional expenses to both domestic and 

industrial users whether they be in the form of derating of equipment, additional system energy losses or 

damage to equipment. The injection of new power components by non-sinusoidal behaviour also brings 

about inaccuracies in the readings of standard measuring instrumentation and will influence tariffs and 

system transmission capabilities. Metering errors in the presence of distorted voltages and currents are 

reported on comprehensively in the literature and a selection of references is listed in the bibliography. 

Non-sinusoidal operation often has deleterious effects on the operation of power electronic systems. 

Examples are the synchronising errors that are experienced by thyristor control circuits as the result of 

multiple zero crossings in supply voltage signals, overheating and shortened life span of transformers and 

electro-mechanical machinery and the often fatal harmonically induced resonance in power factor 

correction capacitors. 

A power system is typically an enormous electrical grid of interconnected generation, transmission, 

distribution and reticulation functions. Electrical neighbours have a mutual interaction because the 

method of utilisation of electricity by a given user can influence the effectiveness of connected processes 

by the others. The dominant component of pollution in electrical power networks is surely that of steady- 

state harmonic pollution, even though transient behaviour and dips also require consideration. Because 

the nature of waveform distortion can best be described by a summation of integer harmonic components 

with reference to the fundamental frequency, it is customary to refer to the concept of "steady state 

electrical pollution" as "harmonic pollution". 

There are two other categories of steady state pollution that bear mentioning, namely that of the so-called 

inter-harmonics and subharmonics. The former is principally brought about by asynchronous switching 

frequencies in power electronic and the latter by stochastic conduction processes such as that taking place 

in arc furnaces. The magnitudes of the distortion of the fust that are normally encountered in power 

networks puts it into the background as far as this study is concerned and the second one requires 

completely separate study. Both therefore fall beyond the scope of the study in this thesis and will not be 



discussed. This thesis deals with the measurement and definition of the magnitude of steady state 

harmonic distortion and with the establishment of its locality in the power system. 

1.4 THE IMPORTANCE FOR SPECIAL POWER DEFINITIONS FOR NON- 

SLNUSOIDAL POWER SYSTEMS AND THE MOST APROPIATE POWER THEORY 

1.4.1 Background 

The need for special definitions for three-phase non-sinusoidal power systems is illustrated in this section 

against the ineffectiveness of the classical power definitions in the same environment. The history of 

development of alternative power theories is also briefly discussed. 

Budeanu [I] began to develop the subject of power definition in 1927 when he attempted to explain why 

the relation of &=p+@ is not valid for a network in the presence of non-sinusoidally shaped voltage and 

current waveforms. A different number of researchers have since contributed towards the development of 

a power theory that will overcome that anomaly and that can be used in practical non-sinusoidal 

situations. Although Budeanu first described this phenomenon through a frequency domain approach, it 

had already been observed by Steinmetz [I91 in 1892. He realised that the ratio of active to apparent 

power decreases when a waveform becomes more distorted in the case of an electric arc. It was a very 

important discovery because at that time, it was generally accepted that the ratio of active power to 

apparent power was only influenced by the phase shift between the voltage and current of the 

fundamental frequency. 

The most desirable features of a universal multi-frequency power theory are: 

It must, as far as possible consist of a generalisation of the classic single-frequency power theory 

that has by now been universally accepted. 

It must be as amenable to conventional measurement techniques as possible and require the 

minimum of sophistication in instrumentation. 

Its different defined components must be relatable to physically observable or ascribable 

phenomena and not to hypothetical or abstract mathematical definition. 

It must present a suitable basis for quantifiable measurement, control, tariff systems and design. 

It must cater for every conceivable practical situation and never violate circuit laws, regardless of 

which domain it is transformed into. 

Unfortunately, even now, more than a century after Steinmetz and Budeanu, there is still a lack of 

agreement between engineers as to which multi-frequency power definitions are to be adopted universally 

and the search is still hot for a single theory that will conform to the requirements bulleted above. 



1.4.2 The History of Non-Sinusoidal Power Theory 

Those researchers who have contributed most significantly to power theory development during the 

1900's are listed below. The names in bold list those who are most cited in the literature studied by the 

author. 

Table 1: History of Distortion Power Theories 

Either time-domain or frequency-domain approaches are adopted in a power theory. Time-domain 

contributions have mainly been made by Fryze [75], Kusters and Moore [34], Page [25] Akagi-Nabae 

1977-2003 Lyon 11920 

[74], Ferrero, Superti-Furga [26] and Willems [33], 

Bucholz 11922 I Kusters and Moore 11980 
Depenbrock 

The following developments were in the frequency domain. Budeanu [ I ]  published the first notable 

frequency-domain power theory that is still employed almost universally by engineers. Nomowiesjki's 

[66] work also resorts to those of the pioneers and more recently there were Bucbolz and Goodhue [68] 

and Czamecki. Last named contributed to the knowledge on non-sinusoidal power phenomena with a 

large number of publications [3], [5], [7], [8], [3], [lo], [ll],  [17], [16]. Czamecki also demonstrated a 

number of deficiencies in the Budeanu theory. The Bucholz and Goodhue definitions4 were recently 

shown by Emanuel to be of practical value in modem power systems. 

The theories developed by Depenbrock [78], Ferrero [26], [29], [28] and Emanuel [68] are most 

noticeable for their practical value to the engineer dealing with non-linear power systems. (Emanuel has 

contributed both individually and as Chairman of the IEEE Working Group on Non-sinusoidal Situations 

[69], [68], [67].) A more comprehensive list can be found in the bibliography. 

The author could not obtain a copy of their original work published in 1922 and 1933 respectively, but Emanuel [68] interprets 

their work comprehensively. 



Final consensus has not yet been reached as to which power definitions best suits which applications, or 

better still on a universally applicable set of definitions. New contributions are still being published in the 

literature on an on-going basis. There is more agreement however on the validity of a number of concepts 

among those definitions, by a growing number of engineers, than before. A number of prominent non- 

sinusoidal power theories are critically analysed and evaluated in Chapter 4 and for one, has isolated an 

important deficiency of the Czarnecki three-phase power theory 

An essential feature of a power theory is that it has to relate the defmed components to physically 

definable or observable quantities without violating any of the established circuit laws. Various attempts 

have been made in the past to build all the above requirements into a single power theory. 

It has then demonstrated that the generality and physically relatable components of the Ferrero, Guilliani 

and Willems [29] power theory furnish it with all the features necessazy in this type of work. A further 

very essential feature of such a power theory is that it will relate the defined components to physically 

definable or observable quantities without violating any of the established circuit laws. Various attempts 

have been made in the past to build all the above requirements into a single power theory. Very recently a 

new theory/formulation was developed by Ferrero, Giuliani and Willems [29] that appears to accomplish 

all ofthis. 

1.4.3 The generation of non-sinusoidal waveforms 

It follows fundamentally that the ideal case for the transmission of energy in an alternating current system 

will take place when the voltage and current waveforms are in-phase replicas of each other. That ideal 

was initially realised when the major use of electricity was to supply power for heat and lighting. Under 

those conditions, a linear relation existed between the load current and its driving voltage. However, 

when transformers, rotating magnetic machinery and gas-discharge lamps began to be used, the load 

current profile lost its resemblance to that of the voltage and the non-linear relationship, which is so 

pronounced in modern power systems first began to manifest itself. 

Technological advances in power conversion caused non-linear load currents to be drawn from the 

voltage source. Inevitable non-zero impedances in the system, between sources and loads, brought about 

non-sinusoidal voltage drops and brought about distortion in the voltages at other nodes in the network. 

Equipment of consumers who are connected to these nodes will experience these non-sinusoidal voltages 

and will, in turn, draw non-sinusoidal currents even though their loads are linear and non-distorting. This 

implies that any modem power system will experience a larger or smaller degree of non-sinusoidal 

waveform behaviour. 

Ideal AC generators exhibit zero internal impedance and produce perfectly sinusoidal waveforms under 

any load condition. Practical alternators exhibit unavoidable synchronous impedance. Non-sinusoidal 

currents will therefore also cause the generator terminal voltage to become non-sinusoidal, although 



only marginally so because of the relatively low value of that synchronous impedance. Greater distortion 

is brought about in the networks, however, because of their larger impedances, which are predominantly 

inductive with resultant delivery point harmonic distortion. To investigate the phenomena outlined above, 

refer to the single-line diagram below. 

Figure 1: Sinusoidal voltage source feeding a combination of linear and non-linear loads 
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An electric utility (Voltage source in Figure I) will supply a near-sinusoidally-shaped voltage waveform 

at the generator terminals. This generated voltage waveform is transmitted through a transmission 

network (with a relatively low impedance) to apoint of common coupling (PCC). 

Linear load 1 Linear load 2 Non-linear load 3 

Separate lines connect the generator to the four loads in Figure 1. Loads 3 and 4 are non-linear. The 

resulting load currents from these non-linear loads contain harmonic currents that are superimposed onto 

the fundamental source current. The lines that connect the PCC with the non-linear loads have frequency- 

dependent impedances. These bring about frequency-dependent voltage drops over these lines. Similar 

voltage drops will occur over the frequency dependent transmission line that connects the power station 

and the PCC. As a result of the superposition of the voltage drops at these harmonic frequencies onto the 

fundamental voltage signal, distorted voltage waveforms will result at each PCC, including those drawing 

only sinusoidal currents. Supply terminal voltages at Loads I and 2 will now be distorted, resulting also in 

them drawing distorted currents. 

Non-linear load 4 

Electrical equipment can only be designed to operate optimally under sinusoidal conditions. Various 

detrimental effects are manifested in such equipment when operating under non-sinusoidal conditions. 

Inaccuracies are also brought about in conventional energy metering equipment that employs 



mechanical integration. Customers that conform to the requirements of non-distortion will therefore be 

forced to operate their equipment under non-sinusoidal conditions. Their equipment will draw non- 

sinusoidal currents for which they may be doubly penalised; firstly because they are not the cause thereof 

and secondly because their metering equipment may malfunction and not show accurate readings. 

The next section presents a brief overview of a number of non-linear loads that can bring about non- 

sinusoidal conditions in power systems. 

1.4.4 Sources of Harmonic Distortion 

It is possible to distinguish at least four categories of harmonic distortion sources: 

1. Non-linear components of small ratings 

A significant number of single-phase appliances convert energy obtained from low-voltage supplies 

through a solid-state converter. Examples of such converters are numerous. The most common types are 

the power supplies of computers and of television sets. When considered individually, each of these 

appliances has a very low power rating, but because of their large numbers, their aggregate contribution 

to distortion may be significant. Phase diversity may constitute an alleviating factor here, but the sheer 

total harmonic loading may still produce large levels of distortion on low-voltage systems. 

Gas-discharge lighting in a building with considerable numbers of these devices connected to the same 

network is also a major contributor to harmonic distortion in a low-voltage power system. The diversity 

factors of different harmonic numbers, as typically used by reticulation engineers in low-voltage power 

systems, are listed in Table 2. Phase angle differences within given harmonics, means that the harmonic 

currents are not linearly additive and bring about diversity factors lower than unity 

Table 2: Harmonic current diversity 
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harmonic currents in each of the three phases, due to unbalance, will add up in the neutral conductor. It is 

possible that a building in which the dominant load is composed of a large number of Personal 

Computers; the neutral RMS-current may be as large as 1.3 times that of a phase current. Good wiring 

practice in the presence of that type of loading requires that the neutral conductor must have twice the 

current rating of the phase conductors. 

An awareness of the importance of energy-effective processes has led to regulations that assign 

importance to energy-efficiency in the design of new electrical equipment. About 90% of all motor loads 

in the USA [88] consist of "smaller" motors that are rated between a few hundred watt and IS0 kW. The 

total motor load in the USA consumes 64% of all electrical power [St?]. Energy-efficient control of these 

motors therefore presents an energy-saving opportunity. To achieve this, non-linear solid-state converters 

are the obvious choice between the utility and the motor but that leads to the introduction of even more 

non-linear harmonic-producing equipment than would normally apply. 

Modem energy-efficient refrigeration equipment (e.g. refrigerators, air-conditioning) employs linear 

control over the cooling cycle. The conversion of single-phase power to controllable three-phase power is 

again made possible here through the use of power electronics. Three-phase induction machines are well 

suited for speed control applications and are now used in the construction of household refrigerators that 

employ single-phase input. Instead of using thermostatic on-off control, power electronics now make it 

possible to control the speed of the compressor to the level required to maintain the temperature at a 

specified level. This very nice feature is able to bring about a nett saving of energy, but again at the 

expense of additional non-linear, harmonic generating equipment. 

2. Large non-linear loads such as arc-furnaces 

Large loads range randomly in magnitude and relates specifically to the industrial plant used within. 

Power ratings of several megawatt are common and thesc loads are typically connected directly to the 

transmission network. The harmonic currents injected by equipment of this type vary randomly and are 

extremely asymmetrical. These harmonic currents that are injected into the network not only cause 

voltage distortion, but arc furnaces also cause flicker, although at a lower frequency than the fundamental. 

3. Three-phase static power converters and high-voltage transmission power electronics 

Line frequency controlled rectification is possible with 6-, 12- or even 24-pulse converters. These systems 

may be high-powered, as in the case of direct-current transmission systems, or medium-powered as in the 

case of railway traction applications. Large thyristor-controlled inverters are required to convert DC- 

transmitted energy to AC energy. The significant advance in silicon solid-state technology resulted in 

elegant solutions for the direct control of AC motors at a wide range of power levcls. 

Effective power factor correction is possible only when linear coutrol is exercised over the magnitude and 



sign of fundamental reactive power. A static VAR controller, (SVC) may be another significant 

contributor of harmonics when reactors are used in the line commutation mode to control the fundamental 

reactive power. 

4. Classic iron-core sources of distortion 

A transformer draws part of the current flowing into it to set up a magnetic flux inside the core. This 

magnetisinglexciting current is charActerised by a dominant third harmonic [96] component. The non- 

linear B-H curve of the magnetic materials that are used in the construction of the magnetic path in the 

core is the cause of this nonlinear exciting current. It has a frequency spectrum of uneven harmonics. The 

third harmonic current is typically 40% of the total RMS (root-mean-square) value of the exciting current. 

The exciting current itself is only about 5% of the rated current of a transformer. By using a delta winding 

on a transformer, the so-called triplen harmonic components can be minimised in the transformer internal 

windings, because they are zero sequence components. I'R energy losses are caused by circulating 

harmonic currents in the transformer. It is interesting to observe that when the triplen harmonics are 

removed for example, the remaining 5", 71h, 1 lIh and 13" harmonic are of the same order as those 

produced by a 6-pulse rectifier with harmonic spectrum of 6k k I (k = 1,2, ...). Because the fifth harmonic 

can be as high as 10% of the exciting current, it can have a perceptible effect on the load current of a 

transformer during light loading conditions. 

When a transformer saturates as the result of an applied over-voltage, a significant rise can take place in 

the magnitudes of the magnetising harmonics. To minimise transformer core volume, high flux densities 

are used in core designs. A normal operating condition requires that the maximum flux magnitude should 

approach the saturation "knee" of the B-Hcurve. An increase in RMS voltage may drive the core just that 

much higher into saturation. 

A rotating machine generates odd harmonics (without the triplens) due to a specific MMF distribution in 

the AC windings. Slot winding harmonics [96] are caused by the variation of permeance in the air-gap 

slots that has to be spaced at finite distances apart to accommodate windings. 

Modem iron-core devices, in fact, contribute relatively more to harmonic distortion than the older iron- 

core devices did. Due to the competitiveness of the electrical equipment market, optimum utilisation of 

magnetic technologies such as those used in the telephone industry is less sensitive to non-sinusoidal 

conditions. Modem telephone lines are subjected to a lesser extent to interference caused by inductive 

coupling with power lines because analogue telephone links are being replaced by digital technology such 

as satellite links and digital optical fibre lines. 

1.4.5 Parallel and Series Resonance 

Power factor correction becomes unavoidable if the utility charges for apparent power drawn and 



penalises the consumer for reactive power. Power factor correction capacitors furnish the negative 

reactive power that is required to improve a lagging power factor to acceptable levels. This extra 

capacitance in the power system can cause a localised resonant effect in the power system. 

1.4.5.1 Parallel Resonance 

Parallel resonance occurs when the impedance of a capacitor (XCpF ) is equal in absolute value to the 

impedance (XL,,, ) of the supply inductance. At the node in Figure 2 where the power factor correction 

capacitor is installed, the capacitor C ~ F  and the line inductance L , , ,  forms a parallel circuit. 

Transformer 
L,,,,: inductance 

Non-linear 
load 

Z: Thevenin impedance ___, 
Cpp: Capacitor 1- 

I 

Power system 
containing primary 
voltage source 

Figure 2: Parallel resonance 

In a circuit such as Figure 2, parallel resonance may occur at angular frequency o,~,...,~ according to: 

There are other possible causes of parallel resonance. If the voltage source, in Figure 3, contains harmonic 

voltage components, parallel resonance may occur between the feeder line inductance (L,!*,,) and the 

system capacitance (C,,,), or between the feeder line inductance (L,,,) and the power factor correction 

capacitors C ~ F  as the circuit below demonstrates: 
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Figure 3: A PCC feeding both linear and non-linear loads, parallel resonance 

Assume that a high value of a harmonic voltage is observed at the PCC. Inspection of the power system in 

Figure 3 shows that the voltage source feeds two possible parallel combinations of inductance and 

capacitance. The first parallel path is presented by the system inductance L,,,,, and the system capacitance 

C,,.,. The second parallel path is presented by the system inductance L,,,, and the power factor 

correction capacitors CPF. Because the non-linear load can also cause resonance and is in parallel with 

both the capacitors shown above, the cause of the resonance has to be found. 

The cause of the resonance can be established by correlating the harmonic voltage at the PCC with the 

currents flowing in and out of the PCC. If the magnitude of the harmonic current flowing towards the 

PCC from the non-linear load is very small, the cause of the high harmonic voltage could be caused by 

the parallel combination of the supply line inductance, L, , ,  and the system capacitance, C,,,,. If a large 

harmonic current is flowing into the non-linear load with a leading phase angle compared to the harmonic 

voltage observed at the PCC, the cause of the high harmonic voltage is the parallel resonance between the 

supply line inductance, L , , ,  and the power factor correction capacitors, CpF. 

Before installing power factor correction capacitors, it must be verified that the resonant frequency does 

not coincide with known voltage harmonics. With the supply line from the voltage source to the PCC 

dominantly inductive, the parallel resonant frequency (fresma) is generally formulated to be: 
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1.4.5.2 Series Resonance 

While parallel resonance is associated with a maximum impedance value for the parallel LC circuit, series 

resonance occurs when a series LC circuit has a minimum value of impedance. An example of series 

resonance is when a capacitor is connected in parallel with a linear load (such as for power factor 

correction) and in which the applied voltage signal has a non-sinusoidal component. This circuit, also, is 

supplied through a dominantly inductive transformer as shown below: 

Voltage source at fundamental 

frequency with extra harmonics 

Figure 4: Series resonance 

The voltage source v,(t), containing the harmonics is in series with the power factor correction capacitor 

CPF and resonance takes place by virtue of the hansformer leakage inductance and CpF . Series resonance 

can bring about large harmonic currents even with small harmonic voltages present. The series resonant 

frequency V;,,,s) is specified [95] by the following equation: 

In the above equation, Z~m,,vom, is the hansformer per unit (p.u.) impedance. 

In both parallel and series resonant situations, capacitors can fail through overloading caused by ?R 

heating or by dielectric stresses brought about through harmonic over-voltages. Cable insulation that is 

subjected to these harmonically induced over-voltages may also experience dielectric breakdown. 

1.4.6 Other effects in a power system under non-sinusoidal conditions 

Non-sinusoidal voltage and current waveforms reduce energy transfer efficiencies, compared to that 

achievable with pure sinusoidal waveforms. Applied to a purely resistive circuit, all the harmonic 
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components will contribute to the heat gained in the resistance, but the situation changes dramatically 

when the circuit also contains iron-cored equipment. Under those conditions additional losses are brought 

about that would not be the case with pure sinusoidal driving voltages. 

Power systems will be at their most economical state when unity power factor is measurable everywhere. 

Under nonsinusoidal conditions, it is necessary to indicate whether the huepower factor (also referred to 

as overallpower factor) or the displacementpowerfactor was measured. 

The general effect of harmonics in the power system is well documented: 

The effect on iron-core equipment such as the additional losses and torques in rotating machines, 

additional hysteresis and eddy current losses in transformers, 

The skin effect in conductors and additional stress on capacitor banks, 

The influence on protection equipment and consumer equipment. 

Literature, such as [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [95], [96], discusses energy metering and instrumentation 

aspects under non-sinusoidal conditions. 

Non-sinusoidal conditions bring about a violation of the well-known classical relationship S'=p+@. 
This phenomenon of S'-P'-@d) was first described by Budeanu [I]  in 1927 and defined to be caused by 

the "Budeanu distortion power" (symbol ''DB3'), as described in the well-known non-sinusoidal Budeanu 

power theory. Budeanu's power theory is investigated in detail in chapter 4. 

1.4.7 Requirements of a non-sinusoidal power theory 

Assuming periodicity and steady-state operation, a power theory should be able to describe the additional 

power phenomena in both single-phase and three-phase power systems in a mathematically and 

physically sound manner. A three-phase power system could experience any combination of the 

following conditions: 

Non-linear or time-variant loading with reactive elements and non-zero commutation angles of 

controlled rectifiers; 

unbalanced loading between phases; 

a non-sinusoidal supply voltage; 

non-zero frequency-dependent supply source impedance; and 



asymmetrical three-phase supply voltage source. 

Considering the above, important criteria for a three-phase power theorySare motivated next. 

1.4.7.1 Conform to Electrical Network Laws 

The formulation of power definitions must conform to accepted electrical network laws. If for example, 

certain current components are segregated from the total load current through mathematical definitions, 

these current components have to be auditable to account for the total current flowing through the node 

under investigation. The power definitions based on the different current components must then relate to 

the total apparent power observed at the cross-section. 

1.4.7.2 Explain Physical Phenomena 

Any power definition has to conform to the underlying electro-magnetic principles as described by 

Maxwell's laws and a power definition should as far as possible also support a physical interpretation. 

Mathematical manipulation of power definitions solely with the aim of overcoming 

rnathematicaVphysica1 constraints retracts from its worth. 

1.4.7.3 Be Measurable 

A power theory has to be of value in practice. The quantities to be ( ~btained and implemente :d in a power 

theory have to be measurable with instrumentation that is both practical and readily available. The 

subsequent signal processing of the measured data must not be unrealistic in terms of its demand on 

computing power and operator skill. The quantities must be extracted with sufficient certainty from 

measured voltage and current signals even in the presence of noise. 

1.4.7.4 Economic Implications 

Energy-effectiveness is a major issue in the economy of both the supplier and the consumer of electrical 

energy. The monetary implication of generating and transporting energy to a point of use in a non- 

sinusoidal power system must be accountable to the imposed tariff and the power definition must 

represent a fair quantitative measure of the costs incurred by the supply authority. 

It is not enough to regard a single-phase power theory as a special "one-phase" situation o f  a three-phase power theory. It is not 

a self-sufficient power theory because phenomena that are unique to only three-phase power systems, can not be adequately 

described in single-phase systems. 



1.4.7.5 Enables Compensation 

Compensation is used as a generic concept in this section to include both active filtering and reactive 

power compensation. Power definitions have to aid in interpreting unwanted power phenomena in 

sufficient detail to facilitate the design and rating of compensation equipment used for sinusoidal 

waveform restoration. 

1.5 WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO KNOW WHERE WAVEFORM DISTORTION 

ORIGINATES FROM 

Distorted power system currents introduce voltage drops in system impedances that correspond to the 

frequency content of these currents. This introduces corresponding harmonic voltage components. The 

situation is aggravated where long transmission lines and distribution equipment of limited rating is the 

norm. A regulatory approach is therefore necessary to limit the number and magnitude of non-linear 

loads, penalising load current waveform distortion and low fundamental frequency power factor through 

the introduction of appropriate tariff structures. 

The onus for mitigation of distortion rests with the consumer. Appropriate tariff structures that penalise 

distortion generation at its origin will be the most effective means of regulating the problem. The in- 

circuit location and identification (characterisation) of these loads are therefore required. 

1.6 STANDARDS FOR HARMONIC LIMITS 

The goal of harmonic standards is to control distortion of voltage and current waveforms to tolerable 

levels in order that customers can sustain production processes effectively. Different standards for limits 

on harmonics are used internationally. The approach is to either limit the distortion caused by non-linear 

load current, or by limiting voltage distortion. It therefore entails either a utility-based approach or a 

customer-based approach. 

The following matters are typically addressed in such standards: 

Description of individual harmonic components allowed (voltagelcurrent) in terms of amplitude. 

System voltage (transmission or distribution level) at which a quality of supply measurement is 

made. 

The harmonic "capacity" of the system relates to the short-circuit impedance at the point of supply in per 

unit quantities. A "stiff" system, for example, will tolerate harmonics better than a "weak" system. The 

higher the system voltage, the lower the short-circuit rating in equivalent capacity systems. Harmonic 

currents therefore have less influence at a transmission voltage level than at a distribution voltage level. 



Definition of the harmonic limits 

A mathematical formulation is required to quantitatively describe the different harmonic limits with 

respect to peakIRMS level, and the number of occurrences in a certain time interval. These limits must be 

able to be instrumented and verified. 

The method of measurement and characteristics of the instrumentation and data acquisition 

system 

It is necessary to specify the measurement and analysis procedure applied, in order to ensure repeatability 

and reliability of the assessment of the power quality at a site under investigation. The maximum allowed 

uncertainty for each measurement should be specified. 

Description of the type of disturbing load 

Different loads at different voltage levels and at different locations in the power system will affect power 

quality in different ways. A disturbing load has to be sufficiently characterised to be able to ascertain the 

possible effect that that load would have on the power system at a specific location. 

More complex matters to be solved are issues such as distinguishing between the magnitudes of harmonic 

currents allocated to customers of different load ratings if the goal were to maintain the global THVD of 

the PCC at a certain level. According to the portion of the total load each customer will acquire at the 

PCC, the allowable harmonic current must be allocated (or apportioned) to each customer. Indeed, such 

allocation procedures form a typical section of a harmonic standard. 

A customer, that is connected through relatively a low system impedance, with a non-linear load 

component, has a lesser influence on the total harmonic voltage distortion (VTHD) at the PCC and can be 

allocated a higher total harmonic current distortion (ITHD) than a customer that is connected through a 

higher system impedance. As the network expands, later customers will have to be allocated a more strict 

harmonic emission level to maintain the global VTHD to acceptable levels. 

Managing harmonics in a power system is an interwoven and complex matter. It requires careful analysis 

of all the relevant factors. Although the goal of this thesis is not to compare and evaluate international 

harmonic standards, a brief overview is given to bring the non-sinusoidal scene into perspective. The 

South African, the American and the European approaches to harmonic standards are discussed 

consecutively in sections 1.6.1 to 1.6.3. 



1.6.1 South Africa: NRS 048 

The South African NRS048 document sets guidelines for the utility to ensure a voltage waveform of 

acceptable minimum quality at the point of supply to customers. It allows the utility to choose not to 

maintain that minimum standard at all busbars in its network. It covers not only harmonics but also other 

power quality aspects such as voltage dips, voltage regulation and flicker. Such standards necessarily 

require the utility to set up agreements with large customers to regulate their influence on the network. On 

the other hand, "electrically sensitive" customers may need quality of supply exceeding the typical 

minimum level. Special agreements are provided for in the South African harmonic standards and can be 

contracted between clients and utility. 

Higher values of harmonic voltages are accommodated at lower voltage levels, as the system impedance 

is unavoidably higher. Matters such as how to apportion harmonic emission to new customers connected 

to a PCC, or guidelines on how to assess harmonic levels are discussed in detail in the NRS048 standard 

and can be found in the literature [103].material is required, bringing about the moving of operating 

points into the non-linear regions of the magnetic materials used in their design. Modem power systems 

can experience relatively higher levels of harmonics through iron-core equipment than their "older" 

counterparts did. 

The limits on harmonics applicable to South Africa, is listed in appendix B. 

1.6.2 American/IEEE 519-1992: IEEE Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic 

Control in Electrical Power Systems 

The IEEE 519 document is structured according to a current-based approach against the voltage-based 

approach of the NRS 048. It establishes limits on load current harmonics in recognition of voltage 

harmonic limits at user and utility buses. Consideration is given to short duration harmonics, background 

harmonics, interharmonics (harmonics that are not an integer multiple of the fundamental), even order 

harmonics, voltage notching and ringing. The standard applies to all types of static power converters used 

in industrial and commercial power systems. An application guide is also provided for harmonic control 

and reactive power compensation. 

The IEEE 519 does not distinguish in detail between individual harmonics, while the NRS 048 considers 

each harmonic order up to the 25' individually with different limits assigned to each. Harmonic limits 

applicable to the IEEE 5 19 standard, is listed in appendix A. 

1.6.3 European: IEC/EN61000-3-x 

The IEC standards are also current-based. The European IEC 61000-3-x indicates the various standards 

on harmonic control pertaining to Europe. For example, the IEC 61000-3-2 standards set limits for 



harmonic current emissions below 16 A, which has been mandatory since 21" January 2001. Harmonic 

injection into the public distribution system is managed through these standards and therefore applies 

mainly to 230 V single-phase systems and 400 V three-phase systems. IEC 61000-3-12 describes 

harmonic control for low-voltage public power systems up to 75 A. 

For three-phase systems of higher voltages, IEC 61000-3-6 is applicable. IEC 61000-3-6 is to be used as 

the basis for determining the requirements for connecting large distorting loads (producing harmonics 

andlor interharmonics) to public power systems. It serves as guidance for engineers to ensure the overall 

quality of supply in both M V  and HV networks6. 

1.7 SUMMARY 

Chapter 1 outlined the perspective and the rationale that supports the problem statements in this thesis. 

Non-sinusoidal operating conditions are unavoidable as the result of the introduction of modem 

semiconductor technology that has found widespread application in sophisticated energy conversion and 

control. New power definitions are needed to quantify non-sinusoidal operation in power systems. These 

alternative power definitions must be validated for application under these non-sinusoidal conditions. 

The localisation of distortion sources in power systems will be required for effective mitigation thereof. 

Localisation techniques make use of power definitions that describe distortion. Present knowledge, based 

on a frequency domain modelling approach, rendered the application of harmonic active power useless 

for distortion source localisation when there are multiple distortion sources distributed throughout the 

network. Validation of the latter is required and it is possible to do similar investigations through time- 

domain modelling and real-life measurements. 

Details on the different guides are to be found at hbo:/l~\ww.iec.chlrone/emcitable~lf emission.htm. 



2 ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS UNDER NONSINUSOIDAL 

CONDITIONS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Three-phase electrical power systems are the most effective solution towards achieving the generation, 

transmission and distribution of electrical energy. Three-phase power systems have additional 

requirements to those of single-phase power systems. For example, a three-phase power system should be 

balanced in terms of the loading between phases. Chapter 1 described in detail why waveform distortion 

occurs in a power system. To describe the various power phenomena associated with distorted waveforms 

in power systems require mathematical analysis. The first section of Chapter 2 therefore deals with the 

mathematical tools needed to carry out qualification and quantification of waveform distortion and to 

analyse the power system. Three mathematical analysis tools are presented in the first section of Chapter 

2: 

The Fortesque transform for non-sinusoidal waveforms. 

The Park transform for non-sinusoidal waveforms. 

The analysis technique developed by Ferrero, Giuliani and Willems [29] to study the behaviour of 

four-wire three-phase power systems. 

The second section of this chapter revises fundamental circuit theory. Electrical engineers employ circuit 

analysis techniques and rarely have to deal with field theory in their normal work. Much light, can 

however, be shed on electrical system behaviour through analyses through field theory. That is the case in 

multi-frequency steady state electrical system behaviour. Analysis of the operation of circuits through 

field theory in this chapter will further elucidate the fundamental concepts of steady-state multi-frequency 

power transportation phenomena. In this analysis, the propagation of power will be examined by the 

application of Maxwell's Equations and the Poynting-Vector. 

2.2 THE FORTESQUE TRANSFORM AND NON-SINUSOIDAL WAVEFORMS 

Fortesque formulated a mathematical transformation that enables the linear transformation of phase- 

domain components to a sequence-domain containing a set of symmetrical components. Analysis of a 

three-phase circuit with non-sinusoidal waveforms requires a modification of the conventional Fortesque 

transformation derived in 1918 [97]. Take note that it is only valid for periodic signals showing only 

harmonic distortion (h can only be an integer). 

2.2.1 Fortesque Transform Redefined for Non-Sinusoidal Circuits 

The complex operator a used in the classical Fortesque transform requires redefinition as voltage and 



current signals to be transformed are no longer pure sinusoidal waveforms. It is accomplished by defining 

a harmonic-dependent complex operator a(h): 

The 3 x 3 Fortesque transformation matrix A(h) is then defined as: 

Transformation of the three-phase voltage harmonic vector V(h),ac to the sequence domain is defined as: 

The compact notation of the above is written as: 

Transformation of the three-phase current harmonic vector I(h),b, to the sequence domain is defined as: 

The compact notation of the above is written as: 

The inverse Fortesque transforms follows to be: 



2.3 THE PARK TRANSFORM AND NON-SINUSOIDAL WAVEFORMS' 

The d-q theory is widely employed in analysing the transient behaviour of electrical machines. Park 

formulated this transformation of three-phase quantities to orthogonal d-q quantities in 1922. The 

transformation converts time-dependent three-phase three-wire voltage vector v(t),b, and the time- 

dependent three-phase line current vector i(t),*, to time-dependent Park voltage vector v(t)p* and Park 

current vectors i(f)pd respectively. It is a linear orthogonal transformation which makes use of an 

orthogonal matrix T,, : 

The Park transformation of the voltage phase-domain vector is defined as: 

The compact notation of the above is: 

+ ) P ,  = TP*v(~ )=bc 

The Park transformation of the current phase-domain vector is defined as: 

'Note that the Park transformation is a particular case of the Clarke transformation. 



The compact notation of the above is: 

' ( l ) , ,  =TPdi(t)obc 

The time-dependent Park voltage v(&* and current i(Opak vectors are complex an 

orthogonal quantities: 

d contain two 

The multi-frequency Park transformation also yields zero-sequence components vo(t) and io(t) that are 

similar to the zero-sequence components yielded by its single-frequency counterpart. As in the single- 

frequency case, no zero-sequence components exist when the phase-domain voltage vectors have a 

common reference and current vectors do not have a common return (neutral). 

The inverse multi-frequency Park transform for voltage is given by: 

Because Tp, is an orthogonal matrix, Ti; = T:, 

The sequence powers yielded by the multi-frequency Park transform follows analogously from that of its 

original single frequency counterpart [44]. 

The relationship between the Fortesque sequence domain components and the Park components [26] 

written below for a single frequency, are as follows: 



The above equations show that the Park voltage and current vector can be obtained from only the positive 

sequence components in a balanced three-phase system with positive phase rotation as the negative and 

zero sequence components will not exist. 

If the phase domain voltage and current waveforms are nonsinusoidal and is transformed to the Park 

domain, then the Park voltage and current vectors can be decomposed into Fourier series [26]: 

The quantities Vpahh and Ipark.h are Park harmonic phasors of voltage and current respectively. 

v e ~ h ~ l  and I,,,,eJ4' are Park vectors with constant magnitude VPark,,, and IWh that rotate in a 

positive or a negative direction as a function of the sign of the harmonic index h and with the rotational 

speed proportional to the index number h. The Park voltage and current vectors are related to positive and 

negative sequence components, Park harmonic components with positive harmonic frequencies ( b 0 )  are 

related to positive sequence components and Park harmonic components at negative harmonic 

frequencies (h<O)) represents negative sequence symmetrical components: 

The frequency component assumed in this example is the fundamental frequency components of  positive sequence and negative 

sequence phasors, h =I  in Vlrh and V2,h. The superscript "*" indicate the complex conjugate. 



The RMS value of the Park voltage vector (similar for the Park current vector) is expressed as: 

VPd =/El h - s o  

The special consideration of separate zero sequence quantities of the Park transform when applied to four- 

wire unbalanced three-phase power systems, is overcome by the transformation presented in section 2.4. 

2.4 THE FERRERO, GUILIANI, WILLEMS (FGW) SPACE-VECTOR TRANSFORMATION 

OF FOUR-CONDUCTOR THREE-PHASE QUANTITIES 

2.4.1 Introduction 

A three-wire three-phase power system can be completely described by its Park voltage and current 

vectors. When a four-wire three-phase system is analysed, the zero-sequence components represent an 

"extra" system and has to be considered separately. A new transformation principle devised by Ferrero, 

Giuliani and ~ i l l e m s ~  1291 enabled analysis of transformed quantities in a single new domain. A space- 

vector transformation was formulated 1291 that transforms both voltage and current vectors of both three- 

wire and four-wire power systems into a single domain. An important feature of the resulting FGW power 

definitions is that these new power definitions are not simply an extension of single-phase-based power 

defmitions. This transform enables independent power definitions in a new domain. The mathematical 

principles of this transformation are presented in the following section. 

2.4.2 FGW transformation principles and mathematical definitions 

The FGW transformation transforms both three wire and four wire three-phase power system quantities to 

three-dimensional hypercomplex quantities. The concept of a space vector defined in the d-q domain is 

extended by means of a new mathematical principle to the concept of a space vector that is a 

hypercomplex quantity in a three-dimensional domain. 

The transformation matrix as defined 1291 possesses the following characteristics: 

It is orthogonal. 

A diagonal impedance matrix results if the phase impedance matrix is symmetrical with 

equal off-diagonal elements. 

This transform is abbreviated as the FGW fransform in this thesis 



Three linearly independent voltage and current components in the FGW domain represent 

the four linearly dependent voltage and current components of a four-conductor three-phase 

power system. 

The FGW transformation matrix transforms three-wire three-phase quantities to Park 

quantities just like the Park transformation matrix. 

The FGW transformation matrix is defined'' below: 

A four-wire three-phase power system is shown in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5: Three-phase four-wire power system 
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Transformation of the four-wire three-phase quantities to the three-dimensional space-vectors is defined 

as follows: 

; / T F G W l = l  

"Take note that the numerical error in the formulation of [q in [29] is corrected in this thesis. 



The compact notations for the space-vectors of voltage and current are: 

The sum of the four line currents will always be zero [29], hence idt)=O. If  the line voltages are measured 

with respect to a virtual star connection, it would also summate to zero, hence vdt)=O. The space-vectors 

of voltage and current then reduce to three-dimensional [29] space vectors: 



The four-wire three-phase system is fully presentable in a three-dimensional space by the three linearly- 

independently transformed voltages and currents defined in (33) and (34). The RMS values of the space- 

vectors relate to the RMS values of phase vectors as follows: 

- - -  
The space vectors can also he written in terms of hypercomplex quantities v,  , v, ,  v ,  . The voltage space 

vector can be written as: 

The current space vector can be written as: 



The latter equations will allow the use of hypercomplex algebra to formulate power definitions to analyse 

a four wire three-phase power system under nonsinusoidal conditions as demonstrated later in Chapter 4. 

2.5 THE PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF POWER AS EXPLAINED BY THE POYNTING 

VECTOR 

The phenomenon of "power propagation" relates to the application of a power theory. Electrical power 

requires a valid description through proper definition of the phenomena that are associated with electrical 

power. This enables utilities and clients to agree on, amongst others, the monetary implication of energy 

sales. The physical mechanisms, by which electrical power is transported from a point of generation to a 

point of consumption, is best understood through application of electromagnetic principles. Poyntings's 

theorem state that "the work done on the charges by the electromagnetic force is equal to the decrease in 

energy stored in the field, less the energy which flowed out of through the surface" [102]. The Poynting 
+ 

vector S by definition furnishes an electromagnetic description of the energy propagated through a point: 

The magnitude of the Poynting vector at a given point and at a given time represents the magnitude of 

surface power density as the symbols in (40) indicate. The energy transported per  unit time across a 

certain surface (denoted da) is then simply S.da. 

The radiated power is included in the Poynting vector flux. It is shown in [28] that the time-dependent 

energy that flows in or out of a dielectric or magnetic field does not give rise to irradiation energy. 

Practical power systems presents such a scenario as the diameter of the least spherical surface containing 

the power system will always be by much greater than any of the wavelengths associated to the magnetic 

and electric fields in practical power systems. 

If the Poynting vector is calculated for sinusoidally varying electric and magnetic fields, then an active 

and a non-active Poynting vector can be distinguished respectively [30]: 

In the above equation, p(t), represents the nett power flowing into a volume v through its enclosed 

surface, CS. Symbol da represents an element of the surface area for the purpose of calculating the 



integral above. Note that the minus sign is required as energy is entering the volume v. 

The p(t) .~ component of the above equation explains the transfer of energy by the fundamental frequency 

electric and magnetic fields into volume v and includes: 

dielectric losses, 

eddy current and hysteresis losses, 

Joule losses, 

useful power transferred to volume v ,  

the rate at which energy flow is converted, for example, into mechanical energy. 

The non-active component ~ ( 1 ) ~  explains that at twice the fundamental frequency, energy oscillates 

between the load and the source. The non-active part causes energy to be stored in electric and magnetic 

fields inside the volume. 

+ + +  
Although the Poynting vector S = Ex H can explain the energy entering or leaving a volume at a certain 

+ 
point on a surface, it is not clear how to assign a physical meaning to S when the magnetic and electric 

+ + 
fields are static. No energy is entering or leaving the surface therefore, mathematically, Ex H t 0 .  

In a power system where the voltages and currents are time-dependent, the resultant fields and the 

+ 
Poynting vector are time-dependent. The solution to the static field paradox is that S represents [30] not 

only the density of energy flow but s simultaneously explains the momentum density of electromagnetic 

fields. 

The Poynting vector can also explain physical principles pertaining to power when the waveforms in the 

electrical network are non-sinusoidal. The next section briefly presents the application of the Poynting 

vector under non-sinusoidal conditions. 

2.6 THE POYNTING VECTOR AND NONSINUSOIDAL WAVEFORMS 

If a voltage and/or current waveform is nonsinusoidal in time, a finite series of harmonic frequency 

components can represent the distorted time-domain waveform. Each harmonic voltage and current 

component will cause a respective electric and magnetic field resulting in different Poynting vectors. This 

is not a straightforward matter, as interaction between electric and magnetic fields at different harmonic 

frequencies requires careful consideration of the physical significance thereof. Cakareski and Emanuel 

[30] used the Poynting vector to study the physical processes associated with non-sinusoidal power 

system waveforms. A brief presentation thereof is given below. 

Assume that a single-phase nonsinusoidal voltage and current waveform can be written as a sum of 



harmonic frequency components consisting of a fundamental frequency component (fundamental angular 

frequency 2x5 = wl) and subsequent harmonic frequency components (at harmonic angular frequencies 

hwl with h the integer harmonic number): 

= ZV;,,, sin(w,t + a , )  + z&Vh,,, sin(ho,t + a h )  
h t l  

The calculation of the resulting electric fields is carried out in terms of the voltage harmonic components: 

The resulting Poynting vectors are calculated from: 

Cakareski and Emanuel [30] defined four different Poynting vectors applicable to a single-phase power 

system: 

+ 
1. A Poynting vector at the fundamental frequency, S, . It transfers both active and non-active power at 

the fundamental frequency: 

+ 
Poynting vector S, sustains the time-dependent active power p, (t), and the time-dependent non-active 

power px ( r ) ,  at the fundamental frequency: 



+ 
2. A Poynting vector S ,  is associated [30] with the distortion in current, termed the current distortion 

Poynting vector: 

.+ 
S ,  sustains the time-dependent current distortionpowerp~dt): 

+ 
3. A Poynting vector Svl is associated [30] with the distortion in voltage, termed the voltage distortion 

Poynting vecfor: 

+ 
Poynting vector S,, sustains the time-dependent voltage distortion power p ~ d f ) :  

pDv (t) = ~ I , , ~ , ~ V ~ , , ,  sin[hwt + ah]sin(wlt + a, - 4 )  
he1 

(50) 

- 
4. The fourth Poynting vector defined [30] is the harmonic Poynting vector, SH to represent the transfer 

of energy at all harmonic numbers. The fundamental frequency is excluded but the mutual interaction 

between harmonic numbers included: 

The harmonic Poynting vector sustains both the time-dependent harmonic active powerpH(t) and a time- 

dependent non-active harmonic power pQH(t) (not to be termed harmonic reactive power): 



If the physical significance of the above Poynting vectors is considered, the following conclusions are 

drawn [30]: 

+ 
Only S, transmits useful energy from the source to the load. 

+ + + 
Poynting vectorss,, , S, and S, can be considered as supporting the "polluting" electro- 
magnetic energy. 

+ + 
0 Both S,, and S,,, are associated with the useless reciprocation of energy. 

+ 
S, sustain both the energy losses in the transmission system and the useless reciprocations of 
energy. 

Application of the Poynting vector in three-phase power systems is not easy. It becomes even more 

difficult when non-sinusoidal and unbalanced conditions are introduced. 

As the Poynting vector presents a bridge between field and circuit theory, it was used by Ferrero [28] to 

find a physical explanation to the non-active part of the Park power. The Park transform is a proven three- 

phase circuit analysis tool to enable single-phase space vector representation of three-phase voltage and 

current vectors. These space vectors enabled calculation of the Poynting vector, hence the term 

"Poynting-Park" vector in [28]. 

The flux of the Poynting-Park vector was calculated for the conduction, electric displacement and 

magnetic fields by Ferrero [28]. (The results is discussed in chapter 5 and listed in Table 19.) It is shown 

to be scalar complex quantities. 

The most important conclusion resulting from the study of the Park-Poynting vector is that the three- 

phase compensation technique developed by Akagi-Nabae, has a sound physical explanation. Energy for 

the compensator is not required from an "outside" source; it is taken from other phases to compensate 

energy variation in one phase. The Park-Poynting vector explains that the Park imaginary power is a 

physical phenomenon of energy variation ("bouncing") between phases. 

2.7 SUMMARY 

The Fortesque and Park transform was redefined to include analysis of multi-frequency circuits. A new 

transformation principle devised by Ferrero, Giuliani and Willems [29] is an innovative mathematical aid 

in the analysis of four wire three-phase power systems under non-sinusoidal conditions. 

The physical phenomena observed in electrical power networks are best studied by the investigation of 

the interaction of electric and magnetic fields. The fundamental mathematical principles of the field 

theory are found in Maxwell's equations and the Poynting vector. The Poynting vector shows that energy 

is transported by the interaction of electric and magnetic fields. The application of the Poynting vector 



under sinusoidal conditions is well known. The significance of the Poynting vector under non-sinusoidal 

conditions was investigated for a single-phase network in Chapter 2. Extension to a three-phase power 

system with non-sinusoidal waveforms seems to contain valuable insight towards the physical 

significance of power phenomena. 

takareski and Emanuel [30] have shown that the non-active components of the Poynting vector under 

non-sinusoidal conditions in three-phase networks can physically explain the three causes of a 

deteriorating power factor: 

(a) due to reactive elements, 

(b) due to the current harmonics caused by non-linear loads, and 

(c) due to the load unbalance between phases. 

The non-active part of the Poynting vector was demonstrated [30] to be associated with the 

"unwanted/polluting" energy in non-sinusoidal power systems. Application of the Poynting vector in 

three-phase power systems is done through the Park transformation of voltage and current vectors. It is 

shown that the Poynting-Park vector explains the Park imaginary power. 



3 DATA GENERATION 

3.1 BACKGROUND 

The three-phase power theory of Czarnecki [5] is reported in chapter 4 to lack practical application. This 

claim must be supported, amongst others, by the manner in which the data was obtained. Similarly, the 

findings that Chapter 5 make will show that it is not possible to apply harmonic active power in the 

localisation of multiple distortion sources by single-point measurements when these distortion sources are 

distributed over the electrical power network. That finding will have to be supported by reliable data. 

Data has to be obtained for the purpose of this research both through computer simulation and from 

measurements taken in a power system configured in a laboratory. The principles and correctness of 

generating this data are supported in this chapter under: 

The principles of the simulation and analysis software, 

the design and specification of the hardware used to obtain real-life measurements, 

practical aspects of digital data analysis. 

3.2 DIGITAL POWER SYSTEM SOFTWARE SIMULATION 

The power system phenomena investigated in this thesis pertains to only steady state non-sinusoidal 

voltage and current waveforms. Two digital simulation approaches are possible: 

1 .  A frequency-domain approach: A non-sinusoidal power system is presentable as a 

superposition of solutions obtained by analysing the power system response at the 

different discrete frequencies required to represent the original non-sinusoidal time 

waveform. 

2 .  A time-domain approach: In the physical power system it is a non-sinusoidal voltage or 

current waveform that "exists" in the time domain (the frequency domain is a synthetic 

representation). 

Either frequency-domain models or time-domain models can be used to represent the power system 

components. These simulation approaches are briefly compared below. 

3.2.1 Frequency domain simulation 

Frequency-domain simulation is a direct solution of the effects of individual harmonics that are injected 

into a power system. Non-linear loads can be modelled for most practical situations as Norton equivalent 

current sources in parallel with Norton equivalent admittances. The three-phase fundamental voltage 

supply at a PCC is well balanced under most conditions making it possible to use single-phase analysis in 



the frequency domain. 

The modelling of power system components in the frequency domain can be undertaken by writing 
'rM I1 custom developed routines in software such as MathCAD or through a commercially available power 

system simulator such as PSS/ETM'*. 

Frequency domain modelling" was for example used in the research of Swart et a1 [57] to show that it is 

not possible to localise a source of waveform distortion in an interconnected power system through 

single-point measurements when these sources of distortion are distributed over the network. This is a 

very important result with far-reaching impact on other attempts to Iocalise a source of distortion. 

3.2.2 Time domain modelling 

Commercial software-based power system simulators were not available for the research undertaken in 

this thesis. One of the research goals was to validate the findings of Swart et a1 [57] by means of both a 

comparative computer-based time-domain simulation and a hardware-based measurement. A time- 

domain power system simulator ATP'~,  a royalty-free power system simulator powerful enough for the 

research goals envisaged, was therefore chosen. 

The simulation approach use of ATP is to use time-domain models of power system components. It is 

possible to model the power system components through the solution of mathematical expressions that 

relates voltages and currents in the time-domain in difference equations through numerical integration. 

Power system components are described in the exact mathematical way they behave in the time domain, 

for example: 

Resistor: v(t) = Ri(t) 

Inductor: 
di(t) 

v(t )  = L- 
dl 

Detailed and accurate time domain models are possible. Time-domain mathematical equations can 

describe components such as non-linear resistors and inductors, switches, voltage and current sources, 

power electronics and dynamic rotating machines. 

" The modelling approach used by Swan el a1 is not reported in this thesis as it is reported in [57]. 

" ATP (Alternative Transients Program) has its roou in EMTP (Electro Magnetic Transients Program) but is the Royalty-Free 

version (after 1984) of  which continuous development takes place and to which only licensed holders has access on a non- 

commercidl basis. More information is available at htt~://www.ee.mtu.edu/at~/. 



Trapezoidal integration of the second order is used in the solution of ordinary differential equations. The 

solution approach consists of a set of algebraic equations to be solved at every time step [SO]. Non-zero 

initial conditions can be obtained by a steady state solution or the user can specify specific values. The 

simulation time step (time interval between the successive solutions of the network equations) is 

controllable. The solution of one timing instance is used as the initial condition to the successive solution 

of the simulation equations and a progressive time-domain solution results. 

3.3 SIMULATION WITH ATP 

ATP development was carried out in FORTRAN during the earlier years, before present-day computer 

technology reached sufficient sophistication and user-friendliness, Input to ATP was by "punch-card" 

type of programming of large mainkame computers. Row-by-row column-sensitive commands had to be 

generated in an exact fashion requiring high precision. 

The windowsTM range of operating systems and accompanying software dominates the modem scene, 

however, making the task much faster and lending it to general analysis tasks that would formerly have 

been formidable in the light of the large amount of work and preparation needed. Prof. Hans Kristian 

Hoidalen of SINTEF Energy Research, Trondheim, Norway, revolutionised the ATP process by writing a 

graphical mouse-driven pre-processing package, ATPDRAW, for Windows". ATPDRAW and ATP in 

combination with mathematical software such as  atl lab^ and ~ a t h ~ a d ~  present a complete digital 

power system experimend6 platform. 

ATP and ATPDRAW were extensively used in the research reported in this thesis and the basic 

philosophy behind this "digital power system" is informative. The following flow-diagram representation 

describes the interaction bemeen ATP, ATPDRAW and a data analysis package such as M ~ ~ ~ C A D ?  

'' http:llww.ee.mtul~to/ATPDraw/ATPDraw.html 

16 The flow-diagram conceptualise the ATP simulation process. 



Figure 6: Visualisation of the process of ATP based power system studies 
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Figure 6 visualises the configuration and application of ATP to study a power system. The digital power 

system data simulates A/D samples that can be saved for mathematical analysis. It is similar to an AID 

data acquisition process in a real analogue power system and affords a valuable comparison between the 

two main sources of data used in the analysis. 

A- 

f / 

- Create power system in 
the ATPDRAW GUI 
(graphical user 
interface). 

~ 0 ~ 2 0 0 0 "  is a post-processing package that can immediately analyse and graph the ATP results. If these 

waveforms appeared to be valid, detail investigations were justified. M ~ ~ ~ c A D ~ ~  was used for the 

analysis in this thesis. 
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phase angles. 

Run ATP; input=jilename.atp as generated by 
ATPDRAW; edit filename.lis (text-editor Wordpad etc.) 
to leave only tab-delimited numerical row-column data. 
Column 0 is step number saved, Column 1 is the time 
value, the other columns are voltage and then the current 
values as "sampled" at corresponding time values, hence a 
simulated A D  data acquisition process. 
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- 

3.4 LABORATORY POWER SYSTEM 

-' 

To obtain measurements from a high-voltage industrial power system pertaining to the power system 

phenomena investigated in this thesis, is neither practical nor easy. To install specialised instrumentation 

of sufficient accuracy in an industrial power system will be difficult and time consuming and very risky 

due to the risk of influencing the protection circuitry. 

It is not a straightforward matter to measure harmonic components in terms of harmonic components 

phase and magnitude to a high degree of accuracy. Harmonic components can be very small in magnitude 

compared to the magnitude of the fundamental frequency components. Typical power system 

instrumentation (current transformers (CT's) and voltage transformers (VT's)) suffer from phase errors at 

higher frequencies and lower accuracies at the small amplitudes of the harmonic components to be 

measured. 



Special consideration is required for the bandwidth and the accuracy of the instrumentation that is 

commercially available for measurements at high power levels. To buyldevelop instrumentation of 

suitable accuracy is very expensive. 

Further, it is impossible in an interconnected power system, with generation and loads distributed over the 

power system, to conduct experiments in a controlled manner. It will be difficult, and often impossible, to 

assign a unique cause to a specific phenomenon that is observed. 

A solution in obtaining power system measured data was to scale the power system down but to keep 

parameters representative of an industrial power system. A laboratory power system with appropriate 

instrumentation was developed. The electrical parameters such as supply voltage waveform amplitude 

and shape and the size and nature of loads were designed to be individually controllable. A schematic 

representation of a section ofthis scaled-down system is shonn in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Schematic of a section of the laboratory power system 
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When taking measurements in an unbalanced nonsinusoidal four wire three-phase power system, four 

voltages and four currents have to be measured. To validate the hypothesis on the localisation of 

distortion sources [57], it is required that all nodes in the power system have to be measured 

simultaneously and to be time-synchronised. The power system configured to study the localisation of 

distortion sources had 3 nodes. A total of 24 input channels in the A/D card must then be used. 
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Wide-bandwidth high accuracy voltage and current transformers (VT's and CT's) based on the LEM" 

product range was used. The configuration of the VT's and CT's to obtain measurements at a node, is 

shown in Figure 8. Both the CT and VT are closed loop Hall-effect sensors with claimed nonlinearities of 

less then 0.2% and inaccuracies of less then 1%. 

It is important to note that the output signal obtained from a CT and its signal conditioning electronics if 

compared to the output signal obtained from a VT and its signal conditioning electronics will introduce 

additional phase errors. Each CT and VT channel has unique phase characteristics; ideally it should have 

been equal. The phase errors that asynchronous analog-digital conversion (ADC) introduces, is a separate 

effect. 

" h~://www.lcm.com; Accuracy summary on the VT (LV 25-P) and CT (LA 25-NP) to be found in Appendix 1 .  





The signals obtained from the VT's and CT's had to be conditioned in terms of amplitude and frequency 

content. A block diagram of the conceptual signal conditioning design is shown in Figure 9. 

A 10 pole low-pass filter restricted the frequency content of the acquired waveforms to user-selectable 

values. For example, when 24 waveforms had to be measured simultaneously, the highest rate at which 2" 

data points could be obtained per channel on the PC1 6 0 3 1 ~ ' ~  AID card, is 3200 Hz. In this example, to 

ensure that the Nyquist criterium on data sampling is respected, the signal to be digitised can be restricted 

at 1250 Hz (25" harmonic component). For other cases, it is possible to select cut-off frequencies on the 

signals to be digitised atz0 10 kHz, 5 kHz, 2.5 W Z ,  1.25 Hz, 550 Hz, 250 Hz and 150 Hz. 

An amplitude swing of +5 V is to be expected from the VT's and CT's. The amplitude of the input signal 

to the signal condition section is scalable by a factor of 0.5 in order for the optimum performance of the 

switching filter. If the DC level of the signal is unacceptable, a high-pass 2 pole filter is adequate to 

remove the DC component of the signal. The last analog 2-pole elliptical low-pass filter has a gain of 2 

which restore the original amplitude level of the measured signal that the VT and CT feed to the signal 

conditioning electronics. 

I9 h~:llsine.ni.comiw~siwe/nioc.v~?cid=lO55&lan~US; Performance summary to be found in Appendix 1. 

20 The actual -3 dB point was set up a bit higher to ensure that for example, a 1250 Hz harmonic component was not attenuated at 

all. Frequency components lower, and at, in the example of 1250 Hz was ensured to be contained in the linear region of the filter. 





Adjustable gain is possible with a programmable gain amplifier, the PGA 204. A gain factor of lo0, lo1, 

lo2, and 10' is user-selectable. This linearity of this amplifier over the frequencies to be expected in 

power system signals is excellent. Amplification is necessary when small signals are acquired such as the 

neutral-earth voltage. 

The smallest detectable voltage change measurable with the 16 bit AID card used, (National Instruments 

PC1 6031E) is 152.6 pV (with a voltage input range of 0-10 V). The AID deviation from linearity, or, the 

non-linearity of the AID process of the PC1 6031E, is specified as + 0.5 LSB (least significant bit). This 

number is an indication of how "sensitive" the analogue to digital conversion (ADC) process is. For 

example, if the input signal is slightly above 5000 pV, such as an increase to 5100 fl, it is not 

recognised. This increase is within the 0.5 LSB (0.5 x 152.6 pV) uncertainty range. However if the signal 

increases to 5200 pV, it will be recognised with certainty. 

The effective resolution to be expected from any ADC is dictated by the signal-noise ratio (SNR) of the 

experimental setup and the specific AID card. The resulting SNR was not scientifically evaluated. Hand 

calculations indicated that higher than 13 bits resolution was probably already into the noise band of 

information. 

The sampling frequency setting of the A/D card is adjustable to select a frequency which will minimise 

aliasing. The maximum sampling rate is a 100 Ks/s. When only 3 voltage and 3 current channels were 

configured, 12.8 kHz per channel can be set which enable 256 data points (28 data points in a 50 Hz 

fundamental frequency cycle). 

In the case of measuring 24 channels in a single-ended configuration, the maximum possible sampling 

frequency decrease to 4.16 ldlz per channel. A data rate of 3200 Hz per channel setting relate to 26 (64) 

data points in a 50 Hz fundamental frequency cycle. The filter configuration is designed for effective 10 

pole low-pass filtering at the 25'hmonic component. The Nyquist requirement of 2500 Hz is therefore 

achieved. 

It is not easy to estimate the overall metrological characteristics of the digital measurement process. The 

"error"/uncertainty that result influences the subsequent digital signal processing. 

A standard instrument against which to evaluate the accuracy of the comprehensive measurement system 

is not readily obtainable. A very useful contribution to establish the overall accuracy of a digital 

measurement system is reported in [32]. A method to estimate the uncertainty associated with the signal 

conditioning elements (VT's, CT's, filters, amplification, isolation etc.) and the analogue to digital 

conversion process is also proposed in [32]. This method requires a practical investigation with 

specialised supporting instrumentation and it estimates the fmal uncertainty based on a Monte Carlo 

procedure. The results reported in [32] are very promising with respect to the validation of accuracy of a 



digital measurement system. To repeat the similar calibration procedure with the limited resources 

available to the author was not possible. 

This computer-based measuring system was used to obtain waveform data to study power theories as 

reported in chapter 4. Due to the acquisition of a meter with an accuracy of class 1 (lmpedographTM) that 

could measure all eight data inputs channels simultaneously and with the feature of time-synchronisation 

between different meters, the measurements as used in chapter 5 was obtained with three of these meters. 

Application of the lmpedographm is therefore presented in section 3.5. 

3.5 MEASUREMENTS: COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENTATION 

The lmpedographm 2'measuring instrument is of class 1 accuracy and verified as such by the South 

African National Standards (SANS) body. This meter was used to obtain high accuracy measurements 

when investigating the research problem on the localisation on distortion sources reported in chapter 5. 

A brief overview of the important features of lmpedographTM is given below. 

Four differential voltage input channels at 0.1% accuracy from 50-460 V RMS and with a 

resolution of 15 mV RMS. 

Four current input channels with 0.1% accuracy from 0.2 A to 7.5 A RMS and a resolution of 

250 @ RMS. 

All eight channels are simultaneously digitised at 16 bits per channel. 

Hardware synchronisation to the fundamental frequency is done and 512 samples per 

fundamental cycle taken. 

External GPS time synchronisation is possible whilst the internal clock is of a 100 PPM accuracy. 

Eight digital input channels are available to be used for example as a trigger input to commence 

sampling of voltage and current input channels. 

Remote data acquisition and setup is done through TCP/lP communication. 

The results of a time-domain simulation reported in chapter 5 had to be validated by real life 

measurements. Swart et a1 [57] state the requirements of such an investigation to be the simultaneous 

measurement of three-phase voltages and currents in all nodes of the power system. For the purpose of 



the study undertaken, synchronised measurements are required at 3 three-phase terminals, two which are 

connected to two different loads and one terminal to which the voltage supply source is connected. An 

illustration of such configuration is given below. 

Volta~e source 

Zsarrce ' 0 
v(t),+; i(t)3+ point A 

v(t),+; i(t),+ point C 
v(t),+; i(t),+ point B - 

Figure 10: Measurement configuration for lmpedographTM 

Three Impedographs was installed, one each at point A, B and C in Figure 10. The meters are externally 

synchronised to obtain simultaneous sampling of 18 different input channels representing 3 voltages and 

3 currents at each measuring point. Synchronisation of time between the Impedographs is achieved by 

generating an external trigger pulse to a digital input trigger of each. The distance between each unit was 

a few metres and wave propagation between digital inputs therefore negligible. 

The meters were configured to acquire 3 fundamental waveform cycles on the 18 input channels before 

and after the trigger signal is detected. The trigger signal was also used to represent a change in the 

electrical condition of the power system depicted in Figure 10. For each change in condition, 

synchronised readings of 3 sets of three-phase voltage and current waveforms were studied in MathCAD. 

The analysis and the interpretation of the results, is presented in Chapter 5. 

3.6 SDMULTANEOUS SAMPLING 

It is not possible to sample the different input channels simultaneously with the PC1 603 1E AD card. A 

small time-difference result between the time the data point of one waveform is obtained at a channel and 

the time the corresponding data point is obtained at another input channel. It is necessary to evaluate the 

effect of a multiplexed sampling process. 



The PC1 6031E AID cardz2 has a time interval of 10 p between successive samples taken at adjacent 

channels. Possible errors result in the calculation of average power, as the next section 3.6.1 

demonstrates. "Off-line" compensation is presented in section 3.6.2. 

3.6.1 Harmonic components and non-simultaneous sampling 

3.6.1.1 Error in the phase angle 

Assume that two adjacent channels are used as the input of a pure sinusoidal voltage and current signal. 

Further assume that the signals under consideration are harmonic frequency components at 1250 HZ?', 

each with peak amplitude of 10 V (the full-scale value measurable by the AD card in single-ended 

configuration). The phase difference between the voltage and current waveform in real time is 40' 

(current lagging voltage). 

The percentage phase error due to non-simultaneous sampling is therefore: 

Phase error = 10*104 *I00 = 1.25% 
800*104 

The waveforms i.,,,r(t) and i,,,d(t) respectively represent a simulated "error-free" signal and a non- 

simultaneously measured signal, referenced to the voltage signal ~ ( r ) :  

22The performance data of the PC1 6031E is listed in Appendix D 

" If a 50 Hz voltage signal was fed to a 6 pulse rectifier, then the current withdrawn will have harmonic frequencies which are an 

integer number h = 6k f 1. With k = 4, h -harmonic order of the fundamental frequency signal, 1250 Hz is the one harmonic 

obtained. The idea is to investigate the effect of the 10 )IS mismatch between two adjacent AID input channels on one of the 

higher frequency components in the "distorted" current and voltage digitised signals. 



Figure 11: Voltage and current waveform to demonstrate non-simultaneous digitising, 10 p (1 channel) 

between two channels 

With v(t) as the reference signal, the phase angle error in Figure 1 1 between i&t) and i,,,,dt) can be 

written as: 

The phase angle between the current and voltage, if measured simultaneously, should have been -40' 

(current lagging voltage). In terms of degrees, the measurement error is 4 . s0 .~he  error caused by this 

multiplex time intewal resulted in the erroneous phase angle, measured as -35.5'. 

3.6.1.2 Measurement error in active power measurement 

The calculation of active power is also in error when based on the measured values: 

= 40.706 Watt 

Without a measurement error, the active power is: 



= 38.302 Watt 

The percentage error in the active power is: 

A significant error results at high harmonic frequencies but at the fundamental frequency, this error is 

very small. Take note that the assumption was made that the channels above are adjacent which 

represents the smallest possible error. Assume the channels are wired in the following sequence: 

v,(t) to channel 1, vbn(t) to channel 2, v,(t) to channel 3, id?) to channel 4, ib(t) to channel 5, idt) 

tochannel 6 

The phase error between the voltage and current signal in a phase is 30 ws as demonstrated in Figure 12: 

0 f ~ o o l o - ~  

Figure 12: Voltage and current waveform, non-simultaneous digitising, 30 ps (3channels separation) 

The phase error in Figure 12 is now 13.5' and the resultant active power error is 16.825%. The error is 

progressive as function of frequency and of channel number. It is not negligible, even when two adjacent 

channels are considered. 

3.6.1.3 Error in the apparent power and the complexpower 

Frequency domain analysis of power theories in a three-phase power system is not influenced when the 



concept of "effective values" [20] is used for current and voltage in the calculation of apparent power. 

The apparent power definitions used in these equations are not influenced by the phase angle error 

introduced by the non-simultaneous sampling. The same is not true, however, when the complex power 

(SI+) is calculated per phase and per harmonic: 

In the above equation it can be seen that the phase angle error in (a - P) due to non-simultaneous 

sampling influences the active- (PI+)  and the imaginary- (el+) power. 

3.6.2 Compensation of non-simultaneous sampling 

3.6.2. I A frequency- domain phase compensation firnetion 

A simple solution does not exist to the non-simultaneous sampling problem by compensating the time- 

domain data for the multiplex time error. The error in phase measurement can be compensated by a 

frequency dependent (or harmonic dependent) phase adjustment function. Such a phase compensation 

function must have the following characteristics: 

The amplitude must be unity and independent of frequency, 

The phase correction must be a function of frequency, 

The compensation function below satisfies the above requirements: 

In the above equation, 0,=2nfi withfi the fundamental frequency, whilst h is the harmonic order and t,,,, 

the digitising time-interval that causes the phase error. This phase correction function has the amplitude 

and phase dependency shown in Figure 13 on harmonic order: 



- 
1 PhaseComecfionFunction ( h )  1 - 

Figure 13: The phase and am1 de dependency on harmonic order of the phase compensation function 

An additional requirement indicated in Figure 13 is that the channel nurnbeZ4 should be included in the 

phase compensation function as redefined below: 

3.6.2.2 Application ofphase compensation function 

Assume the digitised data acquired by an AID process to be in row-column format and arranged 

according to the following matrix: 

Matrix,i.. is a matrix containing digitised time domain data. Timing instances lo.. . . . . . . .tand represents the 

AID timing value assigned to the data points. For instance, ',(to) in the second column (column number j 

= 2 and row number i = 1) is the amplitude of voltage in phase a at time to. Element vb(fo) is the amplitude 

24 c: Channel number E [0;1,2,. . . .N-11, N = number of channels 



of voltage in phase 6 taken at (to + one multiplex time interval). Element v&) is the amplitude of voltage 

in phase c taken at (to + two multiplex time intervals). Similarly, the amplitude of current in phase c, idto), 

is taken at real time (to + 5 x multiplex time intervals). After another multiplex time interval, the data row 

is completed for to and the process is repeated in the next row. The multiplex time interval for the 

PC1603 1E card is 10 ps and in the example used above, timing instance t, will therefore be in real time 60 

ps later than the time assigned to to. 

The Fourier transformation of the time-domain data in Manix,,,, results in M a t r i X ~ ~ ~ :  

 matrix^^^: This is a matrix containing the frequency domain data. For example, V,, is the RMS 

fundamental harmonic phasor of the voltage in phase a, v ~ ,  =lv,,leJa.~ . (P = phase number a, b, c; h = 

harmonic number with N the highest harmonic order considered. The harmonic current phasors is 

I,, = 1 1 ,  I ejP* 

Phase compensation requires application of the phase compensationfunction onto the matrix of frequency 

data: 

Matrix,(h,c) = Matrix,,, (h,c). PhaseCorrection(h,c) (59) 

Application of the p h e  compensation function per channel number (c = column number) and per 

harmonic order (h), demonstrates that both the channel number and the harmonic order have the required 

progressive influence on the phase compensation: 
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Figure 14:Phase correction applied per channel number and per harmonic order

Figure 14 show that the phase correction function simulates a simultaneous sampling process. It is

important to realise that this compensation scheme is valid only when steady state conditions prevail. The

laboratory power system enables control on electrical parameters to ensure such a stable steady state. In

an industrial power system, it is not necessary valid to assume steady state conditions. The wavelet

transform can be used to evaluate the time dependency of harmonic components and hence the

assumption of a steady state.

The necessity of simultaneous sampling in a three-phase power system is demonstrated in the comparison

of values in Table 3. The "uncorrected" and "corrected" values of total active power and total harmonic

active power are respectively listed as measured in the laboratory power system under non-sinusoidal

conditions:

Table 3: Comparison of simultaneous and non-simultaneous sampling

The error is very small for the total active power as the phase error at the fundamental frequency

55

- - -- - --

P3 (Watts) P3,H (Watts)

Non-simultaneous Sampling 21580.52 -116.87

Simultaneous sampling 21722.51 -127.24

Difference in Watts: 142.00 10.37

Difference in %: 0.6% 8.2 %



components is very small. The error of 8.2 % in the total hnrmonic active power is significant. 

When digital measurement instrumentation is used to study power quality issues, simultaneous sampling 

is important to avoid significant errors. Non-simultaneous sampling could cause erroneous interpretations 

of the measurements. 

3.7 SYNCHRONOUS SAMPLING AND THE FFT 

A sampling frequency that is not synchronised with the fundamental frequency component of the signal to 

be sampled is a cause of errors in the determination of the phase and amplitude of harmonic components. 

Such a sampling frequency can satisfy the Nyquist theorem but because of the non-synchronisation, 

spectral leakage can exist. Unavoidable tmncation of a sampled signal to a finite length of samples is 

another cause of spectral leakage. 

The literature in [81] - 1861 proposes several mathematical solutions such as interpolation algorithms and 

windowing functions. These approaches can reduce the measurement errors, but cannot completely 

remove it 1851. A solution to spectral leakage is to synchronise the sampling frequency with the signal to 

be measured and to obtain an integer number of samples. 

Ferrero and Ottoboni [84], [85] reported a hardware solution to the synchronisation problem. The 

hardware determines the fundamental frequency and multiplies it by an appropriate integer in order to 

generate a synchronised sampling frequency. 

3.7.1 Spectral leakage correction through windowing 

Certain windowing-techniques (such as that reported in [86], [82], [83]) deliver satisfactorily results in 

"moving" harmonic energy to the harmonic number were it should have been, in other words "correcting" 

the amplitude spectrum. Although the error in amplitude is reduced, the phase errors can be worse than it 

was before. Ferrero and Ottoboni [81] have shown that for the usual non-symmetrical sequences 

employed in DFT algorithms, the phase errors are the dominant error in "short-range" leakage and cannot 

be reduced by data windows. Complex interpolation algorithms, which are computing intensive, should 

be used provided .the harmonic interference is negligible. Ferrero and Onoboni further demonstrated the 

success of an alternative DFT algorithm, which reduce this phase error significantly without an increase 

in the computation burden. 

Windowing functions are integrated in some mathematical packages and can be used with relative ease, 

but may be unsatisfactorily when used to study power phenomena in non-sinusoidal power systems. 

Power calculations require accurate phase information. If non-synchronised digitising measurement 

systems are used, an "alternative" DFT algorithm in [81] should be used in analysis ofthe data. 



3.7.2 Considerations on the measurements obtained 

The sampling frequency is controlled and the number of data points to be sampled in a fundamental cycle 

can be predetermined. The sampling frequency was chosen to be 12.8 kHz representing 1024 samples 

over 4 fundamental 50 Hz periods, or 80 ms. The minimum power systcm frequency was 49.7 Hz. 

Spectral leakage can result if only one 20 ms window of data is analysed. For example if it is assumed 

that the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz and not 49.7 Hz, then a data-window of 20 ms results in 256 

samples. The "true" fundamental cycle is 20.120724 ms, however. A sampling time interval of 78.125 p 

(12.8 kJ3z) results in 257.55 samples in this fundamental period. Rounding off this number to 258 or to 

257 samples causes spectral leakage. 

If 4 fundamental periods (50 Hz cycles) of this 49.7 Hz signal is sampled, the data window is 80 ms. The 

number of data points are now 1030 and cause less spectral leakage. The worst frequency condition was 

49.91 Hz that resulted in 1026 samples (1024 samples are exactly 80 ms) in a four fundamental period 

data window. 

3.7.2.1 MathCAD procedure to memure fundamental frequency 

A MathCAD procedure was written to establish the fundamental frequency of the acquired signal in the 

time domain. An example ofthe practical nature of the problem is found in the following: Observe typical 

voltage waveforms in Figure 15 and the load current waveforms in Figure 16 measured in the laboratory 

at the terminals of a nonlinear load. 

Figure 15: Three-phase load voltage waveforms corresponding to currents withdrawn in Figure 16 



Figure 16: Load current waveforms corresponding to the voltage waveforms in Figure 15 

The no-load voltage waveforms at the terminals of this nonlinear load are shown in Figure 17 

Figure 17: The no-load voltage waveforms corresponding to the voltage waveforms when connected to a 

load as in Figure 15 

The minimum value of the voltage signal results from the following MathCAD function: 



In the above equation, Vmmlaod is the vector of phase voltage values ofthe time-dependent phase a voltage 

vmOl,&) digitised at discrete time intervals. The individual data points are represented by the row index t 

of the vector V d d :  

Equation (60) finds the absolute minimum value in the digitised voltage vector V,no,oo,+ The "near zero- 

crossing" of the signal does not necessarily have an exact zero voltage value that can be used as an 

indicator of a zero-crossing of that signal. 

The MathCAD subroutine to find the real time, at which the minimum voltage value has occurred in the 

signal under investigation, is given below: 

For example, the real time found at which the absolute minimum valuc occurs in the phase a voltage 

waveform of Figure 17 is: 

TimeOfMinVaiue := 

This specific minimum amplitude value will not necessarily repeat in that time-window under 

consideration. A weighting factor was introduced to find the "other" zero-crossings. "Extra" zero 

crossings can also occur around zero in a distorted waveform. The MathCAD routine below detects the 

"other" minimum values in the voltage vector Vanolood: 

for 1 e 0 .. (NumberOfSomples - 1) 

( ~ i r n e ~ f ~ i n ~ a i u e ,  t ~ o m p l i n ~ ~ i m e s ~ )  If v~~~~~~~~ = ClosestToZero I (63) 
Timeomin Value 

ZeroValuesV anoloadl := vonoloadl if ( Vanoloadtl L (7.CloseslToZero) 

0 otherwise 

The factor of 7 used above can be any integer; it depends on the specific waveform under investigation. A 

visual inspection on the results of the subroutine above, as a function of the waveform in which it occurs, 

is required to determine the correct weighting factor to be used. The zero-crossings marked in Figure 18 



1 illustrate an example of the results obtained by the subroutine shown in equation (64): 

Figure 18: Zero-crossings in the phase a no load voltage of Figure 17 

4 minimum value is indeed located at time t = 70.335 milliseconds. Only one zero-crossing should be 

located at either a positive or a negative amplitude value. If both a positive and a negative zero-crossing 

narker results close to a given zero-crossing, it is because the factor in the subroutine in equation (64) 

was not chosen correctly. Careful adjustment thereof until the "unwanted:' zero-crossing indicator 

iisappears is then required. Although two "zero-crossings" are not marked in Figure 18, the marked 

'zero-crossings" furnish enough information to calculate the period of the waveform. 

rhree complete fundamental waveform cycles are marked in Figure 18. A vector containing the real time 

values of the zero-crossing markers is extracted from the original waveform data: 



t := 0 , l . .  last(SamplingTimes) 

ZeroPointst := t  if Z e r o V ~ l u e s V , ~ ~ ~ , ~  # 0  I I 

0 otherwise 

i t 0  

U t O  

for j ~ O . . r o w s ( V ) - l  

if c ( v , )  = 1 

I Ui t vj 

i t i + l  

u 

The result of the routine in equation (66) as applied to Figure 18 is a vector [a that contains the real time 

values: 

The average period over the three periods contained in vector E is 0.0200064 ms or 49.9840051 184 Hz. 

The sampling frequency of 12.8 kHz for the waveforms in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17 

investigated above results in 1024.33 data points in 80.0256 ms. Analysis of only 1024 data points caused 

negligible spectral leakage. 

3.8 SUMMARY 

Both the process by which data is generated and the correctness of data is fundamental to this work. 

Results obtained by data analysis have to be repeatable to sustain any conclusion. Careful consideration 

of the manner in which power system data is analysed, is important. Significant errors can be the results 

of parameters over which little or no control exist, such as the variation in the fundamental power system 

frequency. Hardware synchronisation of the sampling frequency and the fundamental frequency as 

discussed in section 3.7 is a powerful counter measure. Compensation of the phase error introduced by 

the multiplex timing intervals of AID conversion is possible through innovative software routines. 



The experimental and measuring processes to generate appropriate data for the research undertaken in this 

thesis, was carefully designed. Data analysis methods were configured to be sensitive to possible errors 

such as spectral leakage. The validity of results was continuously verified. All possible measures that are 

practical were applied to ensure that the results obtained and the conclusions reported in this thesis, are 

reliable and valid. 



4 NON-SINUSOIDAL ELECTRICAL POWER THEORY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A practical power system contains non-sinusoidal voltage and current waveforms that require special 

consideration when defining power. The classical power theory can not satisfactorily describe power 

phenomena under non-sinusoidal waveform conditions. This chapter critically evaluates a number of non- 

sinusoidal power theories. 

The importance of the inadequacies found in the classical power theory to describe the power phenomena 

of non-linear power system operation were highlighted in the early 1920's by Bucholz (1922). The well- 

known Budeanu formulation followed in 1927. Fryze reinterpreted [75] Budeanu's definitions in 1932. 

Thereafter many other attempts followed when it became increasingly important for a power theory to 

describe power under non-sinusoidal conditions. The need to reach a conclusion on power definitions was 

again emphasised from the middle 1980's [2], [I I], [16], [22]. For example, Czarnecki communicated 

this deficiency unambiguously in an IEEE Transactions paper entitled "What is wrong with the Budeanu 

Concept of Reactive Power and Distortion Power and why it should be abandoned [2]. Even today there 

is disagreement over several aspects and definitions in non-sinusoidal power theory. The need for 

universally accepted power definitions has come to the fore now, like never before, in order that designs 

and energy accounts can be defined and used unambiguously and through which distortion compensation 

can be specified. 

Chapter 4 isolates and demonstrates a deficiency in the three-phase power theory of Czarnecki. One 

reason in the formulation of his power theory was to present an alternative to the Budeanu power theory 

(which he demonstrated to be flawed). The Budeanu power theory in section 4.2 and the single-phase 

power theory investigation of section 4.3 are not novel. The principles put forward by Czarnecki is 

repeated with realistic circuit values and then tested in ATP. This is to further a solid understanding to the 

three-phase power theory formulation of Czamecki which is then shown to be flawed if used in practical 

power systems. 

4.2 BUDEANU AND THE CONCEPT OF DISTORTION POWER 

4.2.1 The Budeanu reactive power 

The Budeanu [l] power definitions require decomposition of voltage and current time domain quantities 

into frequency domain quantities. Budeanu defined the total reactive power at a measurement cross 

section in a single-phase electrical network with non-sinusoidal voltage and current waveforms, as a 

quantity, Q8: 



To investigate the physical significance to the formulation above, it is necessary to systematically review 

the fundamental concepts of power when waveforms in an electrical circuit are non-sinusoidal. Assume 

that a non-sinusoidal, single-phase, time-dependent voltage ~ ( r ) ~ ,  with fixed repetitive period T is applied 

to a load and that it can therefore be represented as a finite series of harmonic components: 

The single phase distortion component of v(t)14 can be isolated as %(I)~+: 

If voltage v(t)l+ is applied to a frequency dependent impedance load, the resulting time-dependent load 

current i(t)lc can be mathematically written as: 

The distortion components of of i(t)~+ can be isolated as id&+: 

N 

i,, (I),, = 1 a sin(ho,t + p,) 
hi1 

The effect of voltage and current, termed the eflective or RMS values, follows from the individual 

harmonic phasors: 

Voltage v(t)l+ and current i(l)lp can additionally be written as complexors in terms of harmonic phasors: 



Take note in the above definition of the voltage and current, the bold script indicate the complexor 

representation of v ( t ) ~  and i(t)rc. The complexor itself is not measurable by direct means, only v(t),+ and 

i(t)l+ are. Classical power theory formulates time-dependent reactive power in a harmonic component to 

be: 

In the equation above, the time-dependent reactive power is written in terms of a specific harmonic order, 

h. The time-dependent reactive power representative of a circuit under distorted conditions can then be 

written as: 

The average value of the above can then be written as: 

Equations (75) and (66) define the same quantity. It was formulate by Budeanu as the reactive power of a 

circuit under distorted waveform conditions. Some literature terms this quantity the Joint Reactive Power 

but it is better known as the Budeanu Reactive Power. The Budeanu reactive power employs an algebraic 

summation of all the reactive powers at each harmonic frequency. 

The physical nature of reactive power was investigated through the application of field theory in Chapter 

2 of this document. It was shown not to contribe to real energy transfer because the physical nature of 

reactive power represents an energy accumulation in the electric and magnetic fields of the reactance 

components of the load and the source that results in oscillatory exchange of energy between these 

elements. When the waveforms are non-sinusoidal, a similar explanation to that of reactive power can be 

assigned to the harmonic reactive power Q b  a1 each harmonic order h. 



4.2.2 Active power in a nonsinusoidal single-phase circuit 

The formulation of the Budeanu active power is through a similar approach. Classical power theory 

formulates Time-dependent Active Power to be, in terms of a harmonic component: 

The Time-dependent Total Active Power of a circuit under distorted waveform conditions is: 

The Total (or Joint) Average Active Power requires integration over a period T: 

4.2.3 Apparent and Complex power in a nonsinusoidal single-phase circuit 

The classic power definition above is an accepted formulation with unambiguous physical explanation as 

defmed for waveforms that are perfectly sinusoidal and repetitive. It can be written both in terms of 

harmonic components and average values of active and reactive power as: 

The Total or Joint Complex Power for a circuit is found by summing the complex power in all the 

harmonic components (including the fundamental): 

The Total (or Joint) Single-phme Apparent Power delivered to a circuit is defined as the product of the 

scalar values of the voltage and current at the terminals of that circuit: 

It is important to note that equations (79) and (80) contain the Schwartz inequality [98] which, in terms of 



the quantities defined in this document, can be written as: 

4.2.4 The Budeanu Distortion power 

Budeanu introduced the concept of "distortion power", DB to account for the anomaly between the 

measured Total Apparent Power (also referred to as Loading Power) and that predicted by the summation 

of the orthogonal Real- and Reactive components alone (Equation (82)): 

The apparent power definition in terms of Budeanu's formulation can be written as: 

The cause to DB can be found in amathematical investigation on the formulation of apparent power: 

Multiplication of equal and unequal harmonic numbers is required in the above equation: 

The above equation contains the Joint Active Power (PI+), the Budeanu (or Joint) Reactive Power (QB) 

and the Budeanu Distortion Power DB: 

The Budeanu Distortion Power is caused by the interaction of unlike harmonic numbers; the physical 

significance thereof is investigated in the next sections. 



4.2.5 Significance of QE and DB 

Shepherd and Zakikhani reported in 1972 that QB is not a quantity with physical significance [73]. 

Filipski [36] reported on practical aspects of the measuring of the "distortion" power in 1984.Pretorius et 

a1 [38] reported that QB measured under certain distorted waveform conditions gives erroneous results. 

Czamecki [2] was the first to successfully design practical metering systems in the 1970's to measure 

Budeanu's powers. 

Czamecki [2] reported in 1987 that the quantities QB and DB do not possess physical attributes in terms of 

the power phenomena in non-sinusoidal circuits and that it cannot be used in the design of compensating 

circuits. He has shown that DB is not related to the magnitude of waveform distortion as was commonly 

accepted until then. The concept of a "distorting" power has no physical significance. However, even 

today the concept of "distortion" power is widely used amongst engineers. Furthermore, Budeanu's 

reactive power definition in (66) does not relate to the physical process of oscillatory energy exchange 

between load and source, as will be demonstrated in a subsequent section (4.2.6). It is therefore important 

to validate Czamecki's findings on the errors in Budeanu's power theory and it is empirically investigated 

in the next section. 

4.2.6 The error  in the formulation of Budeanu's power definitions 

A similar approach to the investigation done by Czarnecki on the significance of Budeanu's reactive and 

distortion power is used, but with the difference that realistic circuit values are used in a time-domain 

simulation. The results obtained are not novel but validates the conclusion by Czarnecki reported in [2] 

and [3]. It is an interesting demonstration to the possible pitfalls in formulating power definitions that 

seems mathematically sound, but which not necessarily explain physical phenomena. 

In an electrical network with non-sinusoidal waveforms and frequency dependent impedances, the 

harmonic voltage and current phasors at each harmonic number h will have different phase angles. The 

harmonic reactive powers are summed over all the harmonic frequencies to obtain Budeanu's reactive 

power. QB can even sum to zero due to different signs in Qh at different harmonic numbers, although the 

individual Qh terms can be nonzero. The oscillatory nature of reactive power is therefore not reflected by 

QB. A QB = 0 can be interpreted as if the power factor of the load is unity, which is false as the individual 

Qh are not zero. This aspect of Budeanu's reactive power is subsequently validated. 

The square of the apparent power at a harmonic frequency can be written as: 



2 
Ifthe above equation is divided by Iv(t),,l , the following results are obtained [2]: 

Two orthogonal current components are definable above. Further, harmonic current phasors are mutually 

orthogonal, therefore [2]: 

The square of apparent power can now be rewritten as: 

Czarnecki [2] used the latter equation to explain why apparent power will increase when the voltage and 

the current waveforms are non-sinusoidal. The term 2 eh.l' was isolated as the component causing 
Vh.1, i /1 

' 
such increase and not because of the Budeanu reactive power defmition, QB = CQ~,~, 

h=l 

The apparent power will be a minimum when at each harmonic number h the value of Qh is zero. The 

Budeanu reactive power QB can be zero even if the Q h  terms themselves are not zero. 

The following conclusions on the Budeanu apparent power are now clear: 

Not only will QB be affected by reciprocating energy transmission, LIB will also be affected. 

Neither QB nor DB is distinctively related to phenomena responsible for apparent power increase. 

4.2.7 The use of QB to improve the power factor 

To design power factor correction based on the aggregated total of reactive power (Budeanu's QB) is not a 

scientifically sound approach. Some engineers and metering equipment use this Budeanu definition of 

reactive power. A simple demonstration, similar to the approach used by Czarnecki [4] [15] is carried out 

to establish if the Budeanu reactive power enables power factor correction. 



In the following circuit, a non-sinusoidal voltage v(t),+ that contains a 5", 7Ih, and a 11'"armonic 

component feeds a linear load consisting of a series resistor and inductor. A parallel capacitor is used to 

improve the power factor to unity: - 
i(t) 

10 ohm 

- 64.63 pF 

T 

Figure 19: Investigating power factor improvement through utilization of QB 

The voltage source signal v(t),+ is defined as: 

Without a capacitor based on the circuit values shown above, the resulting power factor (PF) is found to 

be 0.3 lagging. Assume that the Budeanu's reactive power definition of QB is used and a capacitor value 

calculated to compensate the PF to unity: 

The compensated circuit was modelled in ATP and the results are listed in Table 4: 

Table 4: Power factor correction results based on Budeanu's QB 

The results listed in Table 4 indicate that: 

Symbol 
SIC 
P.. v 
. QB 
. DB 

PF 
C . 

Compensated 
412.374 
181.031 

Without a capacitor 
602.445 
180.906 

Units 
V A 
Watt 
VAr 
VAr 

pF 

574.4 
16.658 
0.3 
0 

3.572 
370.497 
0.439 
64.63 



Although QB is completely compensated by the capacitor, the power factor of the compensated 

circuit did not change significantly. 

The apparent power is lower in the compensated circuit hut significant unnecessary loading 

remains (difference between apparent power and real power is significant). 

Budeanu's reactive power definition (@,) is not useful for power factor compensation. 

Power factor correction results in the "distortion power" (DB) to increase significantly due to 

increased interaction between uneven harmonic voltage and current components. 

4.2.8 The relation between Budeanu's "distortion power" and waveform distortion 

Budeanu's "distortion power" Dg cannot be used to quantify the degree of waveform distortion nor can it 

be used to quantify the degree of nonlinearity in an electrical circuit [3]. A similar circuit to the 

investigation of Czamecki [3] is studied in ATP but with common circuit values: 

Figure 20: Non-sinusoidal voltage source feeding a resistive load 

Assume that the single-phase voltage source contains a 3d, 5" and a 7' harmonic component: 

The distorted voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figure 2 1: 



Figure 21: and Current waveform as measured in 

The resulting Budeanu powers are: 

Table 5: Budeanu's power components for the circuit in 

1.194 Watt 

The values listed in Table 5 enable the following conclusions to be made: 

&, has a zero value and should have indicated that the waveforms are perfectly sinusoidal and not 

distorted but both voltage and current are in fact distorted. 

Therefore, D, does not relate to the degree of waveform distortion. 

Assume that a certain load isfrequency dependent, but that this load appears under certain conditions to 

befrequency independent. An example is a load impedance that can be configured as a combination of 

reactive elements that have the same impedance value at two different frequencies. This load can also 

have the ability to change the load current waveform such that it is not an exact replica of the applied 

voltage waveform. Such a load is generally termed to be a "distorting" load. Consider the circuit of Figure 

22: 



Figure 22: Investigating the relation between DB and the nonlinearity ofthe load 

Assume that the single-phase voltage source contains only a third harmonic component: 

This circuit was studied in ATP with the load elements of 10 ohm, 10 mH and 10 pF arbitrarily chosen. 

The following voltage and current waveforms result at the load terminals: 

Time Time 

Figure 23: Voltage and current waveform at the load terminals of Figure 22 

The resulting Budeanu powers are tabled below: 



Table 6: Results of Budeanu's powers for the circuit in Figure 22 

I& 43.484VAR 

Dg OVAR 

The following conclusion is based on the results listed in Table 6: 

Budeanu's distortion power (DB=O) is not a measure of the degree of waveform distortion, the 

current and voltage waveform in Figure 22 is clearly distortcd 

4.3 THE POWER THEORY OF L.S. CZARNECKI 

Different approaches to the definition of the non-active power components in steady-state non-sinusoidal 

power systems have been proposed in the literature, both in the time and frequency domain. The 

following three-phase conditions have to be considered when defining these non-active power 

components: 

Unbalanced load currents 

Non-sinusoidal load currents 

Non-sinusoidal supply voltage 

Asymmetrical supply voltage 

Nonzero supply impedance 

A common goal with power defmitions is to achieve mathematical formulations that will facilitate power 

factor maximisation to enable optirnisation of active energy transfer. To achieve this, physical insight into 

the working of the power system, in the light of the different power phenomena and their physical 

interpretation is of paramount importance. Some power components of well-known non-sinusoidal power 

theories lack physical interpretation to a greater or lesser degree. Power definitions have not yet 

converged to general agreement on all aspects of non-sinusoidal three-phase power phenomena. 

Prof. Czamecki contributed2' significantly to the development of knowledge on non-sinusoidal power 

theory. His contributions were recognised by, amongst others, the IEEE in granting him a fellowship. The 

Wiley Encyclopaedia on Electrical Engineering dedicated a supplement [I91 to his description of 

harmonics and power phenomena. It summarises important aspects of non-sinusoidal power theory as 

'I Referenced literature [2]..[19] represents some popular publications by L.S. Czarnecki 



developed by Czamecki. The Czamecki power theory appears to be mathematically sound and is easy to 

apply to frequency domain data. 

Czarnecki's power theory claims to be successful in defining all possible non-sinusoidal power 

phenomena both for single- and three-phase electrical networks. It attempts to interpret all these power 

phenomena unambiguously with a physical explanation assigned to each. It is important for example, that 

the design of compensation schemes and tariff systems are based on sound scientific principles. The next 

section formulates the Czamecki single-phase power theory and investigates compensation requirements 

based on these power definitions. 

4.3.1 Czamecki's Single-Phase Power Tbeow 

Czamecki's single-phase non-sinusoidal power theory is based on decomposing a single-phase, non- 

sinusoidal, load current into four orthogonal components. Each of the four load current components is 

associated with four different power components transferred to the load with each power and each current 

component assigned a unique physical explanation. Czamecki's three-phase power theory is based on the 

single-phase power theory and expanded on by including a fifth component to describe the possible 

unbalance in a three-phase power system. 

Although Czamecki's power definitions claim to be suitable for analysing all possible three-phase power 

scenarios correctly, it remains controversial. If his theory can be proved to he indeed a valid approach to 

study three-phase non-sinusoidal power system phenomena, it will he a valuable contribution to 

knowledge. Engineers have to unambiguously measure non-sinusoidal quantities and apply appropriate 

compensation. The Czamecki power theory is carefully studied with this in mind in the following 

sections. 

4.3.1. I Decomposition of the Non-sinuroidal Single-Phase Load Current 

Consider a non-sinusoidal periodic single-phase voltage signal v(t),+ with a fundamental frequency of w, 

that is applied to a load that is a linear frequency-dependent admittance Yh=Gh+jBh: 

If the voltage signal in above is applied to a single-phase frequency dependent admittance 

Yh,l+=Gh,l++jBh.,ld, which is a function of harmonic number h, the load current can be written as: 



The single-phase total active power PI+, transferred by the source to the load, is similar to the active 

power consumed by a load with the following "effeetiw" conductance: 

Fryze [75] fust defined the component of the load current that exclusively transports the real power PI+,  

termed the "active" current: 

The current component i,,(t)16 is the useful component in the load current as it is responsible for active 

power transfer to the load. The "rest" of the load current can be mathematically isolated: 

with 

The above two equations isolate the "unnecessary" components of the load current mathematically. 

Physical significance is to be found in that the Czarnecki reactive current i,(t)lc is defined as the load 

current component only associated with the susceptance component of the load impedance. It is the same 

reactive current definition formulated by Shepherd and Zakikhani [73] for a single-phase non-sinusoidal 

current. Take note that it is not the Budeanu reactive power definition. Czamecki's reactive current is 

mathematically different. 

The physical explanation of the Czarnecki reactive current is the same as for a sinusoidal single-phase 

reactive current in that it supports the oscillatory exchange of enerm between the reactive elements in the 

load and the source. The iXt),+ component is unwanted and has to be compensated to improve the power 



factor of the load as will be shown, 

The second "extra" load current component iXt)]+ is termed by Czarnecki as the "scatteres' current. It is 

associated with current components resulting from the "scattering" of conductances around an effective 

conductance value, Ci,l+. 

The load current resulting from a non-sinusoidal single-phase voltage applied to a linear frequency- 

dependent load is therefore defined by Czarnecki to consist of three components: 

These three current components are mutually orthogonal [S]: 

The magnitudes of the active, scattered and reactive current are defined as follows: 

The single-phase apparent power 4+ in term of the above current decompositon relates to three different 

power components: 

The above decomposition of apperent power contains the active power Pia, the Czmecki reactive power 

Q, and the Czarnecki distortion power D,. These single-phase power equations, by the nature of their 

defmition, adapt very easily into frequency domain calculations. 

A nonlinear load or a time-variant load can increase the RMS value of the load current. This phenomenon 

was isolated as a fourth current component by Czarnecki [ 5 ] .  It is termed "generated currenr' and is 



investigated when the three-phase power theory of Czarnecki is studied in section 4.3.2. 

The next section briefly investigates the application and physical significance of the active cwrent, the 

reactive current and the scatteredcurrent. 

4.3.1.2 Power factor and the Uzarnecki single-phase current components 

The power factor (PF) of a single-phase load can be written in terms of the Czamecki single-phase 

current and power components: 

The following conclusions are based on the above PF formulation: 

To achieve maximum utilisation of the energy source, the active current i,(t)lc should be the only 

current component in the load current. 

If load resistance (conductance) is frequency-dependent (G,,,I+&~,I+), the scattered current i,(t)l+ 

is an unwanted component of the load current. It causes an increase in the load current due to the 

"scattering" of conductances Gh,,( around the equivalent conductance G , , +  The difference value 

(Gh,,,&,,+) can be positive or negative. A passive network will not be able to compensate the PF 

to unity. 

The Czarnecki total single-phase reactive current iXt),+ is the result of the aggregated effect of 

reactive currents irh(t)~( at each harmonic number h. This reactive current &(t),++ is an extra 

component in the total harmonic load current ih(t)l, ( due to each - Qh~l' term as isolated by 
Vh.V 

Czamecki). It is the physical reason for the increase in the load current drawn. Budeanu's reactive 

power definition cannot do the same. Compensation of these unwanted harmonic reactive 

currents is possible by means o f a  passive network as demonstrated in the next section. 

4.3.1.3 Compensation of the single-phase reactive current 

The single-phase reactive power Q, l+  of Czarnecki (similar to that of Shephard and Zakikhani 1731) can 

be compensated by a passive reactive network. Consider the circuit in Figure 24. It is similar to the 

configuration Czarnecki used [6]  but with more general circuit values: 



2 ohm 

Figure 24: RLC load with equal conductances at the 1" and 3d harmonic 

The single-phase voltage source ~ ( t ) ~ ~  contains a fundamental and a 31d harmonic component. The load 

voltage ~ ( t ) , , , ~  and the load current i(l),+ obtained from an ATP simulation is shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Voltage and current waveform measured in Figure 24 

Application of the required formulations to obtain the Czamecki active power, reactive power, scattered 

power and PF, results in the values in Table 7: 

Table 7: Czamecki single-phase power components for Figure 25 

 PI^ 1 57.06 1 watt 
PF 1 0.23 lagging ( 
Qr, I 6 1 242.41 ( VAr 
D , I +  10.11 1 VAr 



The sign of the values obtained for the susceptances B1,,+ and B3,,( in Table 7 indicate that the Czarnecki 

reactive power has to be delivered at the fundamental frequency cnmponent consumed at the third 

harmonic component by the compensating circuit. Such compensation is possible with a parallel LC 

compensating circuit. 

Minimizing the reactive current i,(!),+ in Figure 24 requires that susceptances have to chosen such that 

compensating susceptance at the fundamental harmonic must be equal to thc load susceptance at the 

fundamental harmonic (-Bcl=Bl,i+) and similar for the third harmonic (-Bw=B3,,+). In general, 

minimisation of the Czarnecki single-phase reactive current will require that: 

The compensated circuit is shown in Figure 26: 

Figure 26: Parallel LC compensating circuit integrated into Figure 24 

Empirical algebraic manipulation of the equations representative of the circuit in Figure 25 results in the 

design equations for the parallel LC compensating circuit. Firstly, the susceptance of the compensating 

circuit inductance and capacitance is: 

Sccondly, the inductance is related to the capacitance: 



Lastly, it is required that GI=G3, therefore the value of compensating capacitance is: 

The resulting load voltage and current waveforms for the compensated circuit are shown in Figure 27 

Figure 27 Voltage and current waveforms for the compensated circuit in Figure 26 

A6 6 

4 

i(1) 2 -  - 

The concept of "lesser loading" due to the decrease in the current drawn from the source is illustrated by 

the comparison of Figure 27 and Figure 25. Results on the analysis of the compensated waveforms are 

tabled below. 

- 
I I 

- - 

- 

Table 8: Results of waveform analysis for compensated circuit in Figure 27 

0 

1 600 r 0 . 7 ,  -2 I I 

Time 0 200 400 600 

The power factor is increased to almost unity. The Czarnecki's single-phase reactive power is almost 

eliminated. A passive network can therefore compensate the Czarnecki single-phase reactive power, Q,,,+. 

The activepower and the "scattered" power are almost unchanged. 



4.3.1.4 Compensation of Czarnecki's single-phase reactive current and sca~lered current 

The "scattered power" requires alternative compensation and cannot be compensated for by the same 

passive compensating network that was implemented to compensate the Czamecki reactive power. 

Czarnecki's "scattered" power results when single-phase frequency dependent wnductanccs (Gh.10 are 

scattered around an effective conductance Ge,,+ as in the case of the circuit in Figure 28. 

2 ohm 

Figure 28: Circuit with frequency dependent conductances unequal at different harmonic frequencies 

The load voltage and current waveform for this circuit are shown Figure 29: 

.a I 
Time 

Figure 29: Load current and voltage waveforms for Figure 28 

The results of applying Czarnecki's single-phase power definitions onto the waveforms in Figure 29 are 

listed in Table 9: 



Table 9: Results of waveform analysis (Figure 29) to obtain the Czamecki single phase powers 

, I 

1228.88 ( VAr 

D3, I+ ( 119.26 1 VAr 

In general, load impedances are frequency dependent. Equation (106) indicate that, if i,(t),+ is wholly 

compensated through a passive circuit, then, with the values tabled in Table 9, a best possible PF will be 

0.48. A unity PF requires compensating for the "scattered" power with an active compensator which 

could be costly and complicated. 

4.3.2 Czarnecki's Three Phase Power Theory 

Most authors of new distortion power theories began by developing concepts for single-phase power 

systems and extending it to three-phase or multi-phase applications by assuming orthogonality between 

the phases. Czamecki has also done this, but it appears from a study of the literature that in this he has 

limited his investigations only to hypothetical conditions. Such an approach results in the development of 

a sound mathematical formulation, but may introduce major deficiencies when it comes to practical 

systems. 

Czarnecki's definitions appear to conform to electrical network laws for nonlinear and asymmetrically 

loaded three-phase systems that are fed by a non-sinusoidal voltage source and through a supply 

impedance, which is almost zero. When the voltage source becomes asymmetrical andlor the supply 

impedance becomes nonzero, in other words, as soon as the power system becomes a closer 

representation of the physical world, summation of the different power and current components fails to 

yield consistent results. 

Implementation of the Czamecki definitions and measurements in three-phase power systems generally 

do not require more sophisticated instrumentation than do other rival frequency-domain power theories. 

Even so, the Czarnecki theory so far still only enjoys limited acceptance. The Czamecki theory requires 

of the practising engineer to become used to formulalions and new concepts like "scattered" and 

"unbalanced" power. The concept of "generated" power was shown to be questionable [31] in practical 

power systems. It makes minimum use of those concepts from the "classical" theory that has already been 



universally accepted. 

A number of the new rival distortion power theories to the Czarnecki power theory appear to be more 

attractive to the practising engineer, and will require less of a paradigm shift in adopting them. 

Nevertheless, the extra effort to implement a practical theory such as Czamecki's may be well worth the 

effort, if this theory is capable of conectly analysing every possible practical situation. There seems to be 

a problem with the Czarnecki formulations when pract~cal power systems are studied and this matter is 

investigated in this chapter. 

Czarnecki's three-phase power defmitions are based on decomposition of the three-phase load current 

into five orthogonal components. In the previous section on his single-phase power theory, three of the 

load current components were investigated, namely the active current, the reactive current and the 

scanered current. These three components are redefined in the next section for three-phase power 

systems. A fourth component that could also exist in the single-phase power system, is defined and 

formulated only for a three-phase power system, namely the generated current. The fifth load current 

component describes the effect of unbalance in the load, namely the unbalance current. 

4.3.2.1 Assumptions 

Czamecki made the following assumptions concerning a reference three-phase power system like the one 

shown in Figure 30. It is important to note that these assumptions are not always valid in a practical 

power system. 

I. The voltage source is a non-sinusoidal but symmetrical time-dependent periodic three-phase 

voltage vector v(t),+ with the fundamental components having a positive phase sequence (abc). 

2. The time-dependent periodic 3-element three-phase current vector i(t),+ is drawn by a non- 

lineadtime-variant and unbalanced load, containing frequency-dependent elements. 

The voltage and current vectors are defined as follows: 

T T with vb(t)  = vm(! -- ); v,( t)  = v,(t - 2-  ) 
3 3 

A schematic representation of the reference power system is shown below: 



nonlinear load 

Figure 30: Reference power system for the formulation of Czarnecki's three-phase power theory 

The period T of the voltage and current waveform is time-invariant and the following standard Fourier 

transformation for voltage and current (only shown for phase a) exists: 

N 

i, (t) = ~ e & z I , e ' ~ ~ '  
h-1 

i, (t) = ~efi1,e'"' 

A time-dependent three-phase voltage vector v,,( I )~+ is defined below to refer to the time-dependent 

harmonic frequency components in a nonsinusoidal three-phase time-dependent voltage v(t)#. The 

subscript h is the harmonic number whilst a, b and c refer to the different phases. The similar notation is 

used for the harmonic frequency components in the three-phase current vector i(t),+. 

The norm of the three-phase voltage vector v(t),, (or generalised R M S  value) is found through the scalar 



product (similar for current): 

The generalised RMS values of the voltage and current vectors, written both in terms of harmonic phasors 

and in terms of the time-dependent phase voltages are respectively: 

( t )  +it ( t )  + i,2(f)]dt = 

The three-phase active and reactive power is defined as: 

The (total) active power is a summation of the active power in each phase for each harmonic h. The 

reactivepower is definable for a hannonic number only. 

3. The apparent power definition used by Czarnecki (S$ is different to that of the IEEE equivalent 

apparentpower [20] termed the system apparentpower (S,) or equivalent apparentpower: 

Note that the definition of V3+, I3+ and V,, I, is numerically differen?. 

4.3.2.2 Formulation ofthe Czarnecki current components 

The equivalent conductance (Gsa) for an asymmetric three-phase load is defined as: 

26 Section 4.6 discuss the formulation of the IEEE power definitions 



The three-phase equivalent conductance Ger defi nes a conductance of a symmetrical load to consume the 

equivalent in active power of a three-phase asymmetrical load. The three-phase active current vector is 

defmed similarly to the single-phase active current [14]: 

The three-phase Czarnecki reactive current makes use of a three-phase equivalent susceptance (BPh,3+) that 

is harmonic frequency dependent. It represents an equivalent to the frequency dependent reactive element 

of a symmetrical load, which cause the same three-phase reactive power Qh,,+ at a harmonic frequency 

h a  as drawn by the asymmetrical load at harmonic frequency h q :  

The Czamecki three-phase reactive current vector per harmonic is then defined as: 

The total three-phase reactive current defined by Czamecki is: 

The three-phase reactive current i, ( t ) ~ +  is fundamentally different to, for example, a three-phase reactive 

current that makes use of the Budeanu reactive power definition which was shown to have no physical 

significance. 

The number set N, specifies a summation range associated with harmonic components contributed by the 

voltage source. A nonlinear load will yield a load current that contains harmonic components not caused 

by the harmonic voltage components. Two different sets of harmonic numbers are defined for the voltage 



and current frequency spectra. The harmonic number set for the current, N,, is typically a larger set than 

the harmonic number set for the voltage, N, This simply implies that N, contains "extra" harmonic 

numbers due to "generated" current components caused by non-linear load action. 

With N, the "generated harmonic numbers, the harmonic number sets are related by: 

Symbol 0 denotes the elements in N, that are not subsets of N,. The mathematical formulation of the 

"generated" current is: 

Note that the symbol of generated current the equation above is printed in bold as it represents a vector 

for the three-phase generated currents. 

An asymmetrical three-phase load (assumed linear here) will bring about unbalance between the phase 

currents. If the load is asymmetrical, another current component can be isolated that is responsible for the 

increase in the RMS value of the load current: 

The vector i,, (t),, represents the "unbalance" part of the three-phase load current i(t),, in the Czamecki 

theory. 

The scalar products of the three-phase vectors of current, idt)3$, i4t)3, and iu(t)3+ were shown by Czarnecki 

[ S ]  to be mutually orthogonal: 

Three components of the three-phase load current components defined above have been assigned a 

physical significance [6 ] :  

1. The three-phase active current io (t) . It is the load current component that enables three-phase 
3 t .  

active power transfer between the source and the load. 



2. The three-phase reactive current i, ( t ) , , :  It is the load current component that sustains the 

oscillatory exchange of energy between the reactive elements in the three-phase source and the 

load. It increases the RMS value of the three-phase load current. 

3 .  The unbalance current i,, (t) , ,  : It is the load current component associated to the increase in the 

RMS value of the three-phase load current due to unbalanced loading. This component is a 

unique contribution of Czarnecki in explaining the physical reason for the increase in the RMS 

value of the three-phase load current when the loading of phases are not perfectly balanced. 

4. The generated current i, (t) : No clear physical explanation could be found to support the 
3# 

mathematical formulation thereof. 

If the three-phase load contains frequency dependent conductances, then it can be regarded as containing 

harmonic conductances (symbol Grh,]+) scattered around an effective value of three-phase load 

conductance G,,31. The three-phase harmonic conductances is a mathematical concept with symbol Geh,3a 

which represent the equivalent three-phase conductance of a symmetrical load at a harmonic number 

which will consume the same amount of three-phase harmonic active power as the asymmetrical load 

does at that harmonic number: 

A three-phase active current at a harmonic number is isolated to transfer active power at that harmonic 

number: 

The summation of the harmonic active currents does not fully explain the total active current. The 

following mathematical difference was defined by Czamecki to be the three-phase scattered 

current is ( t ) , ,  : 

The scattered current is the fifth three-phase load current component defined by Czamecki. No clear 

physical explanation is found to sustain the mathematical formulation thereof. The complete list of three- 



phase current components defmed by Czamecki is: 

1. The active current, i, (I),, 

2. The reactive current i ,  (t),# 

3. The unbalance current, i, (t),# 

4. The generated current, i, (t),# 

5. The scattered current, is (t)?, 

It is important to note that only four of the five current components are associated with the voltage source. 

Consider a general situation of any two interconnected power system areas (as in Figure 30) where the 

one area contains the primary voltage source at the fundamental frequency and the second area contains 

the load elements. The total three-phase load current i(t)3c at the measuring terminals between the two 

areas can be considered [16], [I91 as containing two different components: 

Current iA(t)3c attributed to power system area A. 

Current component i.q(t)se attributed to power system area B. 

The four current components current component in i~(t)3+ are the active cwrenr, the reactive current, the 

stuttered current and the unbalance current and ascociated to subsystem A 

The current component idt)3, is the load-generated current defined in equation (126). The Czamecki 

total three-phase current [5] at the measuring terminal in Figure 30 is: 

The formulas for the calculation thereof are summarised in the following table: 



Table 10: RMS values of the Czamecki three-phase load current components 

The RMS values of the five different three-phase Czarnecki load current components are easily 

- 
Unbalance current 

- 
Scattered current 

- 
Generated current 

Total three-phase 
load current 

obtainable from a frequency domain analysis of measured three-phase voltages and currents at a 

~ i ~ c ~ l l =  J z [ilih (r).,f - (~ : , 3+  + B : ~ + ) H V ~  (tlrr[] 
h€N" 

\/is (t)3+\l = JD 
h s N ,  

114 (t1~+11 = 
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2 2 

lli(t)3,f = llin (t),,lf +Ii, ( t ) 3 + l ( + l l i s  (ll3+1[ (')3+II '116 (t)3+ll 

measuring terminal. 

4.3.2.3 The three-phase Crmnecki power components 

The five Czarnecki three-phase current components are the basis for the Czarnecki three-phase power 

definitions: 

 h he Czamecki power components and symbols are summarised below: 



Table 11: The Czarnecki three-phase power components2' 

) Power component I Symbol I 

I 

Unbalancepower I D. 

Scaneredpower I 
Generatedpower D8,3+ -1 

Czamecki's three-phase power theory is based on the above mathematical formulation of power 

components. It will be tested thoroughly for application in practical power systems as it was formulated 

by Czarnecki with the assumption that the three-phase voltage source is symmetrical with zero Thkvenin 

equivalent impedance although the voltage source waveforms were assumed to be non-sinusoidal and 

connected to a three-phase non-linear andfor time-variant asymmetrical load 

4.3.2.4 The ForcedAppment Power 

Czamecki gave additional explanation to apparent power associated to the load-generated currents [I91 

through mathematical manipulation of the decomposed current components. The load current, voltage and 

power at the interconnecting terminals of subsystem A and B in Figure 30 is decomposed and "assigned" 

to a subsystem: 

Subscripts A and B indicate subsystem A and B. The voltage and current components are orthogonal [19]: 

Calculation of the source apparent power reveals Czamecki's forced apparentpower SE3(: 

" The subscript "3+" is used to distinguish between single-phase and three-phase mathematical formulations, it is omitted for the 

unboloncepmver as it cannot exist in single-phase power systems. 



Apparent power &.3( was defined in principle in equation (134) and is reformulated below: 

Czarnecki isolated the load-generated apparent power as Sg: 

Theforced apparent power SF,,+ is explained [I91 as apparent power and formulated as: 

Czarnecki state [I91 that there is no power phenomenon to be assigned to the "extorted" apparent power. 

It renders the value contributed by the above power decomposition to practical power definitions 

questionable. 

4.3.2.5 Physical signifcance of the Czarnecki current and power components 

The concept of power factor quantifies the effectiveness of energy utilisation in a power system. Ideally, 

active power should be equal to apparent power as it is the useful power component. The increase in 

apparent power when: 

the voltage source waveform is non-sinusoidal, 

andlor the load is asymmetrical, - andor the load is nonlinear andlor time-variant, 

andor the load contain frequency dependent conductances, 

can be studied in terms of Czamecki power [5] components: 

28 Synonorns of "extorted" can be "wing" or "force from": it is difficult to nssign a physical explanation to this apparent power. 
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The power factor formulation in terms of the Czarnecki current components is: 

Czamecki explains (191, [lo], [16], [19]) how the five load current components in three-phase circuits can 

impact the power factor of a load as follows: 

I .  Active power and active current: These are the only components necessary for useful work in a 

three-phase electrical system. The active current transmits active power between source and load. 

A power system that only contains these components will have a unity power factor and no other 

power and current components need to be considered. This is in agreement with the physical 

significance of activepower as defined in the classical power theory for sinusoidal power systems 

and supported by the field theory. 

2 .  Reactive power and reactive current: The Czamecki formulation of reactive power (compared to 

the Budeanu formulation thereof) and of reactive current describes the alternating component 

that brings about an interchange of power between reactive elements in the load and the source. 

This is in agreement with the physical significance of reactive power as defined in the classic 

power theory for sinusoidal power systems and supported by the field theory. 

3 .  Unbalance power and unbalance current: If a three-phase load is not perfectly balanced, an 

increase is brought about in the Rh4S load current. The contribution of unbalance to the increase 

in RMS load current and to the increase in apparent power was mathematically isolated by 

Czarnecki as unbalance current and unbalances power respectively. He does not offer a clear 

physical explanation. 

4 .  Sca~tered power and scattered current: A non-sinusoidal voltage source applied to a load with 

frequency dependent conductances will elicit an increase in the RMS value of the load current. 

Czamecki attributed the increase in RMS load current to the "scattering" of conductances around 

an effective value. The scattered current and scatteredpower was defmed and mathematically 

isolated. His physical explanation given is based on the "scattering" of conductances around an 

effective value which is difficult to explain with field theory. The concept of scattered power is 

questionable in any attempt to explain the physical significance thereof. 



5 .  Generated power and generated current: Nonlinear and/or time-variant loads cause current 

harmonics that are not present in the voltage source waveform. The interaction between load- 

generated harmonics and voltage harmonics cause an increase in the RMS value of the source 

current. Czamccki isolated this phenomenon and mathematically formulated it as generated 

current and generatedpower. No acceptable physical explanation exists. Emanuel [3 11 questions 

the physical significance thereof. If the voltage sourcc is connected through a non-zero 

impedance to a load, harmonic numbers will result in the load voltage waveform at the load 

terminals caused by the current harmonics. Czarnecki has assumed the voltage source to be 

connected to the load through a perfectly zero ohm impedance. To determine from measurements 

obtained in a practical situation which harmonics in the voltage are due to "source only" 

harmonics and which are load generated, is difficult if not impossible. 

The next section tests the Czarnecki power theory under practical situations. 

4.3.3 The validity of the Czamecki Three Phase Power Theory 

The findings reported in this section are based on both the extensive ATP time-domain simulations of 

controlled practical networks and physical rneasuremcnts. A measurement system was designed to 

measure the rather small components, e.g. "generated" power. Various representative three-phase non- 

sinusoidal power system scenarios were simulated in hardware in the 380 V 5 kVA base values three- 

phase power system. A 16 bit high speed A/D card, anti-aliasing filters and sensitive voltage and current 

transducers attempted an experimental setup to be as accurate as practicably possible. Application of 

closed loop Hall-effect sensors near maximum ratings results in less than 1% inaccuracy. 

The Czarnecki power definitions were tested for conformity with accepted electrical network laws using 

both the measured and simulated data sets. Results indicate that, if careful consideration is not given to 

the assumptions made by Czarnecki in developing his power theory, erroneous results will be obtained. In 

order for a power theory to be universally accepted, it must be valid under every conceivable situation in 

a nonlinear power network but beginning, at the least, with those conditions that are unconditionally 

present in all practical power networks. 

4.3.4 A deficiency of the Czarnecki three-phase power definitions 

In the following, the circuits shown are structured in ATPDRAW, simulated in ATP and then analysed in 

a MATH CAD^^ program. 

Example 1: A three-phase symmetrical non-sinusoidal voltage source with zero Thkvenin impedance in 

the source feeding an asymmetrical nonlinear load 

The voltage source v(t),+ in Figure 3 1 simulates an ideal voltage source with no internal impedance. It is 



non-sinusoidal as it contains a 5th and a 7th harmonic component: 

The fundamental and harmonic voltage components are symmetrical. 

Z,,,= 0 
i(t) 

Figure 31: Single line diagram of three-phase controlled rectifier connected to a three-phase non- 

sinusoidal voltage source with a zero ohm Thivenin impedance in the source 

3 Phase RLC line 

impedwe* 

A A 
- 

The peak values of the fundamental and harmonic components in the voltage source (symmetrical 

between phases) and the values of the line impedances connecting the source and the load are listed 

below: 

6-pulse controlled k 
rectifier 

+t 
vdc 

Table 12: Per unit voltages and line impedance values in Figure 2 

-1 
Nonlinear load / 

Peak value of voltages 

The phase a voltage and phase a current at the measuring cross-section are shown in Figure 32: 

RLC unbalanced 

I .  

V5p.u. 

V7p.u. 

(P.u.) 

l.0,50 HZ 

0.2,250 HZ 

0.1, 350 HZ 

341 line element (p.u.) 

Phase a: I ZA = 0.01; angle = 17.4' 

Phase b I Zb 1 = 0.05; angle = 3.6' 

Phase c: I Z, 1 = 0.09; angle = 2' 



Figure 32: Voltage and current for phase a at the measuring cross-section in Figure 3 1 

The three-phase line current is decomposed into the five Czarnecki current components and tested against 

network laws. A current balance and a power check are formulated below to verify the validity of the 

current decomposition. Tellegen's theorem requires that the summation of the Czarnecki power 

components has to be equal to the total apparent power at the measuring section: 

Application of the Czarnecki three-phase power and current definitions into that shown in Figure 31 

results in: 

Table 13 Czarnecki three-phase power theory applied on Figure 3 1 

From the current and energy balance in Table 13 it is clear that the Czarnecki definitions conform to 
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accepted electrical network laws in this example as both the current and power balance is satisfied. 

Example 2: A three-phase symmetrical non-sinusoidal voltage source with a non-zero and asymmetrical 

Th6venin impedance in the source feeding an asymmetrical nonlinear load 

The supply impedance in this example presents a more practical situation. The Czarnccki definitions are 

now applied in a system with non-zero ThLvenin value for the asymmetrical impedance in the voltage 

source supply system. The circuit in Figure 33 is nearly identical to the previous circuit in Figure 31, 

differing only in the non-zero Th6venin equivalent of the source impedance, specified in Table 14 added 

between the source and the line that supplies the load. 

3 Phase RLC 
line impedance 6-pulse Controlled 

rectifier + pLLL 
t 

Figure 33: Single line diagram of three-phase controlled rectifier connected to a three-phase non- 

sinusoidal voltage source with a non-zero Thhvenin impedance in the source 

Table 14: Per unit source impedance ThLvenin values of Figure 33 

1 RLC unbalanced 3 @ source impedance, p.u. I 
I Phase a:l Z, 1 = 0.033; angle = 72.4' 1 
( Phase b:\ Za 1 = 0.08; angle = 51  So 1 

Phase c:l Z, 1 = 0.09; angle = 19.2' 

The mathematical requirement of the Czarnecki definitions creates a practical issue, namely that the 

summation ranges requires knowledge of which harmonics in the voltage can be blamed on the source 

and which are due to the harmonic load currents flowing through the now non-zero supply impedances. 

To demonstrate this, in the phase b voltage spectrum below, the "extra" harmonics are clear: 



LO, J 
Harmonic number 

Figure 34: Additional harmonics caused by the nonzero supply impedance 

Czarnecki proposed a sorting procedure based on the sign of the individual harmonic active powers [17] 

which becomes a complex problem in practice. Voltage harmonic components are caused by the 

interaction of the impedance elements between the measuring terminal and the harmonic currents 

generated by the nonlinear action of the load. These voltage harmonics are relatively small in magnitude 

compared to the harmonic components of the voltage source. Application of the Czarnecki current and 

power definitions requires knowledge on the number sets N,, N, and N, defined in section 4.3.2.2. In the 

analysis presented in this document, an alternative MathCAD sorting procedure was devised that 

delivered satisfactory results as indicated below. 

Harmonic number JL 1 

Figure 35: Voltage source "only" harmonics separated from the "generated" current harmonics by a 

MathCAD program. Amplitudes are relative, only the hannonic orders are relevant 

Note that knowledge on the voltage source harmonics (number set N,) is apriori knowledge as simulation 

parameters are fully controllable and it is possible to validate the results in Figure 35. The requirements of 



the Czamecki power definitions are therefore satisfied verbatim over the different harmonic number 

ranges as required for the purpose of this exercise. The results are tabled: 

Table 15: Czamecki three-phase power theory applied to Figure 33 

I Description pa .  1 

0.226 

Power Cheek 

In Table 15 the current and power do not balance as in example 1. In both examples, the same circuit 

conditions are used, except for the introduction of the impedance in the source as shown in Figure 33. 

Example 3: IJsing practical data: Three-wire measurements taken in a 380 V power system containing an 

asymmetrical non-linear load with a very small source impedance 

Measurements were acquired at the highest possible precision". The no-load three-phase voltage signal 

contained 'background" harmonics (THVD = 3.6%) as neighbouring loads such as computer laboratories 

are connected to the PCC (Point of Common Coupling). The no-load voltage source harmonic content has 

to be known in order to apply the Czamecki three-phasc power definitions correctly (the different 

summation ranges must he separated because the unloaded voltage source is non-sinusoidal in nature and 

causes corresponding harmonic load currents). The three-phase RMS values of the harmonic components 

in the unloaded voltage source were determined. The values are listed below up to the 13" harmonic as a 

percentage of the RMS value of the fundamental component: 

29 The details of the instrumentation arc described in Chapter 3. 



Table 16: Relative size of harmonic components in the voltage source of Example 3 

The summation ranges N,, N, and Np are now defined and application of the Czamecki three-phase power 

theory on example 3 results in: 

Table 17: Czarnccki power theory applied on Example 3 

From tt le current and 

Value 
0 396 V 

energy balance in Table 17 it is concluded that the Czarneq :ki power i tnd current 

definitions conform to accepted electrical network laws. Note that the conditions in this example are 

similar to those simulated in Example 1. 

Example 4: Three-wire measurements taken in a 380 V power system containing an asymmetrical non- 

linear load. The source impedance is purposely made to be 0.12L 74' p a .  per phase. 

Application of the Czamecki power theory to these practical measurements yields the values listed in 

Table 18. 



Table 18: Czamecki power theory applied on Example 4 

Value 

In this example the current and power do not balance as in Example 3 

The MathCAD sorting procedure that was used is listed in Appendix B. The sorting procedure performed 

satisfactorily in the controlled environment used to study a power system similar to Figure 33, both for 

the simulated and the practical power system. The a priori information on the pure voltage harmonics 

may not be readily available in practice. A similar sorting procedure could deliver satisfactorily results in 

practice with an intelligent choice of the 'yactor" value. Supply impedances are typically very low and 

voltage induced harmonics due to "local" linear loads are relatively small when compared to the 

fundamental component. The Czamecki suggestion 1191 of negative harmonic active power flow as 

indicator of "generated" harmonics and with regarded to 'Lwhere" the source is located, is not valid 1571, 

[58]. This will be proved later. 

4.3.4.1 Conclusion: A deficiency of the Czamecki h e e  phase power definitions 

Czamecki contributed to knowledge on non-sinusoidal power definitions when he recommended the 

discontinuation of the Budeanu definitions for distortion power on the ground of their erroneous 

numerical interpretations under certain conditions. Czamecki endeavoured to overcome these difficulties 

by presenting definitions that furnish physically meaningful quantities for all measurement conditions. 

The examination carried out in the examples above, appears to indicate however that the Czamecki 

defmitions themselves furnish erroneous interpretations in practical power systems when the inevitable 

source impedance is present. 

The implication is simple: Czamecki's power definitions will work for theoretical power systems where 

ideal assumptions are allowed but not in the practical case. That assigns his own theory much of the same 

flavour of the Budeanu theory which he has so cryptically labelled in a special publication [2]. His theory 

can not be used with confidence in practice therefore because of the illustrated shortcoming. 



Czamecki's power definitions are based on current decomposition and the non-active powers are found 

through the product of RMS values of the voltage and the decomposed current components. This yields 

powers that are intrinsically apparent powers. These powers do not have a sign and their algebraic 

addition implies that they do not satisfy the energy conservation principle, which has to be an integral 

property of an electrical system. 

Furthermore, Czamecki's three-phase power theory is an extension of single-phase power definitions. 

This is not a sound approach when studying modem power systems. The phases of an unbalanced 

nonsinusoidal three-phase power system are not independent. 

Czamecki's power components are not easy to measure. Emanuel and Ferrero proposed more practical 

power definitions [20], [26], 1411, [68], [70]. Emanuel emphasised that a non-sinusoidal power theory has 

to describe practical situations. For example, a finite commutation interval will result if the Thivenin 

impedance of the source is not perfectly zero and cause noncharacteristic harmonics on the supply side 

of single-phase rectifiers such as even-numbered harmonic components. 

Imbalance can generally exist between phase voltages in practical voltage sources and can bring about 

unexpected triplen harmonics (3, 6,  ....) in frequency spectra. Voltage drops over the source-impedances 

in the supply system will have the same order than the harmonic currents drawn (the "generated 

currents") by a nonlinear load. 

To use the direction of harmonic active power flow as suggested by Czamecki [S], [19] to determine the 

existence of "generated" current, is fundamentally flawed. The harmonic active power of order h as 

observed at a node where a non-linear load is connected can be either positive or negative because of the 

influence of other neighbouring non-linear loads, the impedance of the surrounding network and the 

topology thereof. It was shown in [56] and in [58] how phase-controlled rectifiers exchange harmonic 

active power between them. The question Emanuel therefore raised in [31] towards the validity of 

"generated" power supports the finding of this thesis that Czamecki's three-phase power theory can not 

be applied in practical three-phase power systems. 

4.4 THREE-PHASE POWER THEORY FORMULATIONS IN A TRANSFORMED DOMAIN: 

APPLICATION OF THE PARK TRANSFORM 

A number of three-phase power theories are based on single-phase formulations that are extended to 

include three-phase power systems. It is important that a three-phase power system is acknowledged as a 

unique domain in which electrical quantities have to be defined and referenced specifically to this 

domain. 

The classical single-phase power theory can he used to analyse three-phase power systems under certain 

conditions. The simplifications required to do that, are valid under most circumstances. A perfectly 



balanced and perfectly sinusoidal three-phase power system with only linear components, for example, 

pcrmits rather simple but valid "single-phase equivalent" analysis. A three-phase unbalanced power 

system with non-linear and/or time variant loading, asymmetrical andor non-sinusoidal voltage sources, 

cannot be analysed by means of such "single-phase equivalent" networks. One reason for the deficiency 

in the Czarnecki three-phase power theory, for example, is his extension of single-phase power theory 

formulations to three-phase power systems. 

The Park transform is a mathematical tool that t~ansfonns three-phase quantities to quadrature co- 

ordinates @-q) which can completely describe a three-wire three-phase power system in an equivalent 

synthetic domain. In the case of an unbalanced four-wire three-phase power system, a third set of zero 

sequence quantities results that require separate consideration. 

The Park voltage and current vectors can be studied in the frequency domain and classical power 

definitions can be applied to these quantities. The formal properties of the original and physical three- 

phase power system (three-wire) in which these quantities originate are not lost. Ferrero and Superti- 

Furga [26] used this approach and their power theory formulations present the first approach studied as an 

alternative nonsinusoidal three-phase power theory. 

4.4.1 Application of the Park transform: Ferrero and Superti-Furga's power definitions 

The application of the Park transform in power systems was demonstrated in principle when Ferrero and 

Superti-Furga [26] derived powcr definitions based on the Park voltage and current vector. It achieved 

practical status when Akagi and Nabae [22] developed a novel compensator design methodology using it. 

The Park transform is a special case of the Clarke transform. The d-q axis is stationary, it also known as 

the p q  theory. Energy analysis in the Park (or only termed p-q) domain makes use of conventional 

single-phase power definitions. The advantage is that all the resulting power components in the p-q 

domain have been assigned a physical significance. Ferrero el a1 [26], [27] explained the Park reaVactive 

power whilst the Park imaginary power was explained through application of the Poynting vector [28]. 

4.4.1. I Power Definitions in the Park domain 

The mathematical formulation of the Park transform was presented in section 2.3. Time-dependent power 

p ( t b  can be defined based on the Park vectors of voltages and currents, v ( t ) p d  and i(r)~&, respectively. 

This power is numerically the exact same quantity as the three-phase time-dependent powerp(t),+ because 

the Park transform is a linear orthogonal transform: 



The Park time-dependent complex power a(t)?* is defined from the product of the Park time-dependent 

complex voltage and current: 

4 t h  = W, * i W k  

The Park time-dependent real power p(t)pd and the Pa! 

q ( t b  is defined as: 

rk time-depen  dent non-activelimaginary power 

The three-phase time-dependent powerp(t),+ relates to the Park time-dependent real p o w e r ~ ( t ) ~ = ~  and the 

zerosequence powerpdt): 

Akagi and Nabae [23] showed that the Park imaginary power q(t)pd does not involve time-dependent 

three-phase power. The Park imaginary power is a characteristic quantity of three phase systems and is a 

result of a ratio between time-dependent line voltages and line currents that are not the same for each 

phase [26]. 

The physical significance of the Park imaginary power is to be found in the field theory. Magnetic and 

electric fields are associated with the Park vectors of time-dependent voltage and current respectively. 

The magnetic and electric fields were calculated in [28]. A three-phase symmetrical resistor was used to 

find the conduction fields and a three-phase symmetrical inductor equivalent was used to find the pure 



magnetic field. From that the Poynting vector and flux based on the Park quantities were calculated. The 

following interesting conclusions emerged [28]: 

The conduction field presents similar results to the single-phase Poynting vector studied for a 

conductor in section 2.6. The flux of the Poynting-Park vector is associated with a real quantity 

(the quantity - ~ ( t ) ~ +  presents a "negative time dependent active power). It is equal to the energy 

(joule) that flows out of the bounded surface around the three-phase conductor. 

The electric displacement field and the magnetic field represent the capacitive and the inductive 

effect of the three-phase conductors. The nature of these fluxes is that the Park imaginarylnon- 

active power is directly related to the energy exchange between phases. That is also the energy 

needed to compensate for thevariation in energy in the differcnt phases. The physical explanation 

centres on the fact that energy is removed from one phase and then supplied to another. (The 

compensation methodology devised by Akagi and Nabae [22] is based on this principle.) The 

energy exchange between phases occurs in the dielectric and magnetic fields and this energy 

exchange is at a rate dictated by the imaginary part of the flux of the Poynting-Park vector. 

Table 19 was compiled by Ferrero et a1 [28] to summarise the calculation of the conduction, electric 

displacement and magnetic fields: 



Table 19: The conduction field, the electric displacement field, the magnetic field and the flux as found 

by the Poynting-Park vector and summarised by Ferrero et a1 [28]. 

tlactric displacement 

-. 
f&+ihy. iidt=. 

r 

The average values of the Park time-dependent complex power are: 

fItjiq iiUZ conduction field only 
T 

frr&*iiUZ elab-icdirplacemnitfi~IdmIy 
u v 

piq" rim. mrpMiclieldunly 
Z 

Pm is equal to the average value of the Park active power when the zero-sequence time-dependent power 

po(i) is zero. Qpd is the average value of the Park imaginary power. 

Because these power definitions are formulated in a single synthetic domain, accepted power theory 

principles can be applied. This is contrary to previous approaches (for example of Czarnecki) that 

extended single-phase domain power definitions to the three-phase domain. The following characteristics 

of the Park power quantities a ( t b ,  p(t)?=k, Ppd, q(t)park, Bd andpo(t) are important: 

a The Park power defmitions are quantities that can be regarded as actual powers and not apparent 

powers because their sign depends on the reference directions chosen for the voltages and 

currents. 



These powers satisfy the energy conservation principle, namely that the algebraic sum of powers 

associated with each element of an isolated network will sum to zero. 

The Park real and imaginary powers are by definition the three-phase positive sequence active and 

reactive powers when the three phase system is sinusoidal, symmetrical, balanced and of positive phase 

rotation. The Park voltage and current vectors are then [26]: 

The Park real and imaginary powers are equal to the three-phase reallactive power and the reactive 

power: 

p(i) ,  = P,, = P,, = 3VJ, cos) 

m p s h  = QP, = Q3, = 3 V , 5  sin 4 

When the balanced three-phase system is of negative phase sequence, only negative sequence voltages 

and currents result. Again in terms of the effective three-phase voltage values, the Park vectors of voltage 

and current are [26]: 

The real and imaginary Park powers are [26]: 

p(t) ,  = P,, = P,, = 3<Ie cos( 

q(r), =Qp, = -Q,, = -3V,Ie sin( 

Application of the Park power definitions to non-sinusoidal and unbalanced but periodical three-phase 

systems requires the Fourier series components of the Park voltage and current vectors. This application 

is valid because the Park vectors are periodical too and the Park transform is a linear transform. The Park 

time-dependent complex power i s  then defined in terms of Park hannonic phasors [26]: 

The Park real and imaginary powers follow from the average value of the Park time-dependent complex 



power: 

The Park power components apply only to a three-phase power system and not to a single-phase system. 

The Park real power (PM) is an expression of all the active powers found in each of the harmonic 

components and its symmetrical components (h>O for the positive sequence harmonic components and 

h<O for the negative sequence harmonic components). It implies a summation of the real powers for the 

positive and negative sequence components. 

The Park imaginary power has a different meaning and definition [26] than the Budeanu reactive power 

although at a fust glance the mathematical formulation appears to be similar. The Park imaginary power 

is based on a summation of the reactive powers in the positive sequence harmonic components (Q th )  with 

the summation of the reactive powers in the negative sequence harmonic components (Q*,,), subtracted: 

The component (h=O) is shown separately in Equation (157) as the DC component of current can be 

spatially shifted with respect to voltage in the Park vectors. Note that Budeanu adds the reactive power in 

both the positive and negative sequence harmonic components as shown below (the Budeanu reactive 

power rewritten in terms of sequence components): 

There are important characteristics of the Park imaginary power (a&) that must be noted [26]: 

The Park imaginary power (@&) does not exist in a single-phase power system 

It does not yield information on possible time-dependent energy exchange between reactive 

elements in the load and the source. 



Q p d  is defined in the time-domain, but QB is not. 

The physical meaning of Md is therefore completely different from the reactive power 

definitions of Budeanu, Czarnecki and other. 

It can be used to successfully improve the power factor of the load [26]. 

It can be measured easily whereas Budeanu's reactive power cannot be easily measured [IS]. 

If the three-phase load is passive, linear and tirnc-invariant, &k is associated only with the 

susceptance of the load. 

4.4. I..? The Park "distortion"power, &. 

The average value of complex power (Apmk) is: 

If the three phase apparent power, (S3+), bascd on generalised n s  values of three-phase voltage and 

current as in (120) is used, then the relation between S3) and the Park power components are [26]: 

It is important to recognise at this point that the three-phase apparent power, S3( is not based on an 

algebraic quantity and does not satisfy the energy conservation principle whereas Ap* is an average value 

of an algebraic quantity and does satisfy the energy conservation principle. 

Because$+>O, the "difference quantity" is isolated [26] with symbol & (160). Dm is not the Budeanu 

distortion power DB because the imaginary power in (157) is not the Budeanu reactive power Qs. A 

physical explanation for Dpd is given in [26] where the Czarnecki current decomposition methodology of 

[ S ]  is used. The Park current vector is substituted for the three-phase current vector (the components in 

the Park current vector are orthogonal, like the Czarnecki current components) and not the decomposed 

three-phase C m e c k i  current vector. This is an attempt to overcome one of the deficiencies of the 

Czarnecki power theory, namely to also include asymmetry in the supply voltage signal. An alternative 

decomposition of the three-phase load current results: 



The RMS value of the Park current vector, Im, is found by lli(t),, 11 or from the harmonic components 

in i(t),, ; namely I,, = 1; . The RMS value of the Park active current vector (Ipark,d is derived r 
from the Park transform of the Czameckiiryze three-phase active current vector iJt)3c in (122) with a 

similar physical meaning. The RMS value of the Park "scattered" current vector (IP,~,,) results from a 

Park transform of the Czarnecki three-phase "scattered" current vector i& in (132) and has a similar 

physical meaning. The RMS value of the Park "reactive "current vector (Ipmrk.,) results from the Park 

transform of the Czamecki three-phase reactive current i,(t)3+ in(125) and has a similar physical meaning. 

Ip,,,k,,s is the RMS value of the Park current vector i,(t)pd which is an additional current definition in the 

Park domain [26] termed the "scattered reactive" current. It is calculated in the time-domain as the 

difference between the Park reactive current vector i ,( t)~,~ and the Park imaginary current vcctor iy(l)pd: 

IMf is the RMS value of the Park current vector gt),,, derived from the Park transform of the 

"generated" current vector of Czarnecki, id!) (127) and which has a similar physical meaning. The 

components of g tb*  is the Park current harmonics of harmonic orders that do not appear in the ''true" 

Park voltage harmonics. 

The decomposition of three-phase load current based on Park quantities in (161) enables definition of the 

Park distortionpower, &*: 

The following "unwanted" effects in the three-phase power system are described in equation (163): 

0 Non-linear loading causing harmonic numbers in the load current other than the harmonic 

numbers in the supply voltage 

0 Asymmetrical supply voltages 

Non-sinusoidal supply voltages 

Unbalanced loading 



4.4.1.3 The Park Power Factor 

Power factor of a load, based on Park power components, is defined as: 

4.4.1.4 Compensation with Parkpower components 

Power factor correction, based on the Park power definitions, requires complete compensation of the 

time-dependent values of q ( t ) ~ ~ ~ ~ .  It was first shown by Akagi et a1 [22] that it is not sufficient to only 

compensate for q(t)~%k Without energy storage elements, compensation of q(t)Puk will represent the 

maximum power factor correction that is possible. Unity power factor requires a holistic consideration of 

the Park time-dependent power ~ ( t ) ~ ~ .  It was demonstrated by Ferrero and Superti-Furga [26] how the 

current decomposition of Fryze in the time domain could be re-interpreted in terms of Park components. 

This aspect is discussed in the next section. 

4.4.1.5 Fyze's active current and the Kusters and Moore residual current in terms ofPmk components 

The active current defined by Fryze [75] was shown to be responsible for active power transfer. In terms 

of the Park components, it is redefined in [26] as: 

The "unnecessary" current is the difference between the total load current and the active current: 

The RMS values of the Park current vector, the active current and the "extra" current above, is related as 

follows: 

The average value of Park active power P,D,,~ is related to the Fryze active current by: 



Equation (166) illustrates the compensation requirement, that idt) has to be completely eliminated for S3+ 

to be equal to Ppd, which will result in a unity power factor. 

4.4.1.6 Application of the Park Puwer components on simulatedpower system data 

Consider the same nonsinusoidal three-phase circuit in Figure 31 used to investigate the Czarnecki's 

three-phase power definitions (zero ThCvenin impedance between the source and the load). 

Park transformation of the time-dependent three-phase load voltages and load currents results in a time- 

dependent Park voltage and current vector. Additional zero-sequence voltage and current result as it is an 

unbalanced three-phasc power system. These waveforms are shown Figure 36: 

600 t 

Figure 36: Park time dependent voltages at the load terminals in Figure 3 1 

Analysis of the waveforms in Figure 36 in the frequency-domain results in: 
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Figure 37: Frequency spectra of Park voltages and currents from Figure 36 

The Park powers, at the load terminals of Figure 3 1 are listed in Table 20: 

Table 20: Park power components calculated for the circuit in Figure 3 1 

The energy and current checks above prove that the Park currents and powers satisfy electrical network 



laws. If tested on the circuit in Figure 33 where there is a non-zsro Th6venin impedance between the 

source and the load, it results in the Park power values listed in Table 21: 

Table 21: Park power components calculated for the measurements obtained for Figure 33 

I 

Pp,k ( 4.325 Watt 

I 

S,, ( 4.382 VA 

The results in Table 21 prove that no currents or powers disappear when the circuit in Figure 33 is studied 

by means of the Park power definitions. The Park current and power definitions still satisfy electrical 

network laws. 

In general, power definitions that are valid under all possible circumstances are required for possible 

application in compensation circuits. Application of the Park power definitions in designing 

compensation circuits is investigated next. 

4.4.1.7 Compensation with the Parkpower components 

Important features of the Park power components [26] are: 

Measurement thereof is easy. 

The Park active power Pm describes the real power associated with "useful" energy in a three- 

phase power system. In the case of a balanced sinusoidal three-phase power system it is equal to 

the three-phase active power PI+ 

In the non-sinusoidal unbalanced three-phase power system the Park active power, PPd 

represents the physical phenomenon (through field theory) of the energy that flows into a surface 

and that has to balance the energy that flows out of the surface by joule loss. 

The Park three-phase imaginary power is a power only applicable to a three-phase power system. 

It is not an extension of the concept of single-phase imaginaryheactive power. 

The Park three-phase imaginary power is not the erroneous concept of the Budeanu reactive 

power. 



0 The Park three-phase imaginq  power has a physical meaning explained by field theory as it 

represents the variation in the ratio of energy exchange between the dielectric and magnetic 

energy of different phases. 

0 Compensation equipment can successfully be designed based on the Park voltage and current 

vectors as proved by Akagi et a l [ 2 2 ] .  

Application of the Park transform on unbalanced four-wire three-phase power system quantities, results in 

both the Park vectors 4 the additional zero sequence components. This problem was overcome with the 

new transform of Ferrero, Giuliani and Willems (291. This new space-vector transformation transforms 

four-conductor three-phase quantities into three linearly independent voltages and three linearly 

independent currents defined in a three-dimensional space. The transformation matrix developed, enabled 

a linear transformation and is orthogonal. 

In the case of either balanced four-wire three-phase systems or three-wire three-phase systems, the 

transformed quantities are the two-dimensional Park vectors of current and voltage. Only in the case of 

four-wire three-phase quantities, the resultant voltage and current vectors are three-dimensional. 

The mathematical principles of this new three-dimensional transform were presented in section 2.4. The 

next section investigates the formulation of power definitions and the application thereof in the analysis 

of power phenomena of four-wire three-phase unbalanced non-sinusoidal power systems. 

4.5 THE FGW SPACE-VECTOR TRANSFORMATION OF FOUR-CONDUCTOR THREE 

PHASE POWER SYSTEMS: POWER DEFINITIONS AND APPLICATION 

4.5.1 Introduction 

It was demonstrated in section 4.4 that the application of the Park transform of Ferrero and Superti-Furga 

[26] is in perfect agreement with electrical network laws when non-sinusoidal three-wire three-phase 

power systems are analysed in terms of power definitions. A three-wire three-phase power system can be 

fully represented by the Park voltage and current quantities. 

The solution to the "extra" zero sequence voltage and current quantities (and power definitions) when a 

four-wire three-phase system is studied, was solved by the introduction of a new transformation principle 

devised by Ferrero; Giuliani and Willems. A space-vector transformation was formulated based on a 

transformation matrix, which transforms both thrce-wire and four-wire systems three-phase quantities. 

The resulting transformed quantities enabled the definition of power components that satisfies all the 

requirements of a power theory (section 1.4.7). The mathematical principles of this power theory are 

presented in section 2.4. It is applied in section 4.5.2 on both the simulated power system and practical 



data used to analyse the preceding power theories. 

4.5.2 Power definitions of transformed space-vector components 

Time-dependent hyperwmplex power is based on the accepted complex power definition but 

mathematically written here in terms of hypercomplex algebra: 

- 
=a, ( t )  + a, (t);, +ay ( f ) ; ,  +a, (t)vz 

The components of the voltage space vector ;(t)+z and current space vector ;(ty+z was defined in 

section 2.4. The power components in the hypercomplex power a(r)  results from application of 

hypercomplex algebraic rules: 

Power component a,(() is a scalar equivalent to the time-dependent power transferred through a cross- 

section [29]. Compensation of the hypercomplex power component a, ( 1 )  = ;(I) - a, (t) will maximise 

time-dependent power transfer, further in the case of a three-conductor power system the a,(t) component 

is the Park imaginary power component defined in section 4.4.1. 

Application of the above power definitions on different three-phase four-wire power systems is carried 

out in the following section. 

4.5.3 Evaluation of the FGW power definitions 

Four different three-phase four-wire power system circuits were simulated in ATP to evaluate both the 

FGW power definitions and the power definitions of the IEEE Working Group on Nonsinusoidal Power 

Systems: (presented in section 4.6): 

1 )  A Linear circuit with increasing balanced loading (resistive load elements in Figure 38 is 

balanced in magnitude between phases and increased in discrete steps) 

2)  A Linear circuit with increasing unbalanced loading (resistive load elements in Figure 38 is 



unbalanced in magnitude between phases and increased in discrete steps) 

A generic linear circuit in which the resistive loading per phase can be adjusted to be balanced or 

unbalanced is shown below. The three-phase source voltage vector vXt),+ is perfectly symmeaical. The 

voltage and current vectors, ~(t)~+ and i(t)3+ are voltage and current vectors respectively that contain the 

three-wire measurements referenced to earth at the measuring terminal whilst V,(I) is the voltage drop 

over the neutral conductor when neutral current in(() flows through it. 

3 Phase RLC i X 0  - 
A A %+ 

vXOr Resistive neutral conductor 

Figure 38: Linear circuit used to study four-wire three-phase power phenomena 

3) A nonlinear circuit with increasing balanced but nonlinear loading (the resistive load element 

component of Figure 39 is balanced between phases and and increased in discrete steps). 

4 )  A nonlinear circuit with increasing unbalanced and nonlinear loading (the resistive load element 

component of Figure 39 is unbalanced between phases and increased in discrete steps) 

Resistive neutral conductor 

Figure 39: A nonlinear four wire three-phase power system 

4.5.3. I A four-wire three-phase power system, linear and balanced 

The first case to be investigated is of a four wire three-phase power system containing pure sinusoidally 

shaped and balanced voltage and current waveforms. Application of the space-vector transformation on 

the four element phase domain voltage and current vectors v(t)~( and i(t)~( results in space voltage vector 

vddt) and space current vector i,+(t) with typical three-dimensional behaviour as depicted in Figure 40. 



The space trajectory forms a perfect circle. Values are in p.u.: 

Figure 40: Respective trajectories of voltage and current space vector for Figure 38 with balanced loading 

between phases 

A two dimensional plot of the same voltage and current space vector in Figure 40 is shown below. It is 

clear that the results are similar to the Park transform applied to a similar three-wire power system as 

there is no unbalance and thus no z components. 

Figure 41: Three-dimensional plot of v&) and i+(r) 

The hypercomplex time-dependent powers sustain the expectation that under balanced conditions in 

Figure 38, maximum power transfer takes place between source and load and that this power is time- 

independent: 



Figure 42: Time-dependent hyper-complex power delivered to the balanced load in Figure 38 

4.5.3.2 Four-wire three-phase power system, linear and unbalanced 

Assume that the load in Figure 38 is unbalanced between phases but fed with a symmetrical set of 

sinusoidal three-phase voltages. The space vector trajectory of voltage and current are respectively shown 

in the two figures of Figure 43. 

Figure 43: Trajectoly of voltage and current space vector for Figure 38 with unbalanced loading between 

phases 

The trajectory in Figure 43 significantly differs from the trajectory in Figure 40 because of the influence 

of unbalance results in a nonzero z-component. A two-dimensional plot of the voltage and current space 

vectors below indicates that the unbalance in the power system of Figure 38 is uniquely characterised by 



the z-components of the space vectors. The advantage of the space vector transform in comparison to 

similar results if the Park transform was used is that the z component, in the case of the space vector 

transform, is an integrated part of the transformed domain and does not require separate considcration. 

Figure 44: Twodimensional plot of the voltage and current space vectors in Figure 43 

The impact of unbalanced loading in a three-phase four wire power system is further illustrated in the 

time-dependent hyper-complex powers depicted in Figure 45. 

Figure 45: Time-dependent hypercomplex power components delivered for the unbalanced load in Figure 

38 



Comparison of Figure 45 and Figure 42 indicate that a,(t) is now time-dependent and all other hyper- 

complex power components influence the effectiveness of energy transfer to the three-phase load. The 

average values are tabled below: 

Table 22: Average values of the hypercomplex powers in Figure 42 and Figure 45 

I (Symmetrical Voltage source) I I 1 

The a,(t) component has a near zero average value and the time-dependency in Figure 45 has similar 

characteristics to the reactive power in the phase domain. The most significant average value is Ad which 

indicates energy that is not consumed in the resistive part of the load if it is assumed that a positive 

average value ofA, correlates to the consumption of energy in the load. 

Unbalanced load Hyper complex powers, p.u. 

4.5.3.3 Four-wire three-phase power system, balanced and nonlinear 

Balanced load 

The voltage source in Figure 39 is symmetrical and the loading per phase is nonlinear but balanced. The 

impact of nonlinearity on the voltage and current space vectors are shown by their respective trajectories 

in Figure 46. 

Figure 46: Trajectory of the voltage and current space vector of Figure 39 with balanced loading between 

phases 



The impact of nonlinearity is demonstrated by a two-dimensional plot of the d, q and z components of the 

voltage and current space vectors: 

Figure 47: Two-dimensional plot of the d, q, and z components of the voltage and current space vectors of 

Figure 46 

The resulting hypercomplex powers are shown in Figure 48: 

Figure 48: Time-dependent hypercomplex powers delivered to the balanced load in Figure 39 

4.5.3.4 Four-wire three-phase power system, unbalanced and nonlinear 

The same power system configuration of Figure 39 is used, but the loading between phases is not 



balanced. The trajectory of the resulting voltage and current space vector is shown in Figure 49. 

Figure 49: Trajectory of voltage and current space vectors for Figure 39 with unbalanced loading between 

phases 

Comparison of the trajectories of Figure 49 with that of Figure 46 indicates that they are similar in shape. 

As in the comparison of the linear balanced load with the linear unbalanced load, the "influence" of the 

unbalance is to "offset" the trajectory. 

The two-dimensional plot of the d, q and z components of the voltage and current space vectors present 

additional insight to the impact of unbalanced loading: 

Figure 50: Two dimensional plot of voltage and current space vectors inFigure 49 

The resulting hypercomplex powers are shown in Figure 5 1. 



Figure 51: Time-dependent hypercomplex power delivered to an unbalanced load in Figure 39 

The time-dependent hypercomplex powen in Figure 51 and Figure 48 are quite similar in shape. A 

comparison of the average power values and the RMS values of the components of the voltage and 

current space vectors reveals additional information: 

Table 23: Average values of hypercomplex powers in Figure 48 in Figure 5 1 

(Symmetrical Voltage source) 

-1.19E-6 -0.015 

Hyper complex powers, p.u. 

Table 23 indicates that in the case of balanced nonlinear loading (the load being a resistive load) the 

scalar hypercomplex power adt) transmits the larger part of total energy whilst unbalance and nonlinear 

loading cause the adf) and a,(t) components of total hypercomplex power a(t) to decrease the 

effectiveness of energy on average that is transferred to the load by exporting it. 

Balanced load Unbalanced load 



4.6 PRACTICAL DEFINITIONS FOR POWERS IN NONSINUSOIDAL ELECTRICAL 

POWER SYSTEMS 

4.6.1 Background 

The electrical engineer requires practical power defmitions to analyse a power system. Some 

mathematical considerations have first to be agreed on when a nonsinusoidal three-phase power system is 

studied. The previous sections highlighted that recently, significant progress was made (for example with 

field theory) on certain power phenomena in non-sinusoidal power systems such as defining the 

imaginary power and quantifying the effect of unbalance and nonlinear loading. 

The IEEE published guidelines for the practical definition of electrical quantities and power defmitions in 

nonsinusoidal power systems in 1995 [20]. These definitions were compiled by an IEEE Working group 

on Non-sinusoidal Situations chaired by Alexander Emanuel of Worcester Polytechnic. Investigative 

application on these definitions carried out by Pretorius, van Wyk and Swart [38] proved these definitions 

to be practical. 

These guidelines were later taken up in the IEEE Standard 1459-2000 [94]. It expanded on a number of 

principles and for example suggested the positive sequence fundamental apparent power S,'; the positive 

sequence fundamental reactive power Q,', and the positive sequence fundamental active power PfA as the 

most important quantities when describing the conversion and utilisation of three-phase electrical energy. 

Section 4.6 presents a summarised overview and an evaluation on the application of IEEE standard 1459- 

2000 [94]. 

4.6.2 Voltage and current quantities under nonsinusoidal unbalanced conditions 

Customers expect utilities to generate and distribute perfectly sinusoidal voltage waveforms at the 

fundamental frequency. The power definitions that are proposed in [20] separate the ideal situation of 

only fundamental frequency components from the "polluting components". Only three-phase power 

systems with nonsinusoidal waveforms with unbalance conditions (either because the supply voltage is 

asymmetrical or because the load elements are not balanced) are considered below. Single-phase, 

sinusoidal and balanced conditions are easily introduced with these definitions as a simplification of 

nonsinusoidal unbalanced three-phase power system. 

Assume the nonsinusoidal line-neutral voltages and line currents are defined as fo~lows'~: 

30 Formulas listed in section 4.6 are a summary of reference [20] and each fromulation are not specifically referenced. 



m 

io(t) = I,, +fix I , ,  sin(hot + Po)) 
hrO 
m 

ib(t)  = IbO +fix Ib,h sin(hwt + Po,, - 120°h) 
hr0 

m 

i,(t) = I,, +fix I,* sin(hwt +PC) + 120°h) 
htO 

The DC components in the voltage, Vd, V60 and Vd should always be zero. The DC values in the line 

currents Id, IN and Id could be nonzero depending on the nature of the load. 

The RMS line-neufral voltage V, and RMS line current I, (similarly for phase b and c )  are related to the 

harmonic components by: 

The above formulation of voltage and current distinguish clearly between the fundamental frequency and 

the nonfundamental frequency (harmonic 'equencies grouped) components. The effective three phase 

voltage and current, is written as: 

Because there is no neutral current in a three wire power system, the expression for effective three phase 

voltage and current is calculated as: 



If an artificial neutral point in a three conductor three-phase system is not used to find the line-neutral 

voltage values, the effective three-phase voltage can be calculated from the RMS phase-phase voltage 

values as: 

The fundamental frequency and nonfundamental frequency components of  the efective voltage and 

current in a three wire three-phase power system is defined as: 

The effective threephase nonfundamental voltage and current value is defined as: 



Unbalanced conditions in a four wire 

voltage and current to be: 

(188) 

~hase power system requires the definition of the effective 

Where: 

4.6.3 Apparent power definitions 

Apparent power definitions widely used can be recognised to be either the arithmetic or vector apparent 

power approach. The IEEE 1459-2000 [94] formulates and then demonstrates that the concept of effective 

(or system) apparent power is the prefemed approach. Power definitions used in industrial metering 

equipment do not in general recognise the importance of the latter definition. Most metering equipment 

wrongfully use the Budeanu definition of reactive power and some even report the existence of a 

"distortion power". The different apparent approaches are briefly formulated: 



1. Arithmetic apparent power 

The Budeanu power definition for single-phase power systems are applied on a per phase basis: 

The arithmetic apparent power (SA) follows: 

2. The vector apparent power 

The active, Budeanu's reactive and distortion power over all three phases can be calculated3': 

The vector apparent power (Sv) follows: 

3. The effective apparent power 

The three-phase or system effective appment power S, can be written in terms of the contribution of the 

fundamental and nonfundamental frequency voltage and current components: 

" The active power per phase (Po Pb P,) includes the harmonic components, the three-phase joint active power is in this thesis 

listed as Pxs+ but is similar to the P used in IEEE 1459 for three-phase definitions (same symbol is used for single-phase and 

three-phase). 



The three phase effective apparent power contains a firndamental frequency apparent power S,,, and a 

non-jimdamental frequency apparent power S r ~ :  

4. The "distortion" components in the thee-phase apparent power of a nonsinusoidal 

unbalanced power system: 

The non-fundmentalfrequency apparent power is defined as to consist of three components32: 

The three components above are termed: 

V,,IeH: The current distortion power, D,I 

VeHL,,: The voltage distortion power, D,v 

V d H :  The harmonic distortion power, D e ~  

The effective harmonic apparentpower Sen relates to the harmonic distortion power Den and the effective 

(orjoint) harmonic active power PH,~( :  

The level of distortion in a three-phase power system is respectively defined by the voltage total 

harmonic distortion factor VTH@'. and the current total harmonic distortion factor ITHDe: 

l2 The IEEE 1459-2000 used the symbol "em to indicate that these distortion powers are based on "effective" three-phase values. 

"The IEEE 1459-2000 write these symbols as THD,vand THDJ respectively. 



The equivalent total harmonic distortion factors can be used to find S r ~ t  De/, Dev, D e ~ :  

5. Harmonic pollution and unbalance: 

The normalised non-fundamental apparentpower SeN/SSf relates to the total harmonic distortion factors: 

The ratio S p N a l  is an indicator of the level of harmonic distortion. 

Unbalanced loading can cause the three-phase fundamental frequency apparent power to increase without 

an increase in the transfer of fundamental frequency active power. The IEEE 1459-2000 [94] suggested 

the following separation: 

The component S,' is the positive sequencefundamental apparent power calculated from the RMS values 

of the fundamentalpositive sequence voltage (V)') and fundamental positive sequence current (I,'). The 

term S,, is the contribution of unbalance termed the unbalancefundamental apparentpower. 

A quantitative measure of the "level" of harmonic pollution is contained in (210). A zero value 



indicates that no harmonic pollution is present. Thc ratio ScN/SS, progressively relates to the level 

of harmonic pollution. 

Similarly, the ratio S,,/S,, furnishes a progrcssive measure of the level of unbalance (it includes 

both the effect of voltage asymmetry and unbalance in loading). 

6 .  Fundamental frequency active- and reactive power: 

The fundamental active power and the fundamental reactive power for a three-phase nonsinusoidal 

unbalanced power system should be based on positive sequence quantities [94]: 

7. Power factor definitions: 

~ h e ~ o w e r  factorj4 to be used is defined as: 

The fundamental frequency power factor is defined as: 

The three-phase lotal (or joint) active Pr,+ contains both the three-phase fundamental active 

power  PI,^) and the three-phase tofu1 hurmonic active power 

l4 The subscript "ex is used to indicate that this power factor formulation make use of effective apparent power. 

'' The three-phase Joint Actrve Power is the thrcc-phase Joint R e d  Power. 



The arithmetic or vector apparent power should not be used in the power factor formulation when the 

three-phase power system is nonsinusoidal and unbalanced: 

P 
PF, = - (arithmetic power factor) 

s, 

P 
PF, = - (vector power factor) 

S" 

When the power system is balanced and sinusoidal, PFA=PFb=PFe. The IEEE 1459-2000 demonstrate 

that if the power system is unbalanced and nonsinusoidal, PF,< PFA< PFv and therefore propose the 

effective power factor formulation to be used. 

The above formulations are easy to implement when waveform data is available. The next section 

evaluates these definitions. 

4.6.4 Application of the IEEE power definitions 

Similarly to section 4.5, four different three-phase circuits are used to evaluate the validity of the IEEE 

Working Group definitions: 

0 A Linear circuit with increasing balanced loading (resistive load elements in Figure 38 is 

balanced in magnitude between phases and increased in discrete steps, indicated as FGW21, 

FGW22, FGW23 and FGW24 in Figure 52), 

A Linear circuit with increasing unbalanced loading (resistive load elements in Figure 38 is 

unbalanced in magnitude between phases and increased in discrete steps indicated as FGW31, 

FGW32, FGW33 and FGW34 in Figure 52), 

A nonlinear circuit with increasing balanced but nonlinear loading (the resistive load element 

component of Figure 39 is balanced between phases and increased in discrete steps indicated as 

FGW41, FGW42, FGW43 and FGW44 in Figure 52), 

A nonlinear circuit with increasing unbalanced and nonlinear loading (the resistive load element 

component of Figure 39 is unbalanced between phases and increased in discrete steps indicated as 

FGW51, FGW52, FGW53 and FGW54 in Figure 52). 

The following quantities were evaluated: 

0 V, the effective voltage, 

I, the effective current, 



. PFe the effective power factor,

. PY the fundamental frequency power factor,

. Se"lSeJthe distortion index,

. SuJ/SeJthe unbalance index
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Figure 52: Evaluation of the IEEE Power definitions for nonsinusoidal conditions

The impact of distortion on the PFecan be seen in the values calculated for circuits FGW51-FGW54. It is

not significant as the loading used in the circuits studied was resistive. The PY remained at unity.

The ratio Su/SeJ is indeed a good measure of the degree of unbalance in the power system. Values

calculated for circuits FGW31-34 and circuits FGW51-54 demonstrate that regardless of linear or

nonlinear loading, the "degree of unbalance" is quantified and isolated by SuJ/SeJ.

The ratio SeJlSeJis shown by the values plotted for circuits FGW41-43 and FGW51-54 as an effective

indicator of the "degree of distortion". The distortion is quantified and isolated.

In conclusion, the IEEE 1459-2000 power definitions for nonsinusoidal conditions are indeed a solution

to practical power definition formulation. A detailed investigation by Pretorius, van Wyk and Swart [38]

into the formulation and application thereof in an industrial power system, confirmed the latter.
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4.7 SUMMARY 

The modem three-phase power system has to be considered as a self-contained entity when studying 

power phenomena. Formulations have to be carried out in this domain or in an equivalent transformed 

domain. Power defmitions based on quantities formulated in a single phase domain are only valid for 

three-phase systems under perfectly balanced three-phase conditions. 

Czamecki's power definitions were shown to be inadequate when applied to practical power systems. 

Single-phase quantities were mathematically extended by him to cope with three-phase power systems. 

Three-phase power phenomena not described by his single-phase power definitions were then included by 

additional mathematical manipulation. It is important for a three-phase power theory to assign a sound 

physical explanation to power phenomena as found in practical three-phase power systems. This matter 

was shown to be lacking in Czamecki's power definitions. 

Transformation of three-phase quantities to a synthetic domain enables power definitions which can be 

based on classical power definitions. The space-vector transform [29] is an example of a transformation 

that enables power defmitions that can describe power phenomena in both three wire and four wire three- 

phase power systems. The physical significance and application of these power components deserves 

research as it seems to have further exciting potential in the design of compensating equipment and tariff 

systems. 



5 THE LOCALISATION OF DISTORTION SOURCES IN ELECTRIC 

POWER NETWORKS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Various contributions to measurement techniques that are aimed at localising a specific source of 

distortion in a power system are found in the literature. As stated earlier, Swart et a1 [57] showed that it 

was not possible to localise distortion sources in a network in which more than one distortion source is 

present. This work was solely based on frequency-domain modelling and the models of power sources 

and line-commutated loads were all formulated in the frequency domain. Although the approach appeared 

to be mathematically sound, two further studies are still considered necessary to furnish conclusive proof 

of the validity of the last finding. They are respectively that of time-domain modelling and physical 

measurements carried out on a real power system. Chapter 5 furnishes the additional study results 

achieved with respect to these two methods. 

Customers of electrical utilities that experience high ambient levels of voltage harmonics at their Points of 

Common Coupling (PCC) invariably have to contend with a range of detrimental effects in their 

equipment that range from lightning equipment malfunctioning to overheating and the necessity for 

derating rotating equipment and transformers. The utilities themselves are seldomly responsible for 

generating the distortion but their networks are responsible for transmitting it from other "guilty" 

consumers to them. These "innocent" customers look upon the utility for the low power quality, and not 

on the guilty parties, as the primary source of their problems. It is therefore in the interest of the utility, to 

dissuade active and potential harmonic producing customers though proper management and tariff 

penalisation. 

Network analysis in the frequency domain shows that harmonic producing sources can be modelled 

reasonably accurately by current sources at the relevant discrete frequencies and that these currents 

produce voltages across the system immittances with phase angles corresponding to the angles of these 

immittances. In frequency domain analysis, networks and their elements allow harmonic superposition to 

be carried out and individual frequencies may he modelled separately. A logical consequence of the 

interaction of these voltages with the given immittances then is that the power angles at those harmonic 

frequencies will also correspond to the immittances angles. It follows, therefore, that the harmonic current 

sources will export real power only to the network immittances with real components and that these 

harmonic real power component magnitudes will be commensurate with the aggregate magnitude of the 

system real immittances. 

When harmonic power measurements are carried out at the PCC of a given consumer, an outflow of 

harmonic real power furnishes proof that the harmonics originate behind the PCC and that it is caused by 



that consumer [56] .  Unfortunately in practical systems, the direction of harmonic power can be sunk and 

generated also in line commutated actively switched circuits and the simple principle of looking upon 

passive network real immittances as sinks is violated. In their presence, phase controlled line commutated 

AC/DC multiphase converters exhibit the ability of exporting and importing harmonic real powers at the 

individual harmonic frequencies. In addition, these magnitudes and angles change with relative changes 

in the firing angles of the converters, rendering a set of observed data relating to one operating condition 

of the network unsuitable when one of these conditions change. 

This phenomenon, of course, put the lid on any scheme by means of which continuous single-point 

measurements, at the consumer PCC will be able to tell if it is a consumer or a producer of harmonic 

distortion is exporting or importing harmonic real power. It would, therefore, not be possible to show by 

this method whether customers were generating or consuming real harmonic power and whether they 

deserved to be penalised or compensated [57] in terms of a tariff system. Because the two sets of findings 

were in conflict, it was important that their outcomes be validated one way or another. 

Because of the possibility that the frequency-domain models used were in error, the modelling was 

repeated in the time-domain. The results of [57] are tested in chapter 5 by time-domain modelling. In a 

time domain model that makes use of numerical integration, the model structures are different and it 

would be very unlikely that the same possible modelling errors of the frequency domain would be 

repeated. 

The results obtained and reported in chapter 5 has now nipped any attempt in the bud that attempts to 

localise a distortion producing source by means of single-point measurements in an interconnected power 

system with more than one distortion source. The implication of this statement is simply that it is not 

possible to use single point measurements to establish the level of harmonic distortion contributed to a 

PCC by a specific customer. 

5.2 HARMONIC REAL POWER, HARMONIC REACTIVE POWER AND HARMONIC 

COMPLEX POWER AS A CHARACTERISTIC OF A DISTORTION SOURCE 

Swart [56] suggested that a systematic approach to manage the supply voltage distortion in the power 

system should entail the following steps: 

Find some universally agreed-upon theory for power under distorted conditions in networks; 

Find some universally agreed-upon method of evaluating distortion in networks; 

Find some universally agreed-upon method of locating sources of distortion; 

Devise appropriate measuring equipment; 



Define tariff structures that take distortion into account and 

Measure distortion and recover a charge, which would generate sufficient revenue to either pay 

for the alleviation of the problems or encourage the customer to take appropriate steps to reduce 

distortion charges. 

Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 investigates the principle of applying harmonic real power as a distortion source 

localising agent. 

5.2.1 The nature of a distorting load 

Frequency domain modelling of a distorting load in a power system reveals important characteristics 

thereof. Nonlinear loads can be represented as discrete current sources at each harmonic frequency in 

parallel with linear Norton equivalent impedances. 

The resulting harmonic power f l o d 6  can be studied to determine the behaviour of the harmonic real and 

reactive power with respect to the application of each in the localisation of a single distorting load in an 

electrical network. 

Frequency domain modelling entails the superponated solution of the voltages and currents resulting from 

equivalent Norton circuits solved at each discrete harmonic frequency. For example, the source branch 

will only contain a current source at the fundamental harmonic order, whilst the load branches could also 

contain a number of parallel Norton equivalent circuits representing the harmonic orders found in the 

distorting Norton current source. Such an analysis approach is explained in detail in [56].  Important 

matters considered are: 

The phase angle and the amplitude of the distorting current do not influence the direction of the 

real and reactive power flow. 

The argument and amplitude of the residual admittance into which the distortion current is 

delivered, does not influence the direction of the real and reactive power. 

The real power will always be flowing away from the distorting branch and into the PCC towards 

dissipative load components. 

36 Admitting that the term 'power flow' is actually a misnomer, it has been hallowed through long use and is universally 

employed 1991. Energy 'flows'. Power is the rate of transfer of energy and the concept of 'flow' cannot be made to stick to it. It 

will therefore be used here as well. The question of power flow is settled quite satisfactorily at an elementary level in standard 

textbooks [97], (991. 



Ike  harmonic real power can be termed the harmonic active power, as it conforms to the accepted 

concept of active power. 

The flow of reactive power is in a direction that depends on the reactance of the residual 

susceptance, if the residual susceptance is pre-dominantly capacitive, that branch will absorb 

reactive power. Reactive power will be flowing into the branch. 

If the residual susceptance of a branch is pre-dominantly inductive, then that branch will deliver 

reactive power to the PCC. 

For a single current source considered, the residual conductance of that branch can only be 

positive and hence active power is always flowing out of that branch. 

As reactive power is a function of the operation of a network (such as power factor correction 

capacitors or distribution of power by cables), residual admittances can be found that are positive 

although expected to be mostly negative. The interpretation of reactive power therefore requires 

knowledge on the susceptance of a branch. 

Harmonic Active Power as a localisation agent 

The following matters support the use of harmonic active power as localising agent: 

0 If all the harmonic orders are considered, it requires a summation of real powers andor reactive 

powers over all harmonic orders. Harmonic reactive power will be larger than harmonic active 

power in magnitude as equivalent Norton susceptances are typically much larger than the 

equivalent Norton conductances. 

0 The summation of harmonic reactive power is prone to erroneous interpretation for the reasons 

stated directly above. 

It is unpractical to consider complex power per harmonic order as the nature of the reactance per 

harmonic frequency must be known to fully interpret the measured complex power. Distortion 

sources that generate only a single harmonic frequency are also hypothetical. Distortion sources 

are "distorting" sources because of nonlinearity and as such "generate" a spectrum of harmonic 

real and reactive powers. Summation of reactive power will then be required, which by concept, 

is wrong as discussed and demonstrated in section 4.2. 

0 The summation of harmonic real power (in the case of a single distorting source) indicate the 

direction of a single nonlinear load generating it is as harmonic real power is "flowing" away 

from a single distorting load. 



5.2.3 Conclusion 

Managing the overall power system distortion is the major objective of localising different sources of 

distortion distributed all over the power system. If a tariff system can reflect the contribution of a certain 

load to the Total Harmonic Voltage Distortion (THVD) observed at a PCC, it will be a powerful self- 

regulating mechanism in power quality management. A tariff system requires continuous measurement of 

a load for which the tariff account has to be issued. The real power is a "usable" quantity to be measured 

to aid in the localisation of the distortion source and can be reflected in a tariff account. As the sign of the 

real power can indicate the absorption of "distortion", a customer can be compensated or penalised. In a 

practical power system however, these distortion sources are located all over the power system and hence 

the impact of interaction between these distortion sources will be studied in the next section. 

5.3 ON TECHNIQUES FOR LOCALISATION OF MULTIPLE SOURCES PRODUCING 

DISTORTION IN ELECTRIC POWER NETWORKS 

5.3.1 Frequency domain modelling: Swart et a1 1571 

Network analysis in the frequency domain shows that harmonic producing sources can be modelled by 

harmonic current sources at the relevant discrete frequencies. The harmonic currents produce harmonic 

voltages across the system harmonic immittances with phase angles corresponding to the angles of these 

immittances. Application of harmonic superposition enables individual frequencies to be modelled 

separately. 

Frequency domain modelling entails frequency dependent models to be solved at each harmonic 

frequency. Superposition is then used to reconstruct the waveforms in the time domain. This was the 

principle used in [57]. A frequency domain model was developed of two 11 kV 25 MVA DC arc furnaces 

fed from a known source impedance. The two furnaces represented two non-linear loads/branches with 

the third branch the source branch. The frequency domain model was proved to accurately reproduce the 

actual measured time-domain waveforms. Circuit parameters of the practical network were used. 

Important results were obtained: 

When the firing angles are equal in both the distorting loads (being the arc furnaces), the Joint 

Hmmonic Real Power generated in each load branch is negative and summate to flow out of the 

PCC into the third branch which connects the PCC with the fundamental frequency energy 

source. 

When the firing angles are different relatively to each other in the two load branches, a situation 

resulted where the Joint Harmonic Real Power in the source branch can be nearly zero. The 

absolute value of the Joint Harmonic Real Power generated in each branch do not have to change 



significantly, but it is then an almost exact match in magnitude although opposite in direction. 

Harmonic real power is now exchanged between the two non-linear loads. One load could 

therefore be classified as "distortion generating" based on the sign of the harmonic real power 

obtained through a single-point measurement at that load terminal whilst the other load could be 

classified as a "non-distorting" load as it is absorbing harmonic real power based on a single- 

point measurement. 

Harmonic real power flow can therefore also take place between harmonic producing sources. The 

direction of harmonic real power is a function of the operating conditions of the electric network, such as 

the relative firing angles between converters. The operating characteristics of a non-linear load are 

determined by matters specific to the process it is used in. This matter represents a stochastic nature to the 

operation of distributed distortion generating loads. 

All modem electric power networks contain harmonic producing sources, which are distributed all over 

the interconnected electric power system. Therefore: 

It is not possible to localise a specific distortion-producing source in a practical three-phase 

power system through single point measurements. 

It is only possible to localise distortion-producing sources in a practical power system by 

measuring harmonic active power flow in 4 the terminals of 4 the consumers simultaneously 

and synchronously. 

The importance of these findings in [57] namely that localisation of distortion producing sources in 

modem networks is flawed if the direction for the harmonic active power is a function of the non-linear 

loads, require validation. The frequency domain modelling carried out originally will now be extended 

both to a time-domain simulation as well as practical measurements in the sections following. 

5.3.2 Time domain modelling 

A power system similar to Figure 53 was configured in ATPDRAW~~.  A purely sinusoidal three-phase 

voltage source supplies energy to two 6-pulse ACDC phase controlled line commutated converters. The 

PCC houses a measuring cross section in each of its three branches. Measuring point A is in the line from 

the source to the PCC. Measuring-points B and C are in the two lines connecting the PCC with the 

converters. 

Complex power levels at the three measuring points are calculated from three common voltage and 

current data sets. The RLC circuits shown in each leg enables the asymmetrical adjustment of the self- 

and mutual inductances in each leg to furnish artificial unbalance in the three lines. All parameters are 

computed in per-unit values derived from base values of 5 kVA and 380 V. The system fundamental 



power frequency is 50 Hz. 
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Figure 53: Simulated power system 
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This power system in Figure 53 was simulated in ATP. Time-domain waveform values were saved to file 

for each simulation run and then analysed in MathCAD. The analysis attempted to prove that a change of 

relative firing angle between the ACiDC line-commutated converters induces an interchange of harmonic 

real power between the converters as reported in [57]. 

- 
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The fving angle (4) for the converter fed by the lower branch was fixed at 45' throughout whilst the 

firing angle (8,) of the converter that is fed by the upper branch is successively altered in steps for each 

simulation run of 5" to a total of 85'. Synchronised voltage and current measurements were recorded at 

points A, B and C for each of these settings and for each simulation run. 

P 
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P 

5.3.2.1 Simulafion results 

- 

A total of 17 different ATP simulation runs were carried out, each with a progressive increment of 5" in 

the firing angle of converter 1, starting at 5' and ending at 85'. The firing angle of converter 2 was 

maintained constant at 45". Typical voltage and current waveforms are shown below for one of the 

converters: 

6-pulse Controlled 
rectifier 



Figure 54: Typical converter voltage and current 

The phase a voltage in Figure 54 is nonsinusoidal because of the voltage drop over the source impedance 

due to the non-sinusoidal load current. The frequency content of the three measuring branches was then 

used to calculate the Joint Harmonic Real Power at each measuring branch and plotted for each firing 

angle in Figure 55. 

When the firing angles of both converters are equal (45 degrces in this case with relative firing angle &- 

&=O); then the Joint Harmonic Real Power in the two converter branches sums to the Joint Harmonic 

Real Power in the source-branch. This is a typical situation as Joint Harmonic Real Power is propagated 

towards the source and dissipated in the equivalent source imittance real component. 

When the firing angle of a converter is different to the other (relative firing angle &6#0); then the levels 

of Joint Harmonic Real Power in the two converter branches is seen to take on opposite signs and to 

roughly balance each other. As the relative firing angle (5-51) is progressively increased, the magnitude 

of the two powers are seen to increase to a maximum first and then to decline again, roughly returning to 

the same situation that was observed when both were adjusted to 45". The same situation is seen to take 

place when the firing angles are again made unequal in the opposite direction. 
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Figure 55: Joint Harmonic Real Power plotted against relative fIring angles in the converters

The level of the Joint Harmonic Real Power is seen to change slightly for each fIring angle (~r~l) change

but to remain in the direction of the source. In each case, the sum of the three joint harmonic powers in

the three branches is observed to be zero as expected from circuit theory.

The reason for the sinusoidal-like change of the magnitude of the harmonic real powers in Figure 55 has

not been analysed. These levels are brought about by the aggregate complex power contributions of all

the harmonic levels. The corresponding change of the complex power angle in each phase will be related

to the harmonic number on each converter. A change in 5° in fIring angle, for example will bring about a

change of 25° in the power angle in the 5thharmonic, of 35° in the 7th,of 55° in the eleventh harmonic

and so on. Studying the behaviour of the Joint Harmonic Real Power in terms of sequence components is

another possibility to separate the effect of unbalance for example and is subsequently presented.

5.3.2.2 Joint Harmonic Real Power: Sequence Components

Unbalance between the phases can be either due to an asymmetrical voltage source or due to an

unbalanced load. The Fortesque transform can be applied to isolate the unbalance component.

Definition of the Joint Harmonic Real Power in the sequence components is similar to the Joint

Harmonic Real Power in the phase components. The analysis of section 5.3.2.1 is repeated in terms of

sequence components and the results are presented below.
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Positive Sequence Joint Harmonic Real Power, measuring points A, Band C
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Figure 56: Positive Sequence Joint Harmonic Real Power levels plotted against relative firing (~r~l)

angles in the converters

Negative SequenceJoint Harmonic Real Power at measuring points A, B, C.
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Figure 57: Negative Sequence Joint Harmonic Real Power levels plotted against relative firing (~r~l)

angles in the converters

Figure 56 indicates that Joint Harmonic Real Power in the positive sequence components at A at each

firing-angle difference (~r~l) is equal to the sum of the Joint Harmonic Real Power at B and C and does

not change sign (direction).
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An examination of the behaviour of the Joint Harmonic Real Power in the negative sequence components 

in Figure 57 shows that when the converter firing angles are identical, virtually no Joint Harmonic Real 

Power cross the measuring cross-sections A, B or C. At all other points, the Joint Harmonic Re01 Power 

value at A is again seen to correspond to the difference in Joint Harmonic Real Power values at B and C. 

There is an interchange of negative sequence harmonic real power between the converters and the source. 

The magnitude and direction of Joint Harmonic Real Powers in the negative sequence component is 

dominated by the unbalance, rather than by the absolute magnitudes of the powers. 

5.3.2.3 Discussion 

The results obtained through studying the Joint Harmonic Real Power in the phase and in the sequence 

components as function of firing angle show that: 

0 A difference in the firing angles of the converters brings about an interchange of harmonic real 

power between the converters and the source, rendering single-point measurements of this 

parameter ineffective for localising the source of the harmonic disturbance. 

Neither positive-sequence or negative sequence harmonic realpower measurements will be able 

to assist in determining whether the harmonic producing sources are located to the left or to the 

right of measuring cross-sections at the PCC's of consumers. 

0 Measurement at the source terminals confirms that the magnitude of the positive sequence 

harmonic real power will always be propagated toward the linear harmonic source. When 

negative sequence harmonic realpower is propagated away from, or into the source, it is of very 

little significance as to who is generating the harmonics. It does, however, contribute to show the 

presence of unbalance through this power quantity. 

5.3.3 Real life measuremenb 

5.3.3.1 Introduction 

Verification of the computer simulation results now prove the findings in the frequency-domain and in the 

time domain, namely that single-point measurements in a three-phase electrical network with nonlinear 

distributed loads can not be used to localise sources of distortion. This now proves once-for-all that 

single-point measurements can not be used to localise or quantify distortion sources in a practical 

electrical power system. 

The requirements that were met in the measurements that were carried out on a scaled-down island 

electrical distribution network to obtain this final proof required the following approach: 

The configuring of the scaled down power system that were set up to match the systems that were 



studied in the frequency-domain and in the time-domain. 

Using instrumentation to capture waveform data synchronously in time to a very high accuracy 

and at all the nodes in the power system. 

Avoiding the skewing between adjacent channels when digitising waveforms. 

Digitising at as high a resolution as possible and using verifiable high accuracy voltage and 

current transducers. 

5.3.3.2 Measurements obtained 

The physical power system on which the measurements were carried out3', are rated at base values of 5 

kVA and 380 V and was set up to match the power system that was studied through frequency- and time- 

domain modelling in sections 5.3.land 5.3.2. Synchronised measurements were obtained at all the three- 

phase nodes in the power system. It is shown in Figure 10, which is the real-life modelling of Figure 53. 

The instrumentation setup and specifications thereof are presented in section 3.5. To enhance readibility 

of this section, Figure 10 is inserted again below: 

Voltage source 

PCC 
t--- 

\ 

Non-linear load 2 

Figure 58: Measurement configuration as used with 3 lmpedographm meters each installed at points A, B 

and C 

" Appendii 3 list the specifications of the lmpedogaph" insrmments used to obtain measurements in Figure 58. 



Two 6-pulse phase-controlled rectifiers, similar to the nonlinear loads used in the time-domain simulation 

of section 5.3.2 were used to set up the nonlinear loads. The firing angle of one of the two 6-pulse 

rectifiers was maintained constant while the other was varied. The three-phase voltages and currents at 

each measuring cross-section were then recorded for each setting of fuing angle. Adjustment of the firing 

angle of one rectifier at a time, represent a difference in the relative firing angle similar to the change in 

relative firing angle (r2 - 4) as used in the frequency- and time-domain simulations as described in 

section 5.3.2. 

Typical voltage and current waveforms that were measured for each of the three measuring points in 

Figure 58 and is shown below (the voltage waveforms shown reflect those at the PCC). Please note that 

the voltages shown in the graphs are measured between line and neutral. The supply voltage amplitude 

was chosen to be variable (as described for the laboratory power system in chapter 3) to adjust current 

amplitudes within the range that the current transducers can detect accurately. 

Figure 59: Typical three-phase voltage waveform at the PCC in Figure 10 



Figure 60: Typical three-phase supply line current waveform (measuring point A in Figure 58) 

Figure 61: Typical three-phase load current waveform withdrawn by load 1 in Figure 58  

Figure 62: Typical three-phase load current waveform withdrawn by load 2 in Figure 58 



Analysis of the waveforms depicted in Figure 59, Figure 60, Figure 61 and Figure 62 in the frequency 

domain, results in the graphs presented below (shown only for phase b): 

Figure 63: Harmonic content of voltage in phase b at PCC and total current in phase b drawn from the 

fundamental frequency energy source 

Figure 64: Harmonic content of the current withdrawn in phase b by nonlinear load 1 in Figure 58 (graph 

on the lei? hand side above) and nonlinear load 2 in Figure 58 (graph on the right hand side 

above) 

5.3.3.3 Data analysis 

The .Joint Harmonic Real Power at each measuring node was calculated for each instance of firing angle. 

Care was taken in the data analysis carried out in MathCAD to ensure that energy conservation principles 

were respected. Measurement errors, for example, could be detected when the total enerw flowing into 

the PCC did not match the total energy flowing out of the PCC into the two loads. 

The firing angle of one rectifier was maintained constant while that of the other were varied to obtain a 

range of fuing angle differences between the two rectifiers. The magnitude of the resistive load, fed by 

each rectifier, remained the same. Two such investigations were repeated; the first investigation used a 

fixed firing angle of 100' for the one rectifier whilst the firing angle of the second rectifier was varied. 



The second investigation used a fixed firing angle 000° for the one rectifier whilst the firing angle of the

second rectifier was varied.

The graph below depicts the exchange of Joint Harmonic Real Power between the three measuring points

for the first investigation. The load current of load I in Figure 58 was kept relatively small through a

fixed firing angle of 100°:

Joint Harmonic Real Power Excbaoge between measuriog poiots A, B aod C
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Figure 65: Joint Harmonic Real Power Exchange between measuring points A, B and C in Figure 53

obtained in a similar real life power system: investigation no 1

The Joint Harmonic Real Power in Figure 65 summates to zero for each instance of firing angle. Because

the firing angle was not directly measurable, it had to be estimated from the waveform data and IS

therefore not indicated in exact degrees in these two investigations.

A second investigation was carried out with a fixed firing angle for load 1 in Figure 58 of 30°:
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Figure 66: Joint Harmonic Real Power Exchange between measuring points A, B and C in Figure 53

obtained in a similar real life power system: investigation no 2

The Joint Harmonic Real Power in Figure 66 again summates to zero for each instance of fIring angle.

5.3.4 Conclusion

The results of the time-domain simulation confIrm the fIndings of the frequency-domain modelling

presented in [57]. A fInal confIrmation of the results of these simulation studies is furthered by the results

of section 5.3.2. It was obtained through measurements in a real life power system similar to the power

system used in the computer simulations.

The results reported in [58], section 5.3.2 and section 5.3.3 of this thesis presents fInal proof of the

fIndings put forward in [57]. It was formulated as a research problem in chapter 1, namely that it is

impossible to geographically localise a single source of distortion in a power system with distributed

sources of distortion through single-point measurements.

When a network contains more than one non-linear load such as phase-controlled converters in which

fundamental phase angle changes take place, there will be an interchange of harmonic real power between

these loads. That makes it impossible to localise a source of distortion in a power system with more than
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one distortion source through single-point measurements. It is only possible to localise distortion- 

producing sources in a practical power system by measuring harmonic active power flow in all the 

terminals of all the consumers simultaneously and synchronously. 

Using the level and direction of harmonic real power in single point measurements for tariff calculation in 

endeavours to dissuade consumers from generating distortion is also an invalid approach. Unless ways 

can be found around this problem, all research and development that wishes to utilise this principle should 

be reconsidered. 

5.4 LOCALISATION TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED IN THE LITERATURE 

5.4.1 Introduction 

A number of approaches have been used in literature to localise and characterise sources of steady state 

distortion in an interconnected power system through single-point measurement. Several indexes and 

approaches to quantify the contribution to THVD at the PCC has been formulated and reported in 

literature. The most important of these contributions are considered in this section. 

Cristaldi [44], [45], [46] uses the Park transfotm to distinguish between the negative harmonic real 

powers generated by the load non-linearity and those that are generated by the load unbalance. The zero 

sequence components are discarded and the Park voltage and current vectors are decomposed into their 

Fourier components. The real power for the different frequency components are calculated and used in 

the definition [44] of two indices, an "unbalance" index C, and a "nonlinearity" index C,,. The level of 

the unbalance is commensurate with the magnitude of C,. The level of the distortion is commensurate 

with the value of C.,. 

Muscas [53] contributed by formulating a "Harmonic Global Index" (HGI) and a "Harmonic Phase 

Index" (HPI). It is claimed that these indices can be used to localise a source of distortion by quantifying 

its relative distortion contribution. The indices are based on the sign of the different harmonic active 

powers at each frequency and relate the quadratic ratio of the polluting currents produced by the load to 

those produced by the supply. 

Both methods above are dependent upon the direction of propagation of the real harmonic power and will 

not work if loads on either side of the measurement cross-section interchange harmonic real power. 

A novel combination of three different indices has been combined subsequently into a "global quality 

index" by Cristaldi [55]. This approach is reported to achieve success in localisation of distortion source 

within a network with multiple distortion sources distributed over the electric power network. The three 

indices used in the "combined global quality index" have been proposed previously to aid in localisation 

of distortion sources. 



1. The ratio of global harmonic current distortion to the global harmonic voltage distortion in terms 

of positive sequence quantities. 

2. The supply loading index. 

3. The harmonic global index. 

The formulation of the global quality index is evaluated in section 5.4.4. In order to do it, it requires 

reporting the original power quality index formulations of Cristaldi [44] and Muscas [53] in section 5.4.3. 

A different approach to the localisation of distortion sources is to use invasive methods [52], [59]. The 

system is purposely disturbed and the analysis is based on the resulting system response. This approach 

has practical drawbacks because of the difficulty of continuously injecting disturbances of sufficient 

magnitude into the network. The injection of disturbances in the form of momentary currents or voltages 

cannot be camed out continuously and continuous measurement will therefore not be possible. This 

method may not be affected by the presence of multiple distortion sources. It is not suitable for tariff and 

compensation purposes. The detail of this approach is not analysed in this document. 

The use of state estimators is another approach. Farach [47], [48] described a procedure in which state 

estimation techniques are employed to identify the best connection localities for harmonic sensors when 

searching for distortion producing sources. The "underdetermined harmonic state estimator" [47] 

performs better with a priori information, but there is a limit to the general practical application of the 

method. The performance of the state estimator is only evaluated in the presence of a single distortion 

source and it still has to be proven whether it will also be able to achieve its goal in the presence of 

multiple distortion sources. 

Another state estimation application on the localisation of distortion sources is that of Heydt [49] who 

suggested a least squares state estimator. As the interpretation of the results of this method depends on the 

direction of the real harmonic power, it will not be practicable in the presence of multiple distortion 

sources. 

Hang and Chen [63] investigated artificial intelligence to localise sources of distortion. Fuzzy theory and 

artificial neural networks (ANN) is combined to localise sources of distortion without apriori knowledge 

on the localisation of these distortion sources. The validity of their claims is uncertain as they assume 

certain harmonic voltages to be "caused" by certain "injected' harmonic currents at busbars. Such 

assumptions are constrained by the principles set out in sections 5.3. Their application of fuvy theory, 

ANN and the devised methodology seems novel. If parameters such as the combined global quality index 

vk could be incorporated, this could be an avenue to be pursued. 

Emanuel [60], [61], [62] investigated the possibility of a harmonic tariff system that make use of single 



point measurements and other relevant technical issues pertaining to harmonic pollution and the 

localisation of the sources contributing. It is valuable reference material because of the important practical 

aspects that are considered, given that the synchronous measurement of all nodes in a network is not 

readily available. 

Srinivasan [43] make use of the direction of harmonic active power to separate the load current into the 

"distorting" current and the "non-distorting" current. Srinivasan has only reported single-phase 

evaluations and results. It is not possible to use his suggestion by extending this distortion source 

localisation technique based on single-phase formulations to three phase networks. It will not work in a 

three-phase system with more than one distortion producing source. 

In an analysis of the existing literature on the subject of localisation of distortion sources, the non- 

invasive methods using single-point measurement are based on the direction of propagation of the 

harmonic real powers. These methods will therefore not work in power transmission networks generally 

where the presence of multiple distortion sources is a practical reality. Only the approach of Cristaldi, 

Ferrero and Salicone [55] deserves further discussion because they employ a distributed measurement 

system. 

5.4.2 Cristaldi: The localisation of distortion sources. 

Cristaldi [44], [45] applied the transform to separate load unbalance and non-linear loading 

because both can generate negative harmonic real powers. As the Park transform is a linear transform, the 

Park voltage and current vector will also reflect the nonsinusoidal conditions of the phase domain and a 

Fourier series can be used to study the frequency-domain components of the Park voltage and current 

vector (periodic conditions assumed): 

The Fourier series of the Park voltage and current vector are related to the Fortesque positive and negative 

sequence components. The positive harmonic orders h > 0, are the positive sequence components and the 

harmonic orders h < 0, are the negative sequence numbers at frequencies lhlm,. This is shown below for 

the Park voltage phasors, similar to the Park current phasors: 

IS Detail of the Park transform applied in nonsinusoidal power systems, can be found in section 4.4. 



As the Park voltage and current phasors describe the "three phase only" components of the power system, 

the harmonic active power that flow through a three-phase measuring cross-section can be described 

accordingly [44]: 

Both a nonlinear load and unbalance in the load when the supply voltage waveform is nonsinusoidal can 

cause negative harmonic active powers (fundamental frequency active power assumed positive). 

Cristaldi [44] defined number sets KI, K., and K., in terms of harmonic orders: 

Subscript "f', "u" and "nP' refers to "linear", "unbalance" and "nonlinear" respectively. Based on the 

harmonic number sets above, the following coefficients [44] are then defined: 

The unbalance index, C.: 

The nonlineariv index C,,,: 

Ppd is the total Park active power found at the measuring cross-section and is obtained by summing over 

all the positive and negative sequence harmonic real powers, including the fundamental. 



The indices in equation (192) are defmed such that both C, and C., < 0. 

If the effect of load unbalance is neglible at all harmonic frequencies, then C, = 0 

0 C. f 0 indicates that the load is the cause of the unbalance. 

IC,I represents the level of unbalance caused by the load. 

If the effect of load non-linearity is negligible at all harmonic frequencies then C.I= 0. 

0 Cristaldi [44] interpreted Cnl = 0 as that the load cannot be considered to be the source of 

distortion. 

Cn1 f 0 indicate that the load is causing distortion 

(C,II represents the level of distortion caused by the nonlinear load. 

The above method seems to offer a novel way to separate the load non-linearity from the load unbalance. 

It could have been a very exciting approach to disseminate these effects and implement it in a tariff 

system. These definitions are however limited to the principles furthered in sections 5.3 and in [58]. It 

will be valid in the presence of one distorting load in the network only is considered. 

5.4.3 Muscas: The "Harmonic Phase Index" HPIand  the "Harmonic Global Index", HGI. 

Muscas [53] defined the harmonic phase index HPI and the harmonic global index HGI based on 

currents, not powers. It aims to distinguish between the quality of power delivered and the power 

withdrawn independent of the network conditions. These indices increase in relation to the increase in 

distortion and in unbalance as caused by the load. It is also claimed to be measurable with sufficient 

accuracy with practical instrumentation. 

5.4.3.1 The Harmonic Phase Index: HPI 

On a per phase basis, the three wire current flowing through a measuring cross-section is arranged into a 

matrix containing the phase current vectors where the rows are the harmonic current phasors arranged in 

three columns for each phase: 



In the above equation, Zj+h is a matrix to group the three-phase harmonic current phasors which are 

arranged per phase in each of the three columns and per harmonic order h in each row. Number N is the 

highest harmonic order considered in equation (224). 

Two current vectors are distinguished in Z3(* as defined in equation (224): 

1. Current vector represents the three-phase harmonic current phasors caused by the voltage 

source: 

2.  Current vector Z q b  represents the harmonic current phasors caused by the load non- 

linearityltime-variance andlor unbalance: 

If the above methodology is applied to a four-wire power system, it will require special considerations as 

the homopolar voltage components can cause misinterpretation of the phase power [53]. 

The Harmonic Phase Index (HPI) is then defined based on (225) and (226): 

HPI = k21:~ +IIrL3(,h 112 
\\'W.hl12 

The index39 k2 is defined as either a 0 or a 1 depending on the sign of the negative sequence power at the 

fundamental frequency: 

19 The list of symbols contains a comprehensive explanation of symbols used, on this case, for example, take note that subscript 

"2" refers to negative sequence quantities. 



The definition of the index HPI  is therefore based on the ratio of quadratic distorting currents to the 

currents that are dominated by the supply characteristics. The index k2 relies on the sign of the harmonic 

real power and will be influenced by the principles in section 5.3 if more than one distorting source is 

present. 

5.4.3.2 Harmonic Global Index: HGI 

Muscas [53] grouped the harmonic active powers derived from the Park voltage and current vector as 

follow: 

A matrix containing the Park current phasors is then constructed; again the "source" and the "load" Park 

current harmonic phasors are separated as either Ismh or respectively [note that this are Park 

harmonic current harmonic phasors whilst in section 5.4.3.1 the phase-domain current harmonic phasors 

were grouped). 

The dimension of this matrix is (3N+2) with N the highest harmonic order considered. The complex 

Fourier expansion of the Park current vectors contributes (2N+1) elements as the harmonic index is over 

the range -N to +N. The remaining (N+l) components are the zero sequence current harmonic 

components, which, as it is a real Fourier series, only extend over the harmonic index range of 0 to +N. 

The construction of this matrix of current phasors is through the following methodology: 

Step 1: The Park current harmonic phasors in Iswh and I ~ p ~ ~ h  are grouped into a "source" Park current 

vector ISW,~,+NJ and ILP~(~+N): 

The harmonic index h is over the range -N tot +N. 

Step 2: The zero sequence current harmonics are grouped into the "source" (Ispd,(h+2~+,)) and the "load" 

( ILpd , (~ i2N+l) )  zero sequence current vectors: 



The "Harmonic Global Index" is defined as: 

1I'LP-k ll' HGI = - 
ll'sFmkl12 

The Park transform enables a "global" power quality index (HGI) by the ratio of quadratic distorting 

currents to the currents dominated by the supply characteristics. The index HGI also use the sign of the 

harmonic active power which will not be valid if more than one distorting source is present in the network 

under consideration. Muscas [53] reports in [S3] that the HPI and HGI indices correctly identify the non- 

linear loads as sources of distortion by single point measurements in nehvorks with more than one 

distorting source in the network under consideration. This is an invalid claim as the arinciales of section 

5.3 have demonstrated. 

5.4.4 Cristaldi, Ferrero and Salicone: a Distributed Measurement approach; the Combined 

Global index, q. 

A distributed measurement system that acquires non-synchronous data is described in 1551 to monitor a 

number of power quality indices on every load connected to the PCC. A master unit then interpret these 

indices in order to localise and quantifies the contribution of a distortion source to unbalance and/or 

harmonic distortion. This power quality index is a combination of three other power quality indices. An 

analysis of this technique is presented. 

5.4.4.1 Power Quality indices calculated a t  each measwingpoinl 

The Global Harmonic Total Distortion in Voltage and Global Harmonic Total Distortion in Current in a 

balanced three-phase power system are defined in terms of phase quantities [S5]: 



A similar nonconformity index based on the fundamental frequency positive sequence values is defined 

[55] for a nonsinusoidal unbalanced three-phase system for voltages and currents with respect to a 

balanced three-phase system: 

Two ratios of current and voltage distortion are then defined; the first ratio, q, is based on phase quantities 

and the second ratio, q' is based on positive sequence quantities: 

GHTD, 
17 = GHTD, 

A supply and loading quality index are defined [54] as follows: 

Symbol P , ( l )  refer to the active power in the fundamental frequency of the positive sequence components 

of voltage and current. The idea is that the supply and loading quality index, r,,, > 1 when the source is 

causing the distortion and that < 1 when the load is the prevailing source of distortion. 

5.4.4.2 Rationale for the combinedglobal index 

The different indices in the previous section 5.4.4.1 have different limitations discussed in literature, such 

as [53], [57] and [58] and thus a combination of indices is proposed in [55]. The expectation [55] is for 

the previous reason thus that a combination of indices in one global index should provide "more" correct 

information on the localisation of the distortion source. 

These indices are determined on all supply and loading lines connected to the PCC and not only at a 

single measuring point which was indicated to be a major limitation in the localisation of distortion 

sources in section 5.3. 



5.4.4.3 The Combined Global index, vk 

The proposed combined global index is formulated as: 

The subscript k refers to the line number out of the PCC and S refers to the supply line feeding the PCC. 

Note that the index v k  is defined with the aim that the following three conditions can be distinguished: 

vk = 1: The power system experience perfect sinusoidal and balanced conditions. 

v > I: The load connected to line number k is producing distortion. 

vk < I: The voltage source connected to line number k is producing distortion (PCC injecting 

distortion). 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

The results reported in [55]  are indeed promising. Application of the combined global index vk was done 

by plotting the trend of the vk for every line going out of a PCC. The results [55]  clearly indicated that the 

three indices ('1'; &; HGI) could not conclusively identify any of the loads as  a disturbing load. Careful 

consideration of these results, show that these three indices in fact confirm the results obtained in sections 

5.3. 

Most important of [55]  are the study of the trend of vk plotted as function of time for each of the lines 

going out of the PCC. The combined global index clearly characterised a specific load as either 

contributing to distortion or absorbing distortion. A valuable contribution is in the standard uncertainty 

evaluation of the measured indices. Application of a 12 bit AID card with voltage and current transducers 

that have a measurement uncertainty of 0.01% caused a 0.1% uncertainty in the active power calculations. 

The index vk, has been calculated with an uncertainty of less than 0.06. 

The determination of vk is practical due to the sufficient certainty by which it could be measured in a low- 

voltage network (380V network in which the experiments were carried out.). Of all the localisation 

procedures currently known to the author, this methodology therefore mostly deserve further 

investigation. 



6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The modem electrical power system continues to present technological challenges to be addressed in 

order to effectively manage electrical energy. Solid-state technology presents exciting new opportunities 

and the advances therein bring about ever-increasing growth in the numbers and magnitudes of non linear 

loads. Nonsinusoidal conditions have not only come to stay in modem power systems, but its ferocity is 

also expected to increase. In order to quantify and qualify relevant nonsinusoidal phenomena, the one 

goal of this thesis was to evaluate alternative power theories that have been developed over the latter part 

of the last century. The second goal was to investigate techniques which can determine the relative 

contribution to the degradation of the overall power quality in an interconnected power system. 

Electrical power quality is gaining recognition as an ultimately important feature of power systems. The 

reasons for the generation of low power quality and how it is brought about, as well as what its impacts 

are on power systems were discussed in chapter 1. International power quality standards were discussed 

to examine different approaches made in efforts to deliver acceptable electrical power quality to clients. 

These standards are dynamic because new knowledge enables redefinitions of distortion power and 

analysis through it of distorted power system operation that will enable better tariff structures to be 

devised. 

The analysis of nonsinusoidal power systems requires special consideration, for example mathematical 

techniques such as the Fortesque and Park transform requires reformulation as was demonstrated in 

chapter 2. Unbalance between phase conductors necessitates a four-wire approach as the role of the 

neutral conductor can not be ignored. An alternative transform that enable three-dimensional space-vector 

formulation of four-wire three-phase quantities, was proposed as a mathematically and physically sound 

approach. 

A comprehensive analysis of specifically the Czarnecki power theory resulted in a demonstration of a 

deficiency thereof. It is a well known power theory as it was published in numerous scientific journals. 

Application thereof with modem instrumentation seems to be simple. Further, the isolation of "unwanted" 

effects in the power system by means of the Czarnecki power components could be a powerful tool in the 

management of electrical power quality. It is shown to be an invalid approach to the definition of 

electrical power in practical three-phase power systems in chapter 4, however, rendering it less suitable 

for global use. The results of chapter 4 verify the concerns expressed with regard to the Czarnecki power 

theory by Emanuel in [3 11. 

The deficiency of the Czamecki power theory was shown in chapter 4. One reason is the definition of 

power components in the phase-domain when the waveforms in the three-phase power system are 

distorted and unbalanced. 



Chapter 4 propose alternative approaches in defining power. To formulate power in a transformed 

domain, such as by application of the Park voltage and current vector is shown in chapter 4 to be valid if 

it is applied to a three-wire power system. Ferrero [26] advanced the analysis of three-wire three-phase 

power systems significantly by the latter contribution. Practical application of the Park transform in 

compensation of unwanted effects was successfully demonstrated by Akagi [22]. 

Electrical quantities relating to a four-wire power system can be transformed to a three-dimensional space 

vector representation of voltage and current, as formulated by Ferrero, Giuliani and Willems [29]. 

Chapter 4 reported it as the preferred approach in analysis of four-wire nonsinusoidal power systems and 

proposes further investigation as to application in compensation techniques and the devising of tariff 

systems. 

Mathematical formulations to analyse a power system, have to be tested for validity against physical laws 

which require consideration of electro dynamical principles. Emanuel has advanced insight into the 

physical phenomena in a nonsinusoidal three-phase power system by demonstrating application of the 

Poynting vector [30]. 

Chapter 5 proved that single-point measurements in a power system with nonlinear loads distributed all 

over can not be used to quantify the relative contribution to overall degradation in electrical power 

quality. This is a validation of the results of Swart [57] and in this thesis, proved by the results of both a 

time-domain simulation approach and real-life measurements. 

It is however impractical to measure all nodes synchronously to be able to quantify the contribution of 

every nonlinear load. If it was possible, then the electrical utility and all customers could be made 

responsible for the power quality at every node through a creative tariff formulation. This could be an 

important tool in managing power quality. 

Harmonic pollution of the power system degrades the most important energy commodity of modem 

times. Important technical considerations thereto have been contributed, for example by Emanuel [60], 

[61], [62]. If the localisation and the contribution of a certain distortion source are known, compensation 

can be forced upon the responsible consumer through tariff imposition. 

Localisation techniques to isolate a specific source of waveform distortion in the power system are 

described in the literature. Chapter 5 evaluates a few examples such as [44], [47], [49], [53] and [63]. It is 

then proposed that the novel combination of a new power quality index and a distributed measurement 

system that does not require perfectly synchronised measurements as described in [55] should be further 

investigated towards implementation in practical power distribution systems. 

Power quality management in power systems should adopt a holistic approach to performance objectives 

as not only "circuit-specific" matters are influencing modem power quality management. Legislation and 



regulations has to be implemented which requires not only appropriate instrumentation but also effective 

management models. The recommendations made in Chapter 6 on further investigations could be 

valuable in support of  such efforts. 
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2 APPENDIX B: HARMONIC LIMITS NRS048 (SA) AND IEEE 

Table 24: NRS 048: Indicative values of planning levels for harmonic voltage (expressed as a percentage 

of the rated voltage of HV and EHV power systems) 

Order 

h 

5 

7 

1 1  

13 

17 

19 

23 

25 

>25 

I 

Harmonic voltlgc 

HV-EHV 

% 

2 

Odd harmonics non-multiplc 013 

Order 

h 

3 

Harmonic voltage 

HV-EHV 

% 

2 

I 

0,3 

'J2 
0.2 

4 

Odd harmonics multiple of 3 Even harmonics 

I 

Order 

h 

2 

4 

6 

8 

I0 

12 

>I2 

-- 

-- 

I 

The limits in Table 24 are for high-voltage (HV: 44 - 220 kV) and extra high-voltage (EHV: 220 - 400 

kV) networks. For low voltage (LV: < 1000 V) and medium voltage networks (MV: 1 - 44 kV), different 

limits apply as shown in Table 25. 

Total harmonic distortion (THD) 5 3 % in HV networks 



Table 25: Compatibility levels for harmonic voltages (expressed as a percentage of the declared voltage 

of LV and MV power systems). 

Odd harmonies multiolc o f 3  1 Even harmonics Odd harmonics non-multiple o f 3  

voltage &j--+L+ 
Ordcr 

h 

5 

7 

11 

13 

17 

19 

23 

25 

>25 

Harmonie 

voltage 

% 

2 

1 

0,5 

0,s 

0 s  

0 2  

0.2 

Hamoaie  voltage 

(%) 

6 

5 

3.5 

3 

2 

1,s 

1,s 

1,s 

0.2 + 1.3 x 25h 

NOTE - For each harmonic, the harmonic voltage distortion compatibility level is given as a percentage of the magnihlde of the 

declared (fundamental frequency) voltage 

Table 26: IEEE 5 19 519-1992: Current distortion limits for general distribution systems (120 V to 69 000 

I Maximum Hannonic Curnnr Disronion in Percentage of I&. I 

11 = Maximum demand load current (fundamental Frequency wmponcnl) at PCC. 

INDNIDUAL HARMONIC ORDER (ODD HARMONICS) 

I d %  < I1 1 1 S h c 1 7  2 3 5 h c 3 5  1 7 S h < 2 3  35 S h TDD 



2.1 MATHCAD SORTING PROCEDLJRE 

Vhonnanies = O.last(Vah) {Index of all voltage harmonics) 

Ihmmonicr = O.last(Ioh) {Index of all current harmonics) 

N,, := 1 0  otherwise 

-- 

{N? = source harmonics) 

i c  8 jlharrnonics, - N 
N,.  := "i 

0 otherwise 

{N,,  = Generated harmonics) 
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6D33E

imoE

6D31E
sa32E
6D33E

l00lcS/.

~~ DC
Uaxinunoaking""!agO
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IIJ34E
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11(I;2£
IIIXIIE
6D32£
6034£
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IIIXI3E

AklJ..63>. Ai SENSE.

AlS£NSD

FIIObiller .ile ....._........_.......................

0.13_"
PCI,PXI._...._...._______....__....._
0A0CanI....._........_.._........_........

DMAIIIIJdM

PCI.PXI ,.,,, ...".....

ConftgwationAl8lflDrysize.~..~__~ ~~_..__

512,""",01.11024 8Imp...tor DAQCard)

DIM. irmrupll. pn>grIII1I1IOd 110

Intern.,.., pIOgrarnmed 110

_.gaterlsingletnln>ler fofj
512words

TransferCharacteristics
Rellll.. ...",,,"'" (dihred)
D.....

6iE2E I .1.5LSB
6034E
PCHJa3BE
603J£ I sO.75lSB
11031£
6D32E
IIIXI3E

~36E I 03iilSB

DNt

0..,;..
11(I;2£
603sE
,!~ f!!\O~a~1miE1
0A0Card-8I36E

.1 lSB

T,picoI
sO.5LSB.

-.1lSB
.,.o'tSB .t.-2lSB

No misling codes

0A0CanI6036E 15bill.guoRllIleed
Others 16bill,gua teed

AmplifierCharacteristics
k1put inpedaral

0..,;..
WE
IIIXIxE

__00

J 100GOinparOiIei Iwith100Ii'

011
B2iiU

k1putbios .nd ofbet .......

D _Canont

11(I;2£ I J200 pA
6034E
PCI-6II!6E

IIIXII£ I .lnA
II031E
6D32E
B033£

OAQCord.6lJ36£" I ~ pA

0IIs0tc:.u-
- '.jOn-p,.'

anA

.10DpA
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.. ...

.10V -

t5V 01010V

J2.5V Oto5V
.1V Oto2V

l.S£D'mV 01111V
t250 mV o105DJmV
.l00mV o to 200 mV

t50mY 0111 l00mV

.10V ..

t5V D1010V
- Oto5V
82V ..

.1V Oto2V
t500mV Ot01V
- Oto5DJmV

J200nV ..
.100nV Oto200mV

.. 010l00mV

oIOV
t5V

t500mV
>50mY



16-BitESeriesMultifunction
DADSpecifications

Specifications - NI6052Eand NI603xE(continued)
CMRR, DC 10 60 Hz Analog OutputCMRR
Dmce 1Iang.
'6b52C~'T'" '1fJV"

lOV
5V
2.V

100 ",y'101 v

1fJV
10V
5V
4V
2V
IV

IOOmV 10 500 mV

'.'~ojjjV.'
10V
1V

100"V

Output Charactaristics

NDIIor01a.......
. i~11agOoUtiililB0052E

OOJ:JE
6031.

~E _ .~_
S032E, 6D33E, 6034E

0031:£
6031E
0032E
6033E

""None

Resollllioo

"' .". . ":16bits:1 in65.536.oo5iC
SD:E.
ImJE
6031E

6034E
603IiE

I

Moimom Updolo Ro1o. ' '" 333kSJi
10kSls,systemdepend"'t

IDOIcSJ.

'6062.
PCI-tlJ36E

OOJ:JE
6031E

OAOCard-0036
DynamicCharacteristics
8<n:INidth

Dmce
'i'OsiE
0D3DE,6031E,

0037E, 6033.

6034E.1IC30E

1 kS/.. .yslem dependent

Range
Allranger
Allrang..

T\POofDAG m m Double buffelOd.multiplying

RfO Buffer Size

] . 2,D48sanple4None

SmouSigool(-3dBI
~
255kHz Bl52E, 603DE, 6031E

SD:EE
All TariQBI 413kHz

Datatranofer.

PCI.PXI..m m DMA.inlenuplS,programmedva
DAoCard m Intenupt1l, progranmed va

DMAmodes
PCI,1'1(1 Scatter.gatherlsi'1llelransfer,

demand tnmfer)

System noi.. (lS8.. includingquantization)- Range
. 6052E I . Ztri1fJV

1V
500mV
1fJDn1V

1~_mV
71020V

IV
4DO 10 500 mV

1fJDmV
1DOmV

lQ:lOio"V
rv

lDOmV
10-1020V

Transfer Characteristics

lIeIotivo Accarocy

., --.D.3SlSlll'/pical,tllSBmaxii1lum

.0:5 iSliiYP~1. ~1 LSa max1;,.,.,'

6D3OE

0031E
0D32E

6033E

~i.
6030E
6031E
6O§s( tZ'lse maximum

ooME
PCI-603eE DNt .1.0 lSBmaxiruum

___R:i
Bl62E --~r=II)~i1s:gu.mni2ed
SD:EE
OOJ:JE
6031E

VeltegeOutput

Set1I''1I time toful~scaI. 'Iop

.w~)'
3p,max
3p,max
3p,max
3p,max

Dmce
me Ronun u

.10 y, 010 1OY, ftXTREF.O to EXlIIEF; SOftwar...lectabls .

.10 V. 0 10 10 V; sof1ware ..Iectabls

7to20V
IV

1fJD1O 500 mV

1DOmV
All

Bl62E

OOJ:JE

6031E

SD:EE .10V
6031:£
6D32E

10iiE
6033E
603.if
603IiE
DAttanl-6O:j6E

Oulputcoupli'1l m..m DC
Output;mpedaem 0.1Q maxinum
Currenldrio.e m m t5 mAmaximum
Protection M HM Shon~ircuittogmmd

PCIWOI'4.SIIIIo

, OV(!2DmY)

.All lOOp,maxi 75v.max 10psmax

l1020V
1DOmV
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5 usmax Bls2E
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PCI-SD:EE
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~
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. '-7Sde

AllOIlIera ia
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OV 1>44 mY)
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97
91 ff1

101 101
104 104
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97 -
91 !J2- ff1

101 -
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16-BitESeriesMultifunction
DAQ Specifications
Specifications - NI 6852Eand NI 603xE (continued)
Externalref input If;a;2E only)

Range N._.._...............__.

Ovol'lOltig. protettiCll._.......................

Input ~rr:............_..._....................
B,'-1.3 dBI..._.._.........................

Slew rate _.__.........._.._................_....__

;i11V

,25 Vpoweredon. ,15 VpQWI!redoff
101<0
31cHl
O.3V/",

Dynamic Characteristics
Settlil1llime and slew rate

Device SotIIingT...Forhil-ScoleStop
61152E 3.5~.1o,nSB ,ceu'"oy
603({ 10~st..llSBaccUIiICY
6031E
'PCfi03BE
DAOCa~ .

,:s.vs 10 ~ILSB ,ceurocy

5~1Ot4.5lSB!ICCU'"'I'

Nois.

'60W,,;;OCtli\MHz .'6052£
603lt

6Q.11l
PCI-603eE

'!JAOCO,a:im6E

Gli1I:hene'gy!.lmid-calelRlnsition)

Dnic8 .......-
~F-!"'" ..t ..£\O'il1V.....""ro~c3i" ;i10;'\j'

'Cc=n:lC
C=00==
III'C
.- C=0
g"u
cC-n:Icac-!:IIca._cacn

Digital 110
Numbe,of ch,nneb.............._................

Ccmpatibity................................................
Power-<Inst,,,, ._.........._........................
Datatransfer& N..._........__.__..

DiJitallog~ levek

1ovoI~
Ii1put I~ Vollage

hput hiOh ""toge

()utputl~""tage 11,.,25 rnA)
0I$ut h~h voltage II.... .3.5mAl

liming 110
General-Purpose UplDown CounterlTimers
Number of cI1anneb

Up/down COIl1le,/lim..............................

FR!quency SealS' ....____..___._.__....__

lIesoIutim

Up/down co""",/lim.............................

Fnoqu",oy Sader ........__.._.................

Compotibity ...._............................................

Dg;""log~ I...~
_ elcx:Uavailable

lJp/dIm1co rllin"""........_......_..
FnoquencyScaler ",......._ clock'"''''''''''_..._......._............_.

Maxj"um eJt1emaisource frequency

Up/dov.o1 oo 'lIim......._.........._.......
E>umol SOI/f1%s.lettiens._.........._......._

E>umol oa'"..Iec:tioos ",,,,.....
Minimumsaucepulseduratim .....................

Mirimum gate pulse d...tion..........................
Datatransf...

PCI/FXI UpIdown courttor/timer................

0AaCenI Up/down cnmle'/rimer............

Fnoqu",oy Scaler ......._..................._.........

Slow_

"'i'5Vi;'"
5V/~.

15V/~s
5V/~s

1.!!L~V...DGIO400kfi!
160~V...DG1D,4ookHi

.

[
,

,. ~

00_

.. 1J.!S"
1'",

B irc>ut/output

5Vtm/CMOS
If1'UIlhigh impedn:e)

I'rognImmedl/O --0.8V
5.0V
OAV

24bit.
4bits
5VTTlJCMOS

20MHzersIl00 kHz
10MHz,111100kHz
.0.01'1\

20MHz
PFI<0..9>. RTSI<0..6>.""log1!igger. software selectabl.

PFI<0..9>.RTSIdI..6>.""logtrigger. eoftware selectable

10 n.. edge-detett mod.

IOns. edge-d.lect mod.

DMA (scaner'g'1I'e~. inte,rupts. programmed VO

1rrte,ruplS. programmed I/O

Provammed I/O

Triggers
AnalogTriggers

N oITriggen
6O~1 I
ImIE
6031E
6032E
6033E
6D34E I None
6033E

Purpose
An,1og~put ......................_._......._...

An,logou!p..............................................

G I.purpase courder/timers ............-
AI<!J..15>.PFI OIAI START TRIG

11I<O..63>. PFIOIA! START TRIG

level, ,soun:e. AkO..lfJ63>.._............

Extemai.",rce.PAO/AISTARTTAIG......

Slope .............
ResoIutim..............._.........__......___......__

HvsteresiS...MM M.. M "'M'"

_iithl-3dBl

Dnice
00sif'
pa-8mE. PC~6031E.6032E. 6033E

PXI.fi(aJE.PX~6031E

S1art and stop trigger. g'te. clock

Start trigger. gate. clode

Source.g,te

,full.scale
.IOV

~itjya or negative;Jaftware-sa1s:table
12 bits. 1 in4.D96
PrQJranmabie

"'-1-
AkO.ISr'6!>

700kHz
255kHz
255tII.

Accuracy 11%of ful-scalerangemaximum

Digital Triggers (ell devices)
Purpose

An.1oginput ,............._.............

An.1ogOO!put................................_...
G ~purposecounter/timers...............

Soun:e.............................................-..............

Canp,tibiity ",................_..............._...

Iiespo",e ............................._..........__..........

Pul.. width. ......

Start ,nd stoP triggor, g''''. clock

Start trigje. gate. cIodc

Source.g,'"

Pfl <0..9>. RTSI <0..6>

5VTTl

Rising0' falil'Gedge
1001minimum

_oJ Soorco
I'RQ/AISUlllT1IIIG

700kHz
4MH.
255kHl
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3.2 IMPEDOGRAPH

Figure 67: Three ImpedographsTM measuring 9 voltage and 9 current waveforms in synchronism

Voltage Inputs:

Number of channels:

Input range:

Accuracy:

Resolution:

VA loading:

Current Inputs:

Number of channels:

Input range:

Accuracy:

Resolution:

VA loading:

4 x differential inputs

10 to 460 V RMS

<0.1% on reading (50 to 460 V RMS)

15 mV RMS

> IMQ. (resistive)

4 x galvanically isolated

0-7.5 ARMS

< 0.1% on reading (0.2 to 7.5 ARMS)

250 p.ARMS

<0.5 VA@ 7.5 ARMS
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Analogto DigitalConversion:

ADC resolution: 16 bit

Maximum analog noise: 0.02% of full scale

Sampling rate:

Over-sampling:

Locking:

128 samples per fundamental frequency cycle

4 times

Frequency and Phase locked

Real Time Clock:

Synchronization source: External GPS

Accuracy: 100PPM (unsynchronised)

3.3 LABORATORY POWER SYSTEM

Figure 68: Synchronous generators and transformators feeding transmission line modules

Figure 69: Induction and DC machine load simulators, transformators at receiving end of lines
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Figure 70: PWM inverters controlling induction Machines, setting control values by RS 485

Figure 71: The matrix of contactors, note the 6 nodes (busses) are horisontally laid out

Figure 72: The Mitsibushi PLC: 1028 I/O channels possible, 248 outputs used
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Basic laboratory layout
School for Bectrlcal EngI..erlng, PU for QE

Base pc>Mtr.5 k\II\
Base IotIt age: 380 ~..

_,Fa::ta
anectlcn

Capcadlcrs

Transnissfon line

R..d" Eq,dp " to be deslll""d and rmmlfach d

Figure 73: The laboratory layout
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